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<td>$2.95</td>
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<td>$5.95</td>
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**OUR GUARANTEE**

You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new, and all books are hardbound unless marked otherwise. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days. Most items are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check.
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Household Hints

3950026 LEMONS: 100s of Household Uses. By Diane & Jon Sutherland. Discover how to clean, refresh, deter pests, garden, look great, feel great, cook tasty dishes and entertain the kids all using your zestful fruit. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Flame Tree. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

388306X THE NATURAL HOME: Simple, Pure Cleaning Solutions and Recipes for a Healthy Home. By I. Louot & S. Fabie. Transform your home into a toxic-free environment with natural cleaning products and methods that don't cost much. With just a handful of affordable household items such as lemon and vinegar you can keep your home sparkling and your family and pets—and the earth—healthier and happier. Illus. 311 pages. Black-Dog & Leventhal. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

398298X HOUSEHOLD HINTS: Amazing Uses for Salt, Lemon, Vinegar, and Baking Soda. By Heather Rodino. Provides countless tips and tricks for easy, time-tested, incredibly effective methods for taking care of every part of your home, from the basement to the attic (including the yard, the kids, the car, and even the cat)! The best part is, you can do it all without toxic chemicals. Illus. in color. 224 pages. Wellfeed. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

8662044 VINEGAR: 100s of Household Uses. By M. Costantino & G. Steer. Provides essential tips on unlocking the power of one of the most unassuming and yet versatile substances around. Learn to clean, refresh, garden, cook and do all kinds of jobs using the many types of vinegar available today! Well illus. in color. 236 pages. $5.95

8662047 BAKING SODA: 100s of Household Uses. By Diane Sutherland et al. A well-known super-food, the benefits of baking soda are infinite: from cooking and cleaning to healing and hygiene. This guide provides essential tips on unlocking the potential of one of the most unassuming and yet versatile substances around to clean, refresh, improve your health and appearance, entertain kids and more! Illus. in color. 204 pages. Wellfeed. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95


Home Decor

4737978 STENCILING: 140 Historical Patterns for Room Decoration. By Ilse Maierbacher. Features 140 historic decorations dating back to the turn of the century, featured up close and in their architectural settings. Detailed directions for simple as well as complex designs make these easily learned techniques a pleasure to use. Fully illus. in color. 126 pages. Schiffer. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

936207X HOUSE BEAUTIFUL PINK. By Lisa Cregan. A broad cross-section of breathtaking rooms illustrate just how seamlessly pink can be integrated into home design, even in the kitchen and bath. These glorious photographs of rooms are filled with many spectacular decorating ideas which will kick-start your own creative transformations. 176 pages. Schiffer. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

3909166 A WHITE HOUSE CHRISTMAS. By Laura Dowling. As Chief Floral Designer during her six years at the property, Cregan was responsible for the dazzling floral pieces that made the season so memorable. Here, she invites readers behind the scenes of the holiday magic. Pub. at $22.99, fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Stiching Kunsbook. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

Interior Design & Decorating

3805727 THE ORGANIC COUNTRY HOME HANDBOOK. By Natalie Wise. This resource helps you bring your natural, home made products that are healthy for you and your family. You’ll find information on how you should start going organic, cleaning products and supplies, where to find them, and how to make them. There are recipes and tips for cleaning nearly every surface in your home. Illus. in color. 236 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $3.95

388306X THE NATURAL HOME: Simple, Pure Cleaning Solutions and Recipes for a Healthy Home. By I. Louot & S. Fabie. Transform your home into a toxic-free environment with natural cleaning products and methods that don't cost much. With just a handful of affordable household items such as lemon and vinegar you can keep your home sparkling and your family and pets—and the earth—healthier and happier. Illus. 311 pages. Black-Dog & Leventhal. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95


4737978 STENCILING: 140 Historical Patterns for Room Decoration. By Ilse Maierbacher. Features 140 historic decorations dating back to the turn of the century, featured up close and in their architectural settings. Detailed directions for simple as well as complex designs make these easily learned techniques a pleasure to use. Fully illus. in color. 126 pages. Schiffer. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

936207X HOUSE BEAUTIFUL PINK. By Lisa Cregan. A broad cross-section of breathtaking rooms illustrate just how seamlessly pink can be integrated into home design, even in the kitchen and bath. These glorious photographs of rooms are filled with many spectacular decorating ideas which will kick-start your own creative transformations. 176 pages. Schiffer. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

3909166 A WHITE HOUSE CHRISTMAS. By Laura Dowling. As Chief Floral Designer during her six years at the property, Cregan was responsible for the dazzling floral pieces that made the season so memorable. Here, she invites readers behind the scenes of the holiday magic. Pub. at $22.99, fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Stiching Kunsbook. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

3850056 DECORATING WITH CONCRETE INDOORS: Fireplaces, Floors, Countertops, & More! By Tina Skinner. Takes the reader on a visual tour of amazing concrete applications indoors, from floors and countertops to fireplace surrounds. New concrete products and the textures the materials are infinite and the textures limited only by the imagination. This volume provides a gallery of inspirational ideas. Fully illus. in color. 121 pages. Schiffer. 8x11/14. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $6.95

4695569 APARTMENT THERAPY COMPLETE + HAPPY HOME. By Maxwell Ryan et al. Getting to a room that feel right is more instinct than science. You know it’s a good space when you feel at home, when there’s more than 75 rooms, from bedrooms to kitchens and living rooms to kids’ rooms and workspaces. Explore every detail that brings a home together. Illus. in color. 320 pages. $19.95

3895793 DECORATING FOR CHRISTMAS AT HISTORIC HOUSES. By Patricia H. & Katherine K. McMillan. The beauty of Christmas is displayed through decorated historic homes from around the country. From Virginia to Texas, tour 27 houses and see how history comes alive in a festive way during the holiday season. With hundreds of color images, both magnificent estates and simple residences offer a variety of styles, tastes, and ideas to inspire your own celebrations. 224 pages. Schiffer. 8x11/14. Paperbound. Pub. at $45.00 $14.95

3960158 NOVEL INTERIORS: Living in Enchanted Rooms Inspired by Literature. By Lisa Borgnes Giannamonti. The book's cover guide to decorating. Taking a page from the enchanted worlds of more than sixty beloved works of literature, Giannamonti presents an aesthetic guide to the canon and shows you how even the smallest elements can bring life and personality to any room. Well illus. in color. 288 pages. Clarkson Potter. Pub. at $26.95 $9.95

4727711 FRANCES ELKINS: Interior Design. By Stephen M. Salny. This is the first volume devoted to the life and work of Frances Elkins (1888-1955), offering a beautifully illustrated tour of twenty of the major Elkins residential and public commissions, as well as a visual guide to her signature furniture, fabrics, wallpapers, and accessories. 268 pages. Norton. 9x12/14. Paperbound. Pub. at $65.00 $19.95

3978206 DESIGNING HISTORY: The Extraordinary Art Style of the Obama White House. By Michael S. Smith. Becomes the process of updating the country’s most symbolic residence, revealing how the author’s collaboration on the decoration, showcasing of art, and style of entertaining reflected the youthful spirit of the first family and their vision of a more progressive, inclusive American society. Fully illus. in color. 303 pages. Rizzoli. 9x11/14. Paperbound. Pub. at $60.00 $44.95

2904164 BUCKINGHAM PALACE: The Official Guide. By Ashley Hicks. An important representation of Regency, Victorian and Edwardian styles, the palace is the work of such noted architects as John Nash and Sir Aston Webb. In this stunning volume celebrates the enduring beauty and exquisite restorations of these masterpieces, which reflect a lost way of life. Fully illus. in most color. 303 pages. Rizzoli. 9x11/14. Paperbound. Pub. at $85.00 $64.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
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Woodworking

473968X POWER CARVING BIRDS, FISH AND PENGUINS USING BEAUTIFUL HARDWOODS. By Gene Larson. This engaging volume enables virtually anyone with a band saw, rotary power tool and a few of the most common carving burrs to begin carving birds, fish and even penguins to life beautifully in wood! Beginning with the selection of the right wood, and ending with a proper finish, Larson shows you how to create works he calls "sketches in wood." Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $8.95

4739159 CARVING NATURE’S RAScALs: Woodcarving an Armadillo, Skunk, Mouse, and Raccoon. By Leah Wachtler. Using 200 color photos, paint color charts, and precise patterns, Wachtler provides woodcarvers with all the information necessary to create incredibly detailed small animals that are big on character. Includes step by step instructions accompanied by detailed color photos. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8/x x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.95

4739162 MAKING RUSTIC TWIG FURNITURE. By Bim Willow. Features three projects: a simple bench made of sassafras, a chair of sassafras and willow, and a sassafras baker's rack. All are easy and require a minimum of tools; and step by step instructions are included with photos and diagrams to help you through each project. 80 pages. Schiffer. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

4739118 CARVING BEARS AND BOXES. By Tom Wolfe. Using a plan block of bass wood or white pine, Wolfe creates a menagerie of characters. Bunnies and bears are the epitome of cuddly, and are a favorite of children and adults alike. The projects included can be adapted so your bear or bunny will take on a different character through its size, position, or color. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

4739175 CARVING OUT THE WILD WEST WITH TOM WOLFE: The Saloon. With easy to follow step by step instructions illustrated in full color photos, this is a great resource for beginning and intermediate carvers. Projects include the cowboy, the gambler, the bartender, the sheriff, and of course the saloon. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95


4739094 CARVING IN MOTION. By Caricature Carvers of America. Whether running, jumping, sitting, standing, or turning the body can usually give a sense of motion. This concept is proven here. Over 240 clear, detailed full-size patterns and step by step projects help to improve your work. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Schiffer. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

4739213 CARVING AN 1880s WESTERN TRAIN: Its Passengers & Crew. By Caricature Carvers of America. Provides a photographic record of a major art project undertaken by the members of the Caricature Carvers of America. Spanning two years, the project consisted of carving an 1880s era train, complete with full cast of characters, at a scale of one inch to a foot. 86 pages. Schiffer. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

381310X CARVING MOUNTAIN MEN WITH CLEVE TAYLOR. Features clear, concise instructions with over 225 color photographs, guiding wood carvers through over forty projects. Four full-size patterns are included for the mountain man and his long rifle. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

3994990 GOOD CLEAN FUN: Misadventures in Sawdust at Officerwood Shop, By Nick Offerman. Offers a variety of projects for every skill level, with persons with direct instructions and 267 Features how-to, mitre, fashion tips, recipes, odes to wood, and assorted tomfoolery. Well illus. in color. 344 pages. Dutton. 8x11x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

4739396 FROM CLAY TO WOOD: Steps to Carving Realistic Faces. By Terry Kramer. Presents a basic reference for face carvers, beginning with modeling clay. In a series of exercises, the basics about shaping the face in clay, and then how to transfer that knowledge to wood. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Schiffer. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

473923X CHIP-CARVING GOURDS: Advanced Techniques. By Marilyn Hein. In this step by step guide demonstrates the many different ways to design your gourd with only the simplest of tools: no electric cords, no noise, and no dust. Ten projects featuring examples of gourds and ornaments. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

3997937 UNIQUE & UNUSUAL PENS FROM THE WOOD LATHE. By Dick Sing. Presents a variety of step by step instructions and detailed instructions advise the turner on more than a dozen variations, plus there are sections on the special equipment that are a must. Turn a pen turning easier, and improve the quality. A gallery of pens provides inspiration. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $5.95

3980035 WOOD LATE Projects FOR FUN & PROFIT. By Dick Sing. Woodturners can easily and easily create beautiful and impressive carousel goats of their own. Once a turner understands the basic turning methods, this is a simple, straightforward, and enjoyable hobby. Using over 200 color photos, you are shown all the way through, and patterns are provided for 64 pages. Schiffer. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95


4739990 CARVING CAROUSEL ANIMALS. By Jen Fitch. PowerPoint with J.B. Snyder. Presents all the tools and step by step photos you may need to carve your own pole, whether you are a beginner, or someone with advanced personal folk-art motifs. Fully illus. in color. 136 pages. Boston Mills. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

3979367 PYROGRAPHY STYLE HANDBOOK: Artistic Woodburning on the Move. By Lora S. Irish. The ultimate guide for both beginners and experienced pyrographers alike! Irish unfolds the seven major artistic styles of woodburning: crosshatching, realism, pointillism, shaded drawing, engraving, silhouette, and texture painting. Includes twelve projects with full-size patterns and step by step photos for you to try your hand at the craft. 200 pages. Fox Chapel. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

3991393 LEARN TO CARVE GNOMES, TROLLS, AND MYTHICAL CREATURES: 15 Simple Step-by-Step Projects. By Sara Baracough. Featuring 15 simple step-by-step projects that carefully progress in difficulty, this guide teaches readers to carve a menagerie of charismatic characters and objects full of fun, fantasy, and personality. Includes an detailed introduction on materials and tools, as well as tips. Fully illus. in color. 104 pages. Fox Chapel. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $7.95

3927831 DO-IT-YOURSELF COFFINS: For Pets and People, By Dale Power with J.B. Snyder. Presents all the tools and techniques in clear, concise language, demonstrating every step in the construction of a pet or human-sized casket, with detailed patterns for each box, and ideas for finishes, moldings and appliques to make them unique. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95
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★ 4739124 CARVING ELVES. By Kelley Stadelman. Takes the carver step by step through the process of creating a life sized elf. After years of teaching, Stadelman makes carving easy and enjoyable. Each step is illustrated with a color photo and descriptive patterns. Patterns are included for the main project, and others are shown in an inspirational gallery. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

★ 3902151 CARVING CREATIVE WALKING STICKS AND CANES: 13 Projects. By David Sabol. Purnell features 13 "one of a kind" projects that range in difficulty, for both intermediate and advanced wood carvers. Purnell provides insightful information on tools and materials as well as tips on selecting, storing, seasoning, and straightening wood. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Fox Chapel. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $4.95

★ 3946557 50 BIRD WOODCARVING PATTERNS. By Frank C. Russell. Presents a collection of original patterns for woodcarvers and other three-dimensional or flatwork artists. To use. The information, detailed sketches, and patterned drawings will give carvers new skills as well as carving techniques that will lead to the creation of beautiful pieces of art. Includes full-size patterns and tips. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

★ 4607260 MAKING WOODEN GEAR CLOCKS: 6 Cool Contraptions That Really Keep Time. By the eds. of Scroll Saw Woodworking & Crafts. Making a piece of wood move is fun, but making it tell time is amazing! Seven projects are arranged by skill level from beginner to advanced, with full-size patterns accompanying each. Modeled on 17th-century technology, these small moving wooden machines use all of the basic principles that still govern mechanical clocks today. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ 3976005 12 SPOONS, 2 BOWLS, AND A KNIFE: 15 Step-by-Step, Handcarved Projects for the Woodcarver. By Will Bowers. Woodcarving illustrated. This compilation of fifteen favorite projects from the archives of Woodworking Illustrated opens with a section on common carving tools, basic cuts, and safety, each project that follows contains step by step instructions and expert tips. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Fox Chapel. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

4739167 CARVING NOAH'S ARK: Noah & Friends with the Animals of Africa. By David Sabol. Step by step instructions are necessary to transform a simple block of pine into Noah or one of several African animals are revealed. A combination of clear explanation and color photos makes each stage of the process a pleasure. Once the basic techniques have been learned, the reader will be used to reproduce the entire animal kingdom for your own ark. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

3813118 CARVING STORYBOOK ANIMALS: Rabbits & Other Woodland Creatures. By David Sabol. Over 250 color photos and clear, concise instructions guide the reader through every step of the carving process. Includes techniques for planing glass eyes, wood burning, and applying the animal bottoms, and the final finishing. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. CompanionHouse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

4739957 TURNING PENS AND DESK ACCESSORIES. By Mike Cripps. Accurate drilling, careful gluing, and delicate wood turning to form the basic elements. Following by finishing techniques are demonstrated in a gallery. A guide to what may be one of your most critical undertakings—constructing your final resting place. Includes patterns, and step by step instructions that take the carver through every step required to successfully complete heirloom-quality work. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

★ 4739388 A FOLK CARVED NATIVITY. By Donna Hefty. Eleven detailed patterns, and step by step instructions that take the carver through carving the pieces. Each is illustrated with a color photo and an easy to follow description of the technique. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $6.95

★ 3903796 WHISTLING IN YOUR FREE TIME: 16 Quick & Easy Projects to Carve in Wood. By Tom Hindes. A complete guide to teaching the simplified flat-style style of whittling to both beginners and experienced carvers alike. Includes 16 projects with step-by-step instructions for whittling a variety of safari, aquatic, woodland, farm, and domestic animals, along with painting and finishing tips. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★ 2955687 WOOD & STEAM: Steam-Bending Techniques to Make 16 Projects in Wood. By Charlie Whimney. This practical introduction to the art of bending wood with steam will make the perfect resource for anyone interested in developing an exciting new skill. Includes 16 steam-bent projects for making simple and beautiful coat hangers, trestles, chairs, lamps, and more with step by step instructions and inspirational photographs. 144 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

4739390 TURNING BOXES WITH THREADED LIDS, By Bill Bowers. Four techniques of hand thread-chasing are described so that readers are ready for any circumstance. A photo gallery displays variations to encourage readers to try their own hands at creating new original designs. Each step is illustrated with step by step photos suited for novices and experienced turners. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95


4740033 WOOD TURNING, FROM TREE TO TABLE: Bowls, Lamps, and Other Projects. By Bill Bowers. Gives a detailed and step by step explanation of the process of woodturning from freshly cut wood. Starting with how to safely harvest the tree, the reader is taken through green-turning, sanding, finishing, and the final finishing. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

★ 1706897 CARVING CREATIVE WALKING STICKS AND CANES: Plus Tools and Techniques. By Jack Hill. Learn something new or sharpen your skills as you create eighteen country green-turning and sealing for the curing camps. Includes 13 projects that are as charming as they are practical: such as a bench, candle box, milking stool, rocking chair and more. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. St. Croix. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ 4739189 7 GREAT TURNING PROJECTS FOR THE SMALLER LATHE. By Bill Bowers. Seven great projects for the smaller lathe, designed for beginners. Take the carver step by step instructions, and others are shown in a fully illustrated step by step fashion. A photo gallery offers the reader many variations on the themes shown in the guide. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

★ 3895556 10 EASY TURNING PROJECTS FOR THE SMALLER LATHE. By Bill Bowers. Here are ten easy projects to create new articles or smaller works. Each project is illustrated with color photographs, this guide will help the beginning or intermediate turner readily make projects. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

★ 4393183 CARVING SANTA AND MRS. CLAUS. By Ken Bromquist. Features 270 detailed drawings of Santa and Mrs. Claus. Highly-detailed, step by step instructions, making it easy to create classic trucks and cars that will last a lifetime! The authors will walk you through a featured Peterbilt truck project with step by step instructions on green-turning, sanding, carving, and color. Then move on to a Ford Model A pickup, a 1932 Buick sedan, and a flatbed trailer. Includes fully detailed instructions and clear diagrams. 112 pages. Fox Chapel. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

* Also available on Downloadable Books at erhbc.com/849

See more titles at erhbc.com/849
**Woodworking**

**3732223 PRACTICAL CARRIAGE BUILDING**. Compiled by M.T. Richardson. A detailed plan for the period carriage that had wide appeal and is still in use today. 267 pages. Everyman. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95


**3661910 CARVING FACES WORKSHOP**. By Harold Enlow. Enlow offers his techniques and instructions for carving faces. 36 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95


**3749906 TRADITIONAL SANTA CARVING WITH TOM WOLFE**. Beginning with a blank and working through to the finished piece, Wolfe helps carvers develop their own creativity and skill. With step-by-step instructions and in full color photographs, this is a great reference for beginning and intermediate carvers. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**6861188 MAKE YOUR OWN KITCHEN TOOLS**: Simple Woodworking Projects for Everyday Use. By David Piccillo. Features 15 beautiful and easy-to-build wood projects that range from simple to accomplished, with 69 step-by-step instructions. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95


**3813008 CARVING DESPERADOS WITH TOM WOLFE**: Wolfe concentrates on the caricature head by carving one figure step by step with clear color photographs and illustrating each technique. Includes patterns for fifteen other figures, including military, western, and Victorian characters and a full color gallery of 23 finished busts. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

**3826678 SANTA SHOWCASE**. By the editors of Woodcarving Illustrated. As the best and most popular Santa projects from Woodcarving Illustrated, these 24 patterns and four step by step projects represent the craftsmanship and good cheer of carving’s most popular project. Fully illustrated and inspirational, you’ll need for success. Fully illus. in color. 92 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

**3894910 20 PATTERNS FOR SANTA CARVERS**. By Al Streetman. Step by step, Streetman guides you through the process of carving a traditionally dressed Santa. With step by step instructions and twenty in full color photos, his helpful advice will guide everyone through a successful project. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**4747090 20 PEN CIRCLE PATTERNS FOR CARVERS**. By Al Streetman. 34 patterns and instructions for carving a variety of circle designs, including decorative, divided, and symmetrical patterns. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

**3881412 CARVING ARCHITECTURAL DETAIL IN WOOD**. By Frederick Wilbur. Offers a thorough primer for woodcarvers in the style of classic ornamental woodwork. Presents the methods and techniques needed to carve wood. 168 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

**2789027 WOODLAND WORKSHOP**. Tools and Devices for Woodland Craft. By Ben Law. Explains the tools that make up a good woodworking workshop. Outlines the key tools that are used and shows you how to make an array of fascinating devices. Includes instructions, a historical and practical manual making this an invaluable guide for every woodworker. Fully illus., many in color. 208 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00

**3785041 WOODTURNING WIZARDRY, REVISED EDITION**. By David Sprong. Spheres within spheres, stars within cubes, delicate lattices with no apparent means of support–wood-turners over the centuries have developed a whole range of extraordinary structures which seem at first sight to be quite impossible. After introductory chapters on equipment required, wood selection, setting up the work, and turning the basic shapes, there are 11 projects to try. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95

**3826493 CELTIC CARVED LOVESPOONS**: 30 Patterns. By S. Littley & C. Griffin. 150 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

**3749132 CARVING FIGURAL KALEIDOSCOPES**. By Steve Brown. 64 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Pub. at $14.95


**3818076 TOM WOLFE CARVES JOINTED SANTAS**. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

**3794477 CHIP CARVING PENNSYLVANIA DUTCH DESIGNS**. By Pam Gresham. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


**3811832 THE TOM WOLFE TREASURY: 75 Santa Patterns. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

**3811824 TOM WOLFE CARVES BOTTLESPIRITS & NECKCHANGERS. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95


**3872025 CARVING A SITTING BEAR IN SOAPSTONE.** By Dawn Harwig et al. 48 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

**3815935 CARVING REALISTIC ANIMALS WITH POWER, 2ND EDITION. By Frank C. Russell. 80 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**3731671 ART OF COPPERSMITHING.** By John Fuller, Sr. & Jr. 57 pages. Chadwick Publishing. Pub. at $11.95


Glass, Silver & Jewelry

3896414 JEWELS OF PASSION: Costume Jewelry Masterpieces. By S.R. Dunstan & D.A. Roberts. This stunning volume showcases exquisite vintage costume jewelry masterpieces from over fifty mid-20th century companies as well as many unsigned and contemporary pieces. Dunstan, a veterinarian, wears jewelry from her vast collection every day to work. Let these beautiful pieces inspire your own passions for collecting vintage jewelry! 176 pages. Schiffer. $19.95

3813027 THE BAKELITE COLLECTION. By Matthew L. Burkholz. Describes some of the many differing collecting preferences of some of the nation’s most prolific appraisers. The book showcases these fantastic jewelry collections in beautiful color photographs. Includes a 1997 price guide. 242 pages. Schiffer. $29.95

4722000 HOMESTEAD GLASS WORKS BRYCE, HIGGEBEE & COMPANY 1879-1907. By Paul Kirk, Jr. Using original sources, this definitive resource provides the history of the Bryce, Higgbee & Company glassworks. Though its glassware was manufactured in the marketing of glassware in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, includes comprehensive descriptions of the varieties of glassware made by the company. Fully illus. Some color. 288 pages. Schiffer. $11.95

3850188 JADE: 5000 B.C. to 1912 A.D. A Guide for Collectors. By Mircea Veanet. traces the chronological use of jade throughout China, including price utilitarian tools, fascinating ceremonial objects, beautiful ornaments, and intricately designed sculptures. Features a wide diversity of examples ranging from Neolithic times through the Qing Dynasty (1644-1912). Includes 2004 values. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Schiffer. $9.95

2704926 ANTIQUE GLASS ENAMEL & MARBLED. By Stanley A. Block. Nearly 900 beautiful color photographs display End of Day antique glass marbles produced by glass artists after hours to improve their skill. Also included are marbles from the “Children’s Glass Age” (1880-1918), End of Day Cloud, English-style, Japanese Coat and Onionskin marbles. Rounding out this valuable resource are a glossary, bibliographical notes, and tables listing market values from 2002. 192 pages. Schiffer. $9.95

2907793 MOTHER-OF-PEARL ANTIQUES AND COLLECTIBLES. By Michael Meyer et al. 367 pages. Schiffer. 9/1x1¼. Pub. at $34.95

Porcelain & Ceramic Collectibles


Toys & Games

3813029 BABY BOOMER TOYS AND COLLECTIBLES, SECOND EDITION. By Carol Turpen. Features nearly 500 beautiful color photographs of over 780 toys and collectibles, along with a concise price guide making this a necessary reference for new and advanced collectors and toy dealers everywhere. 190 pages. Schiffer. 8/1x1¼. Pub. at $29.95

3850072 DINKY TOYS, REVISED 6TH EDITION. By Steve Butler. Presents the complete catalog of the famous Dinky Toys company. Produced from 1933 to 1960, have become popular collectibles today. Offers a concise history, detailed description, and a price guide for each model, for a total of 2004 values. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

3831906 HUBLEY TOY VEHICLES, 1946-1965. By Steve Butler. Details the production from 1946 to 1965 of these legendary cast iron toys, along with a 2002 price guide. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8/1x1¼. Pub. at $9.95

3814101 PROMOTIONAL CAR & TRUCKS 1931-1982, SECOND EDITION: Dealership Vehicles in Miniature. By Steve Butler. Presents a complete list of promotional cars and trucks, including manufacturer and 2001 values, in a easy reference format. Includes a complete model chart. These charts are illustrated with over 500 beautiful color photographs showing the full range of vehicles available. 144 pages. Schiffer. 8/1x1¼. Pub. at $29.95

3811860 HOT WHEELS: 1968-1972. By Bob Parker. The 118 unique castings produced during this four year period are explained in detail with each collected, along with a 2002 price guide is included. The 221 color photos provide a complete visual guide for collectors. Also covers the Gran Toros cars, launched after Mattel bought the Italian company Meletobs. 221 pages. Schiffer. 8/1x1¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

4721683 THE AMAZING TOYS OF MARVIN GLASS. By Joyce Grant. Enjoy this walk through the colorful side of the 1950s and 1960s childhood with this collection of toys that range from the 1950s through 1974, designed by Marvin Glass. Includes 2012 prices. Fully illus. in color. 120 pages. Schiffer. 8/1x1¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

2938391 GUN TRADER’S GUIDE, THIRTY-NINTH EDITION. Ed. by Robert A. Sadowski. A comprehensive guide to modern collectible firearms with current market values, along with tips on buying and trading them. Fully illus. 608 pages. Skyhorse. 8/10¾x1¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99


3870324 THE ESSENTIAL M1 GARAND: A Practical and Historical Guide for Shooters and Collectors. By Jim Thompson. The first self-loading rifle to see widespread military use, the robust M1 Garand survived the tests of battle from World War II to Vietnam, and it remains a favorite among competition shooters and collectors to this day. The complete story of the rifle’s development, look, feel, and function is thoroughly described. Fully illus., many in color. 204 pages. Skyhorse. 8/1x1¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99


6936393 GUNS OF THE OLD WEST: An Illustrated History of Antiquated Firearms. By Charles Edward Chapin. Written by one of the foremost firearms experts of the 20th century, this exhaustively researched reference provides a comprehensive descriptive catalog of antique Western guns, along with fascinating historical literature that frames the world in which these historic firearms were used. Fully illus. 306 pages. Skyhorse. 8/1x1¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95
Pet Stories and Humor

3991715 THE ANIMALS AMONG US: How Pets Make Us Human. By John Bradshaw. Throughout history, our empathy for animals has increased our ability to survive. Drawing on the latest research in biology and psychology, Bradshaw explains how an affinity for animals drove human evolution and allowed us to risk losing an essential part of ourselves. Illus. 366 pages. Basic. Pub. at $28.00 $4.95

3806322 CRUSOE, THE WORLDLY WIENER DOG: Further Adventures with the Celebrity Dachshund. By Ryan Beck. The story of how the much-loved dachshund’s adventures do best. Join Crusoe as he travels to the Swiss Alps, Mexico, Italy, France, as well as various locales throughout the United States and Canada, sharing his wit and wisdom and a thing or two about what really matters in life. Fully illus. in color. 230 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $18.99 $4.95

2988070 SLEEPING WITH DOGS. By Lindsey Grant. As a professional pet nanny, Grant shared a bed with more dogs than she could count. She also cooked custom meals for exotic birds, broke up brawls between cats and spouses alike, and tended to the often obscure needs of her charges. Her delightful story is filled with the true tales of pets and the people who love them. 242 pages. Seal. $15.95

4699432 THE DOGS OF CAMELOT: Stories of the Kennedy Canines. By M. Reed & J. Lownds. Chronicles the inside story of the Kennedys' lifelong love of dogs and the unparalleled K-9 crew they brought to the White House. The many photographs and stories from the archives of the John F. Kennedy Presidential Library and Museum present a fascinating glimpse of the Kennedys, even their animals. In the English countryside, she displayed the same pluck, intelligence, devotion and unquenchable love. 208 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

2965720 THE GRUMPY GUIDE TO LIFE. By Kathy Callahan. Moving and profound, this memoir is at the therapeutic power of rescuing a homeless animal is an illuminating look into the potential of pets to shape our lives and open our hearts, and will transform the way you think about homeless animals and their place in the world. Color photos. 264 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

3832699 HEARTS OF HERO DOGS: How a Pack of Strays Become America’s Greatest Disaster-Search Partners. By Wilma Melville with P. Lobo. Beautiful and heart-wrenching, this is the story of one woman’s dream brought to fruition by dedicated volunteers and fire-fighters; and the bonds they forged with the incredible “rescued turned rescue” dogs to create one of America’s most-vital resources. 16 pages of color photos. 327 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

39878X8 MUTUAL RESCUE: How Adopting a Homeless Animal Can Save You, Too. By Carol Novello. This moving and scientific examination at the therapeutic power of rescuing a homeless animal is an illuminating look into the potential of pets to shape our lives and open our hearts, and will transform the way you think about homeless animals and their place in the world. Color photos. 264 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

3782346 K-9 HERO DOGS: How a Pack of Strays Become America’s Greatest Disaster-Search Partners. By Wilma Melville with P. Lobo. Beautiful and heart-wrenching, this is the story of one woman’s dream brought to fruition by dedicated volunteers and fire-fighters; and the bonds they forged with the incredible “rescued turned rescue” dogs to create one of America’s most-vital resources. 16 pages of color photos. 327 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

3701255 DUMP HIM, MARRY THE CAT! Ed. by Andrea Donner. What can a cat offer a woman that a man cannot? This fun little volume is here to help you, and any woman is wise to lose her man, and marry the cat instead. Fully illus. in color. Willow Creek. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

3906525 THE SECRET LIFE OF CATS & DOGS. Widescreen. Dive into the world of our closest canine and feline friends as you follow a puppy from birth to adulthood and a kitten born to mingle adulthood. You’ll understand our pets’ extraordinary behavior as never before, and grow to love them more than ever! English SDH. 102 minutes. BBC. $4.95

3906701 RAVE OVE, GOATS OF ANARCHY. By Leanne Lauricella and A. Bryan. Part humor, part memoir of living with goats, and part testament to the power of giving back, the heartwarming stories of how Leanne and Bryan’s counseling practice, patience, and courage will touch your heart, inspire you to help animals in need, and fight like a goat! Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Rock Point. Pub. at $18.99 $3.95

3986735 WILL YOU LOVE ME? The Rescue Dog That Rescued Me. By Barry Keel. Told with deep affection, honesty, and a loving compassion, this is the heartwarming true story of a greyhound named Bailey, the woman who rescued him, and the miraculous healing power of pets. 196 pages. Citadel. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $11.95

692165X CATFULNESS: The Path to Inner Peace. Compiled by Bobbitt. Cats run circles around us because they live moment to moment and follow the things that really matter in life. Featuring the wisdom and insight of cats, this delightful title shows how each day we can all live more calmly. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Andrews McMeel. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

3934179 TRAVELS OF SUKI THE ADVENTURE CAT. By E. M. Gutierrez & L. A. Ingram. Meet Suki, a gorgeous Bengal cat from Canada who isn’t afraid of taking her tiny paws on big adventures. From the castles of Europe to the sunny shores of California, Suki travels prove that anyone can wander this furt-tuck world. Fully illus. in color. 154 pages. Andrews McMeel. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

393209 101 RESCUE PUPPIES: One Family’s Story of Finding Their Love. By Kathy Callahan. The story of how one family’s love for pets transformed them to recover from mental illness, PTSD, and bereavement. 247 pages. Skyehorse. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95


6926951 MY RESCUE DOG RESCUED ME: Amazing True Stories of Adopted Canine Heroes. By Sharon Ward Keeble. An uplifting collection of stories of adopted dogs who came to their owners’ aid—whether it was saving them from injury, threats or helping them to recover from mental illness, PTSD, and bereavement. 247 pages. Skyehorse. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

398723X SENIORS: A Dogtoral Degree. A beautiful film about the bonds between humans and dogs, particularly senior dogs. There’s the Old Friends Senior Dog Sanctuary, a beloved retirement home for elderly dogs. Then there’s the Border Collie, generally considered the smartest dog in the world, and more. In this documentary that will warm your heart. 74 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/849
Other Reference Titles


★ 3985288 2021 CRISTAL CALENDAR. Full color photos of the entire original bridge crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise, this calendar features the images of Captain James T. Kirk, First Officer Mr. Spock, Dr. Leonard H. McCoy, Lieutenant Sulu, Lieutenant Uhura, and more. Calendar runs from January 2021 to December 2021. Rockpool. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. SOLD OUT

★ 3938034 2021 STAR TREK CALENDAR. With full color photos of the entire original bridge crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise, this calendar features the images of Captain James T. Kirk, First Officer Mr. Spock, Dr. Leonard H. McCoy, Lieutenant Sulu, Lieutenant Uhura, and more. Calendar runs from January 2021 to December 2021. Rockpool. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. SOLD OUT

★ 3976327 2021 BOB ROSS CALENDAR. A year-long celebration of the paintings and understated charm of America’s most iconic and favorite artist, featuring 12 of Ross’s signature landscapes and portraits. Lend an inspiring quote that share the joy of painting. Calendar runs from January 2021 to December 2021. Universe. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. SOLD OUT

★ 4722876 PARACORD PROJECTS FOR CAMPING AND OUTDOOR SURVIVAL. By Bryan Lynch. Learn the important knots to know as well as different survival knots you can use. Follow step by step instructions for more than 60 paracord projects that could save your life—from making a fishing spear to knitting a camouflaged tobacco pouch to collecting water and treating blisters. Fully illus. in color. 248 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.

★ 3939929 2021 LLEWELLYN’S WITCHES’ CALENDAR. By Laura Tempest Zakroff et al. Filled with spells, rituals, and full-color photos, this calendar is an abundance of spiritual insights, this beautifully illustrated calendar is an enchanting way to mark the turning of the Wheel of the Year. Runs from January 2021 to December 2021. Llewellyn. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. SOLD OUT


★ 3963462 2021 CATS ON CATNIP CALENDAR. By Andrew Martella. A feline-combed calendar features portraits of felines who seemingly care about one thing, and one thing only: getting high on catnip! Calendar runs from January 2021 to December 2021. Workman. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. SOLD OUT
LEADERS OF THE PACK: Starr, Favre, Rodgers, and Why Green Bay’s Quarterback is the Best in NFL History, by Rob Reischel. Traces the history of pro football’s integration from the early 1930s through the dramatic 1946 season, to the 1950 NFL Championship Game—a showdown between the Rams and Browns, and the most public offenses pro football had ever seen. 16 pages of photos. Bloomsbury, Pub. at $27.00. 4699394


THE IMMACULATE INNING: Unassisted Triple Plays, 40/40 Seasons, and Other Baseball’s Rarest Feats, by Joe Cox. Shines a light on the miracle of baseball’s endless possibility—the way that on any given day, someone could perform the rarest of single-game feats or cap off a seemingly unobtainable chase for a record. Cox covers a selection of the most unusual, significant, and rare history, 16 pages of photos. 278 pages. Lyons. $11.95. 4679652

AFTER THE MIRACLE: The Lasting Brotherhood of the ’69 Mets, by A. Shamsky & E. Sherman. The amazing story of the 1969 New York Mets, who in one unforgettable era of Brooklyn mobsters and world champions, from the Lovable Losers to world champions and inspired millions, as told by one of their own, Art Shamsky. With new statistical insights to create this work, perfect for history buffs and thrill seekers. Color photos. 330 pages. Sports Publishing. Pub. at $17.99. 3888584

THE 50 GREATEST PLAYERS IN NEW YORK/SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS HISTORY, by Robert W. Cohen. Examines the careers of the fifty men who made the greatest impact on one of the National League’s most iconic and successful franchises. All the great Giants are here, from Willie Mays to Juan Marichal. With an introduction by Barry Bonds. 327 pages. Sports Publishing. Pub. at $25.99. 3830276


ALMOST PERFECT: The Heartbreaking Pursuit of Pitching’s Holy Grail, by Joe Cox. From George “Hooks” Wiltse’s nearly perfect game in 1908 to “Hard Luck” Harvey Haddix’s 12-inning 36-consecutive outs performance on May 26, 1959 to Max Scherzer’s near miss in 2015, this volume captures the action, the humanity, and the history of pitcher’s most elusive “almosts.” Illus. 264 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $26.95. 4699106


THE 100 GREATEST OLYMPIANS AND PARALYMPICIANS, by Nick Callow. A celebration of the cream of the world’s best athletes, stretching back 112 years. These 100 legends were more than just champions, their endeavors took their sports to new levels of excellence. Each biography has been painstakingly researched and is complemented by outstanding photographs that capture the essence of sporting greatness, 224 pages. Cartoon. 9/10/1/2. Pub. at $34.95. 4704363


THE HANDBOOK FOR SCOUT MASTERS: The Original 1814 Edition, by The Boy Scouts of America. First published in 1914, this was the foremost compendium on scouting leadership and is a guidebook to scouting. Read all about scouting, and Scout Master, with a focus on the boys themselves—"not to exploit methods, not gloriously movements—but to lead boys into useful lives.” Illus. 352 pages. Pub. at $14.95. 3997323

THE WORLD OF BASEBALL, a story for the Packers and being part of their remarkable quarterback legacy has meant to them. Photos. 258 pages. Triumph. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. 4680022

THE MAKING OF A MIRACLE, by Mike Eruzione with N.E. Boudette. Writing candidly about the blue-collar work ethic that powered his team and his teammates to the gold medal. Eruzione also explains the unique approach of the team itself, one forged through the relentless practice and camaraderie that defined the amateur spirit of the time. Color photos. 270 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $27.99. 4732200

THEY SAID ITCouldn’T BE DONE, by Wayne Coffey. The definitive account of the ’69 Mets, a compelling tale of the dangers of ego and excess. Photos, 289 pages. Crown. Pub. at $28.00. 6.95. 3995099

FOOTBALL FOR A BUCK: The Crazy and Wasteful Demise of the USFL, by Jeff Pearlman. Draws on more than four hundred interviews to unearath all the salty, untold stories of one of the craziest sports entities ever to have graced America. The USFL, Pearlman gives readers a look at football as high entertainment, and tells the cautionary tale of the dangers of ego and excess. Photos. 279 pages. HMH. Pub. at $19.95. 3895099

THE HANDBOOK FOR SCOUT MASTERS: The Original 1814 Edition, by The Boy Scouts of America. First published in 1914, this was the foremost compendium on scouting leadership and is a guidebook to scouting. Read all about scouting, and Scout Master, with a focus on the boys themselves—"not to exploit methods, not gloriously movements—but to lead boys into useful lives.” Illus. 352 pages. Pub. at $14.95. 3997323

THE HANDBOOK FOR SCOUT MASTERS: The Original 1814 Edition, by The Boy Scouts of America. First published in 1914, this was the foremost compendium on scouting leadership and is a guidebook to scouting. Read all about scouting, and Scout Master, with a focus on the boys themselves—"not to exploit methods, not gloriously movements—but to lead boys into useful lives.” Illus. 352 pages. Pub. at $14.95. 3997323

THE HANDBOOK FOR SCOUT MASTERS: The Original 1814 Edition, by The Boy Scouts of America. First published in 1914, this was the foremost compendium on scouting leadership and is a guidebook to scouting. Read all about scouting, and Scout Master, with a focus on the boys themselves—"not to exploit methods, not gloriously movements—but to lead boys into useful lives.” Illus. 352 pages. Pub. at $14.95. 3997323
**Travel**


3657905 WEIRD PENNSYLVANIA: Your Travel Guide to Pennsylvania’s Local Legends and Best Kept Secrets. By Matt Lake. Go off the beaten path to find such Keystone State phenomena as the Statue of Liberty in the Dauphin Narrows, the dead and buried Corvette, the Ape Boy of Chester, the Monster of Lake Erie, Gravity Hill, and more. Well illus. in color. 270 pages. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

3818560 TALKING TO THE GROUND. By Douglas Preston. A gripping adventure story with unforgettable descriptions of the harsh surroundings—Navajo Mountain, Monument Valley, and Canyon de Chelly—as well as lost ancient Puebloan cities and remote canyons rarely visited by White People. The day by day account of one family’s physical struggle against the deserts of the Southwest. 16 pages of photos. 294 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95


3895106 ULTIMATE CANOE & KAYAK ADVENTURES: 100 Extraordinary Paddling Experiences. By Eugene Buchanan et al. Paddling from the frozen wastes of Alaska to the tropical rivers of South America, explore the rivers and seas of Europe and visit the stunning waters of the Far East and Australasia. Striking full page photographs are matched with lively 100 adventures to life. 208 pages. Wiley. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $13.95

3791309 ON THE GANGES: Encounters with Saints and Sinners Along India’s Mythic River. By George Black. Takes readers on an extraordinary journey from the glaciers of the Himalayas to the sacred city of Varanasi to the “hundred mouths” of the Ganges Delta. Along the way is a vivid and often eccentric cast of characters who worship the river, pollute it, and flock to it from all over the world in search of enlightenment and adventure. 16 pages of color photos. 318 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99

3049167 KINGS OF THE YUKON: One Summer Paddling Across the Far North. By Adam Weymouth. One man’s thrilling and transporting journey by canoe across Alaska in search of King of the Yukon salmon. Traveling down the Yukon as the salmon migrate, the author makes a four month journey through untraveled landscape. Weaving in the rich history of the region, the author encourages dozens of unusual characters and investigates how lessons learned in 1899 might relate to Alaska’s current struggles in adapting to the pressures of a changing climate and world. Photos. 423 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

3927512 TIP OF THE ICEBERG: My 3,000-Mile Journey Around Wild Alaska, the Last Great American Frontier. By Mark Adams. In his fascinating journey, Adams sets out to retrace the 1899 expedition organized by railroad magnate Edward H. Harriman, to the wilds of Alaska. Along the way the encounters dozens of unusual characters and investigates how lessons learned in 1899 might relate to Alaska’s current struggles in adapting to the pressures of a changing climate and world. Photos. 323 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

3829056 STUDS TERKEL’S CHICAGO. Part history, part memoir, this ode to Chicago by Pulitzer Prize-winning oral historian Studs Terkel is infused with anecdotes, memories, and reflections that celebrate the city’s cultural imperfection. Illus. 130 pages. New Press. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

3869156 ULTIMATE TRAVEL ADVENTURE: 100 Extraordinary Paddling Experiences. By Eugene Buchanan et al. Paddling from the frozen wastes of Alaska to the tropical rivers of South America, explore the rivers and seas of Europe and visit the stunning waters of the Far East and Australasia. Striking full page photographs are matched with lively 100 adventures to life. 208 pages. Wiley. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $13.95

4754980 SIGNS OF LIFE: A Doctor’s Journey to the Ends of the Earth. By Stephen Fabes. In this gripping blend of true adventure and medical narrative, Fabes follows a team of 7 doctors to the remote parts of the world to treat patients, not just solving diagnostic puzzles. He challenges us to see and care for the sick as a duty born from our compassion and our love for color photos. 397 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95 $9.95

4705572 TENTING TONIGHT. By Mary Roberts Rinehart. Rinehart’s humor and enthusiasm about her early 1900s summer-long camping adventure through the Rocky Mountains and Canadian Rockies. (Her adventures are all of the newness of the experience and the wonders of the relatively unexplored park. 124 pages. TwoDot. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95


43905X PHILADELPHIA’S HAUNTED HISTORIC WALKING TOUR. By Cynthia Bracetin. Journey through eerie Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, to visit 19 of the city’s most haunted locations. With concise background information for each location and stories of both historic and contemporary ghosts, you will view the City of Brotherly Love like never before. Illus. 128 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

3955702 SAILING TALL: Around the World on the Square-Rigged Passat (1946-1951). By B. Omrani & M. Leeming. Afghanistan is unjustly celebrated for its lovely mountain landscapes, but the country is also a land of deserts and life-threatening conditions. Before leaving his country, Leemings takes his family and a team of Afghan scientists to the hills of the Hindu Kush, the highest mountain range in the world. Photos. 382 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

4392538 WALKING THE HIMALAYAS. By Levison Wood. The noted explorer takes us along on his latest exciting adventure: an 8,000 mile four month long trek, through eight countries from Mexico to Colombia, taking us through breathtaking landscapes along the way. 208 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $6.95

3813614 WALKING THE AMERICAS. By Levison Wood. In his latest adventure, Levison Wood brings you along on his latest exhilarating adventure: an 8,000 mile four month long trek, through eight countries from Mexico to Colombia, taking us through breathtaking landscapes along the way. 208 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $6.95

3898149 TIME PIECES: A Dublin Memoir. By John Banville. Born and bred in a small town a train ride away from Dublin, Banville saw the city as a place of enchantment when he was a child. In an evocative and humorous memoir he guides us around the city, delighting in its high and low cultural, architectural, political and social histories. Photos. 292 pages. Knopf. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

4728016 HITCHHIKING AMERICA: A Journey Through the Heart of the United States. By Iain Valentine. Iain Valentine’s childlike enthusiasm for the American landscape is infectious and makes for an absolutely delicious travel read. $15.95 320 pages. Riverhead. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

4755871 GOLD FEVER: One Man’s Adventures on the Trail of the Gold Rush. By Steve Boggan. In 2013, Boggan decided he wanted a piece of the action, trying to San Francisco, the last city to mine 19th century’s gold rush in a quest to understand the allure of the metal—and maybe find some for himself too. 320 pages. OneWorld. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

3899535 A YEAR IN PARIS. By John Baxter. A summptuous and definitive portrait of Paris through the seasons, highlighting the unique tastes, sights, and changes personified by the city’s climate, the changing weather: from the fall, winter. An unforgettable blend of history, travel reportage, and memoir—of high culture and low. 315 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/849
**Travel Guides**

**395095 THE MOVIE LOVER’S TOUR OF TEXAS: Real-Life Rambles Through the Lone Star State.** By Veva Vorter. Offers readers the chance to visit Texas via the movies filmed in and about the state that reflect Texas history, culture, and landscapes. Suggested itineraries, maps, and lists of shooting locations make this a travel guide as well. Illus. 235 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99.

**3991823 100 NATURE HOT SPOTS IN BRITISH COLUMBIA: The Best Parks, Conservation Areas and Wild Places.** By L. Fraser & C. Smyth. There’s something for everyone here whether you like it rugged or gentle, old-growth forests, observing unique flora and fauna, canoeing on glacial lakes or discovering First Nations history. This is your go-to guide to the province’s best spots. Fully illus. in color. 194 pages. Firefly. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95.

**4741857 TRAILS OF THE NORTH DAKOTA BADLANDS & PRAIRIE.** By Hiram Rogers. Discover the rugged Theodore Roosevelt to become our nation’s foremost conservationist. Come and explore a region rich in scenery and history. Includes detailed trail descriptions, maps, and detailed colored maps of all the trails in Theodore Roosevelt National Park and many more trails. Well illus. in color. Bower House. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00.

**4741851 GOOD SAM CAMPFRIEND & COUPON GUIDE.** By Margot Bigg et al. The most comprehensive camping resource available, this guide includes detailed camping information for 2,100 Good Sam Parks across the Badger State and many other campgrounds. This guide is for the serious camper who wants to be in a state of total familiarity with every camping facility. Includes maps, directions, and detailed information for every campsite. Well illus. in color. 1200 pages. Good Sam. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95.

**3951138 SANSOVINO’S VENICE.** By V. Hart & P. Hicks. The first English translation of Francesco Sansovino’s (1521-1586) celebrated guide to Venice, which was first published in 1561. Scholarly annotated text is placed in the context of the reader with an appreciation of the history of this great city. Well illus. in color. 366 pages. Yale. Pub at $35.00.

**4743938 DREAM ROUTES OF THE WORLD: The Most Beautiful Destinations on Earth.** By Gerhard Beer et al. With informative text on the attractions and regional topics as well as tips on worthwhile detours, brilliant color photos and detailed route maps, as well as helpful city maps, this volume is the comprehensive guidebook to visiting all dream destinations. Includes a comprehensive travel guide with detailed background information, new walking routes and essential travel advice, this guide will prove indispensable as you explore this ancient island. Illus. in color. 200 pages. Moon. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99.


**3915811 THE VIKING ISLES: Travels in Orkney and Shetland.** By Paul Morton. Orkney and Shetland have long held a fascination for Murton. We follow as he travels through the islands, from the north to the south. Full of observation, history, anecdote and encounters with those who live there, this book also serves as a guide to the many places of interest and an introduction to the most northerly parts of Britain. Well illus. in color. 232 pages. Birlinn. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95.

**4395426 ROCKY MOUNTAIN NATIONAL PARK: Hike, Camp, Seek Out the backpackers’ paradise. The Rockies exude nature to intoxicating extremes, with fragile pine forests, tumbling waterfalls, and brilliant white peaks that draw your eyes upward. This guide gives you the strategies to plan the perfect trip with helpful insider information and practical tips for making your way around the park. Fully illus. in color. 348 pages. Moon Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99.

**4653999 AMERICA’S NATIONAL HISTORIC TRAILS: The official guide to the nation’s most important hiking trails.** By Karen Berger. An inspirational book for hikers, armchair travelers, and history buffs, this lavishly illustrated volume brings the most important national trails in the country into line. Perfect for anyone who wishes to walk in the hallowed footsteps of American history, this book highlights some of the nation’s most significant trails in a rich collection of color photographs, maps, and expert commentary. A comprehensive guide to the nation’s most important hiking trails. Well illus. in color. 326 pages. Rizzoli. 10¼x10¼. Pub. at $55.00.


**3737896 RAIL-TRAILS: Iowa & Missouri.** Presents a survey of the best rail trails as well as other multiuse trails in Iowa and Missouri. You’ll love the opportunity to explore Iowa’s 1000 miles of rail trails, Missouri’s 1500 miles of rail trails, and Missouri’s 1500 miles of rail trails. Well illus. in color. 167 pages. Wilderness. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95.

**475123X PARIS BY DESIGN: An Inspired Guide to the City’s Creative Side.** By Eva Jorgensen. An eclectic and influential group of contributors, creatives based in Paris and abroad, offer travel tips and insights into Paris fashion, design, culture, and retail. Includes insights into more than 200 places to visit, shop, stay, eat, and drink. This is an inspirational source for salting design-centric wanderlust. Illus. in color. 268 pages. Abrams. 7¼x9¼. Pub. at $29.95.

**3955435 BACKROADS & BYWAYS OF WISCONSIN, SECOND EDITION: Drives, Day Trips & Weekend Excursions.** By Kevin Revolinski. This new edition is the ultimate guide to Wisconsin’s scenic byways. These drives throughout the Badger State on the most scenic alternative routes Wisconsin has to offer. Includes maps and detailed travel instructions, along with recommendations for what to do, where to stay and where to eat. Well illus. in color. 288 pages. Countryman. Pub. at $22.95.
Puzzles & Games

★ 3972474 AMERICAN MAH JONGG FOR EVERYONE: The Complete Beginner’s Guide. By G. Swain & T. Saik. Whether you’re an American Mah Jongg newbie or an intermediate player looking to gain an edge over your opponents, this is the perfect resource for you. Experienced Mah Jongg instructors explain the basics to the tiles, the rituals, history, winning strategies and step by step instructions on how to play. Illus. in color. 152 pages. Tuttle. Pub. at $18.99.


★ 3774972 NATURAL WORLD: Dot-to-Dot in Colour. This unique collection challenges each include more than 400 color-coded numbered points and will test your mental agility, focus and concentration. Connect the dots to reveal lush landscapes, detailed flora and natural wonders, then use your colored pencils or markers to finish your art. 390 pages. Apple. 6 x 9/4 x 1/11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95.

★ 4756038 LOGIC PUZZLES. Part of a series of puzzle books produced by the Bletchley Park Trust. Follow the Codebreakers and establish whether you have the puzzle-solving skills needed to have worked at wartime Bletchley Park. Solutions included. 126 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95.

★ 4704487 ZOMBIE SURVIVAL PUZZLES. By Jason Ward. In a world overrun with zombies who want to bite open your head and feast on your organs, you’ll be hooked in seconds—also guaranteed to engage kids of every age! 100 pages. Andrews McMeel. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.95.

★ 3969487 SUPER FUN FAMILY CARDDAMES: 75 Games for All Ages. By Corinne Schmitt. Discover how you can transform $2 into an unforgettable good time with just a single deck of cards. This giant collection of card games is bursting with all kinds of easy to learn, enjoyable, and challenging games that are perfect for all ages! Exposing the closely kept professional secrets, and revealing in general terms the whole art of stage magic, this volume is now considered a classic study of Houdini’s strange disappearances. Illus. in color. 159 pages. Rockridge. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.

★ 3990072 THE SECRETS OF HOUDINI. By J.C. Cannell. An unabridged republication of the work of one of the world’s greatest magicians. Exposing the closely kept professional secrets, and revealing in general terms the whole art of stage magic, this volume is now considered a classic study of Houdini’s strange disappearances. Illus. in color. 159 pages. Rockridge. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.

★ 3990073 THE GRANDMASTER: Magnus Carlsen and the Match That Made Chess Great Again. By Jonathan Butler. Magnus Carlsen has been an instant classic about the game, as brilliant and formidable as Magnus Carlsen himself. 211 pages. S&S. $6.95.

★ 3919341 MORE ORIGINAL SUDOKU. Paperbound. Solutions provided. 127 pages. Arcturus. $4.95.

★ 3949974 DOT-TO-DOT CITIES: Connect Your Way to Calm. Watch as the lines transform into cityscapes from around the world, and use your colored pencils to finish them! 192 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95.

★ 3858863 JOHN MULHOLAND’S STORY OF MAGIC. The Development of the Art of Illusion by the Master Magician. Originally published in 1935, it is a delightful tour through the progression of magic, from its origin to the book’s contemporary period. It offers insightful comments on famous routines and tricks. Informative facts weave together a time line of events for those interested in the history of magic. Well illus. 71 pages. Fawcett. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.99.


★ 380870X AMAZING MAGIC TRICKS THAT STUN AND ASTOUND. By Chris Stone. Complete with simple, effective card tricks, easy but imaginative coin tricks and basic mind bogglers. Includes 40 different tricks, and 375 thought provoking questions, they will brighten up any table and keep the family conversation flowing like never before. Illus. in color. Cider Mill. 17x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.

★ 3982637 THE SECRETS OF HOUDINI. By J.C. Cannell. An unabridged republication of the work of one of the world’s greatest magicians. Exposing the closely kept professional secrets, and revealing in general terms the whole art of stage magic, this volume is now considered a classic study of Houdini’s strange disappearances. Illus. in color. 159 pages. Rockridge. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.

★ 380870X AMAZING MAGIC TRICKS THAT STUN AND ASTOUND. By Chris Stone. Complete with simple, effective card tricks, easy but imaginative coin tricks and basic mind bogglers. Includes 40 different tricks, and 375 thought provoking questions, they will brighten up any table and keep the family conversation flowing like never before. Illus. in color. Cider Mill. 17x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.

★ 380870X AMAZING MAGIC TRICKS THAT STUN AND ASTOUND. By Chris Stone. Complete with simple, effective card tricks, easy but imaginative coin tricks and basic mind bogglers. Includes 40 different tricks, and 375 thought provoking questions, they will brighten up any table and keep the family conversation flowing like never before. Illus. in color. Cider Mill. 17x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.
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Puzzles & Games


★ 4701143 SOLVING SHERLOCK HOLMES: Puzzle Your Way Through the Cases. By Pierre Berloguin. This definitive edition includes tear-out card maps to navigate through six whodunit cases, pages of crossovers, cryptograms, ciphers, logic puzzles, and more; and a three-part interwoven puzzle format to keep fans fully immersed in Sherlock's world. 192 pages. Crestline. Pub. at $14.99 $7.95


Dover. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

★ 392653 SELF-WORKING MENTAL MAGIC: Readings. By Karl Fulves. Presents 67 new and foolproof tricks, spectacular mental feats that seem impossible but are easy to perform. Many of the tricks can be done without any preparation, and all involve easy to find materials: a deck of cards, coins, matches, dice, keys, etc. Drawings. 121 pages. Dover. Paperback. $7.95

★ 1631543 FOOLPROOF CARD TRICKS FOR THE AMATEUR MAGICIAN. By Karl Fulves. Presents 67 new and foolproof tricks, spectacular mental feats that seem impossible but are easy to perform. Many of the tricks can be done without any preparation, and all involve easy to find materials: a deck of cards, coins, matches, dice, keys, etc. Drawings. 121 pages. Dover. Paperback. $7.95

★ 4706558 INGENIOUS ULTIMATE CODEWORDS. By Ben Addler. Use your powers of logic and deduction, guided by the clues provided, to solve the ingenious puzzle. With more than 250 codeword puzzles to try, you can really put your skills to the test. In each puzzle you will be asked to decipher which number with the grid represents each letter of the alphabet, thereby revealing the words hidden within. Solutions included. 160 pages. Sirius. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★ 4655633 INGENIOUS BRILLIANT LOGIC PUZZLES. By Ben Addler. Use your powers of logic and deduction, guided by the clues provided, to solve the ingenious puzzle. With more than 250 codeword puzzles to try, you can really put your skills to the test. In each puzzle you will be asked to decipher which number with the grid represents each letter of the alphabet, thereby revealing the words hidden within. Solutions included. 160 pages. Sirius. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★ 4796777 THE ALAN TURING CRYPTO CODEBREAKING PUZZLE BOOK. Compiled by Gareth Moore. Now you can put your skills to the test. In each puzzle you will be asked to decipher which number with the grid represents each letter of the alphabet, thereby revealing the words hidden within. Solutions included. 304 pages. Sirius. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ 3982254 BOARD AND TABLE GAMES FROM MANY CIVILIZATIONS, REVISED EDITION. By R.C. Bell. A revised and condensed version of a single volume of the two volume work originally published in 1960. Game players, toymakers, and historians of culture will welcome this guided tour through 250 games from Mesopotamia, Egypt, the Indus Valley, the Orient, India and many other societies. Well illus. 363 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $13.95

★ 3982653 MAGIC: Stage Illusions, Special Effects and Trick Photography. By Albert H. Koenen. This unabridged republication of the work originally published in 1898 under the title Magic: Stage Illusions and Scientific Diversions, including Trick Photography. Illus. are in black and white, and the illusions are ingenious and give superb reproductions of actual effects. For students of magic, this is an essential volume. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $13.95

★ 4770207 THE LIFE AND GAMES OF SMOYLOV: VOLUME I: The Early Years 1912-1948. By E.H. Welling. The first in a series of books on little wars originally published in 1913 and Floor Games originally published in 1911. Wells’ simulations of past battles and hypothetical turbulent future world championhip match tournament. The author compiles his account of Smyslov’s growth into an elite player with photographs as well as 49 deeply annotated chess games. 536 pages. Russell Enterprises. Pub. at $34.95 $27.95

★ 4720892 THE DO-IT-YOURSELF ESCAPE ROOM BOOK. By Paige Ellington. This practical guide to writing your own clues, designing puzzles, and creating your own challenges includes over 300 puzzle and clue ideas. Perfect for the family, friends, or for new challenges and puzzles that are bored at home. Well illus. in color. 175 pages.

Skyhorse. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

★ 4669444 EXPERT BRAIN TRAINING PUZZLES: The Turing Tests. For the puzzle enthusiast with this challenging collection of more than 130 puzzles. Solutions provided. 160 pages. Sirius. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 3870652 MARVEL STICKER ART PUZZLES. By Steve Behling. This sticker art puzzle and the grid provides you with 15 iconic Marvel Comics covers from the 1930s through the 1980s. Piece together these challenging puzzles and watch as superhero emerge sticker by sticker. Become your own hero as you work through these pages creating amazing superhero art. Solutions included. Fully illus. in color. 81 pages. Thunder Bay. 8x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

★ 4649036 LARGE PRINT PUZZLES. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Settle down for hours of fun with this fabulous collection of puzzles and challenges that will exercise your creativity and brainpower! Solutions included. SHOPWORN. 201 pages. Thunder Bay. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.45

★ 4673042 BIBLE POWER PUZZLES. By Diego Juandan Pereira. LARGE PRINT PUZZLES that are sure to sharpen your memory and knowledge of both the Old and New Testaments of the Bible. This enormous collection is filled with puzzles ranging from easy brainteasers to challenging brain teasers to complex logic puzzles. Solutions included. 528 pages. Good Books. 8x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ 3955632 THE SENIOR MOMENTS PUZZLE BOOK: Activities and Games to Keep an Old Mind Active. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Challenge your mind and have hours of fun with this delightful collection of puzzles that includes everything from tricky crosswords and anagram puzzles, to Sudoku to simple brainteasers. Solutions included. 128 pages. Samplers. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

★ 3747204 CHALLENGING BRAIN TWISTERS. By Fred Coughlin. Whether you are looking to practice your critical thinking skills or you just want to keep your mind sharp, these puzzles will provide a ten-minute work out for your cognitive lobes—and you’ll have fun in the process. Includes 100 logic and number puzzles. Solutions provided. 116 pages. Skyhorse. At $8.95 price cut to $2.95

★ 2986388 MENSNA 10-MINUTE BRAIN TEASERS. By Gareth Moore. Challenge yourself and keep your mind young and sharp with these brain bending games and puzzles. In the end, you’ll have a stronger, fitter mind, and you’ll have fun in the process. Let the brain games begin! Solutions included. 190 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95

★ 3941183 THE WORLD PUZZLE CHAMPIONSHIP CHALLENGE. By Gareth Moore. Dive in and discover some of the most exciting and innovative new puzzles from the world’s most creative puzzle-setters with this collection of tough puzzles. Solutions included. 304 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

★ 3959077 BE BRAIN TRAINING THE JAPANESE WAY. By Gareth Moore. Just like your body, your mind needs exercise to stay young, strong, and healthy. Now, you can easily make mental fitness part of your daily routine with this book. Solutions include over 200 challenging Japanese square puzzles designed to improve specific mental skills, including: Hitori, Kakuro, Slitherlink, Akari, and more. 192 pages. Illus. $9.95

★ 3956113 10-MINUTE BRAIN GAMES: Words and Language. By Gareth Moore. Put your brain to the test and have some fun with these timed brain games that get steadily more challenging as you progress through the puzzles. Solutions included. 192 pages. Imagiine!. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95
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**Puzzles & Games**

**6948685 MIND-BENDING MAZES: Test Your Brain and Ingenuity with 60 Challenging Mazes**

By Mark Danna. A sure fire hit for those who enjoy challenging mazes and puzzles. Improve your concentration and problem solving skills as you use your mental resources to find the solution. The complex mazes increase in difficulty, pushing your puzzle skills to the limit as you become a maze master.


**3931080 BRAIN Benders for EINSTEINS. Ed. by Stanley Newman. 224 pages. Puzzlewright. 8x10. Paperbound.**

Pub. at $14.95

**379189 THE BOOK of ANSWERS. By Carol Bolt. Hachette.**

Spiralbound. Pub. at $5.95


**4567618 PERILOUS PROBLEMS FOR PUZZLE LOVERS: Math, Logic & Word Puzzles to Challenge Your Brain.**

By Albert Belles. 260 pages. The Experiment. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95


**3973564 TRIVIA QUIZ. Over 2500 Questions for the Family. Quiz Book Ever. 304 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound.**

Pub. at $12.99

**3952711 WHAT’S HIDING HERE? Find the Detail That’s Different in Each Photo. 96 pages. Firefly. 8x13%.

Pub. at $14.95

**3989054 3D DOT-TO-DOT ANIMALS. 80 pages. Thunder Bay. 8x1/4x1. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99**

**3951669 1000 DOT-TO-DOT WONDERS of the WORLD. By Thomas Pavitte. Thunder Bay. 10x14. Paperbound.**

Pub. at $12.99

**3955621 Ingenious Awesome DOT-TO-DOTS. By Ben Adeler. 150 pages. Arcturus. 8x14/11x. Paperbound.**

Pub. at $12.99


**3780759 DAY of the DEAD DOT-TO-DO. By Mady Bock. 150 pages. Arcturus. 8x1/11x. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99**


Pub. at $12.99


**3925747 ASK ME ANYTHING? Hypnotic Mind Reader Mentalist & Magician. TMW Media Group.**

Paperbound. Pub. at $3.95

**3926400 THE SENSATIONAL HOUDINI PUZZLE SAFE. By Tim Dedopulos. Well illus. 144 pages. Carlton.**

Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95

**4659845 MENSAS ASSESS YOUR IQ. By Tim Dedopulos. Color illus. 144 pages. Carlton. Paperbound.**

**Crosswords & Word Games**

**3877612 EASY AS ABC CROSSWORDS. By Doug Peterson.**

Solving these crosswords is nearly as easy as reciting your ABCs—but infinitely more fun! With 72 puzzles full of simple answers and useful clues, these puzzles are perfect for kids of all ages and for daily brain training solutions. 96 pages. Puzzlewright. 8x1/10. Spiralbound. Pub. at $8.95

**3810894 LITERARY PUZZLE BOOK: 120 Classic Crosswords, Sudoku, and Other Puzzles for Book Lovers. By Neil Sinclair.**

Solving these crosswords is nearly as easy as reciting your ABCs—but infinitely more fun! With 72 puzzles full of simple answers and useful clues, these puzzles are perfect for kids of all ages and for daily brain training solutions. 96 pages. Puzzlewright. 8x1/10. Spiralbound. Pub. at $8.95

**4715721 WORDSEARCH. Wordsearches are ever-popular teasers that can be enjoyed by anyone who likes the challenge of completing puzzles and loves to relax, so take some time and get word hunting. Solutions provided. 192 pages. Paperbound.**

Pub. at $12.99

**3868267 BIBLE WORD SEARCH PUZZLES. By M.C. Waldrup. Celebrate your faith with these word search puzzles, which include terms and phrases about biblical people, places, and events as well as quotes from favorite stories, hymns, and proverbs. This inspiring collection offers the perfect way to review your knowledge of Old and New Testaments. Solutions included. 125 pages. Dover. 8x1/11x. Paperbound.**

Pub. at $6.95

**4715727 WORDSEARCH. Wordsearches are ever-popular teasers that can be enjoyed by anyone who likes the challenge of completing puzzles and loves to relax, so take some time and get word hunting. Solutions provided. 192 pages. Paperbound.**

Pub. at $12.99

**3893939 POE WORD SEARCH: Brain Games. By I. Feigle & N. Sulgit. These puzzles will test your skills of concentration and observation. As you scan the grids for thematic words based on the stories and poems of America’s most famous and morbid nineteenth-century author. Solutions included. 126 pages. 8x1/11x. Paperbound.**

Pub. at $6.95

**4715659 MINDFULNESS PUZZLES: Everyday Puzzles for Wellbeing. By Gareth Moore.**

Lose yourself in a puzzle and make space for yourself with these mindful crosswords and this gentle brain workout. Solutions included. Arcturus. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.95

**393472X PEACE OF MIND BIBLE WORD SEARCH, VOLUME 2: The Harmony of Mind & Body. By Linda Peters. LARGE PRINT EDITION.**

Revel in your favorite hymns and keep your brain sharp as you puzzle your way through this easy to see hidden word search. Solutions provided. 200 pages. Good Books. 8x11x. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

**3903982 GREAT AMERICAN ROAD TRIP PUZZLE BOOK. From your car to your couch in this collection help you discover places that reveal diverse aspects of America–fancy and funky museums, inspiring national and state parks, curios and quirky roadside attractions, and other natural wonders. Solutions provided. 260 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

**4861320 PUZZLESNACKS: More Than 100 Clever, Bite-Size Puzzles for puzzle and make space for some easy brain train time to relieve your daily stress, for relaxing from the daily grind. Includes 72 puzzles full of simple answers and useful clues, these puzzles are perfect for kids of all ages and for daily brain training solutions. 96 pages. Puzzlewright. Pub. at $6.95

**4683322 THE WALL STREET JOURNAL FIRST-NAME-DAY CROSSWORDS: 72 AAA-Rated Puzzles. Ed. by Mike Shenk.**

Try your hand at the daily crossword from easy Monday to tricky Friday, which offers weekly and monthly challenges; a metapuzzle. Solutions included. 94 pages. Puzzlewright. 8x10. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.95

**468122X THE NEW YORK TIMES BLOCK BOOK OF PUZZLE CROSSWORDS. By Joel Fagiano.**

The perfect way to pass the time is with these popular print-sized puzzles which are portable, easy to solve, and quick to complete! Solutions provided. 150 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

**3791211 THE NEW YORK TIMES BIG BLOCK BOOK OF PUZZLE CROSSWORDS MINIS: 500 Fun-Sized Puzzles. By Joel Fagiano.**

The perfect way to pass the time with these print-sized puzzles that are fun, portable, easy to solve and perfect for on-the-go fun. This is the ultimate collection of easy and bite-sized portions that you can complete in one minute or less. Solutions provided. St. Martin’s. 8x1/11x. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**474912X IT’S SO EASY CROSSWORDS. By J. Chun & D. Peterson.**

Filled with 72 easy puzzles, each one with clues and themes that will provide the perfect challenge, whether you’re ready to let go after a busy day or relax on the weekend. Solutions provided. 96 pages. Puzzlewright. 8x1/10. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.95

**3971082 LARGE PRINT PEACE OF MIND BIBLE WORD SEARCH, VOLUME 2: Psalms. By Linda Peters. LARGE PRINT EDITION.**

Combin brain building fun with the worshipful words of the Psalms. Thanks to large, boldface print, puzzle enthusiasts can enjoy solving these hidden words and phrases from beloved selections of scripture. Clean, fun, and just challenging enough, this is a perfect gift for the puzzler in your life. Solutions included. Good Books. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95
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★ 4749944 QUICK CROSSWORDS, BOOK 1. Perfect for coffee breaks, commutes, or relaxing at home, this collection of 200 brand new quick puzzles is guaranteed to provide you with a coffee break, commute, or relaxing at home.
Solutions provided. 237 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

★ 3985636 GREAT WORDPLAY PUZZLES. You'll enjoy testing your wits on a challenging puzzle like Matching Balls. From a Garden, Some Assembly Required, and more. Features eye-popping shapes in which words don't just go across and down, but may twist and turn in all directions!
Solutions provided. Puzzles fit 9x1. Spiralbound. Pub. at $8.95 $4.95

★ 228380 SIMON & SCHUSTER MEGA CROSSWORD PUZZLE BOOK #18. Ed. by John M. Samson. This large format collection of 300 brand name brain breaker puzzles offers hours of stimulation for solvers of every level. Sharpen your pencils, grit your teeth, and see if you can avoid turning the answer key! Solutions provided. 300 pages. Touchstone.
8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

★ 3282635 THAT WAS EASY CROSSWORDS. By Tony Otteh. The grids are filled with common words, phrases, and names, while the clues and themes are challenging enough to keep you interested from beginning to end. Whether you want to build your wordplay skills or are simply in the mood for a challenge, this collection is for you. Solutions included.
96 pages. Puzzlewright. 8x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

★ 4670137 THE EVERYTHING MINDFUL WORD SEARCH BOOK, VOLUME 1. By Charles Timmerman. With guided meditations, affirmations, and reflections on gratitude, self-realization, and happiness, you will find a treasure trove of mindful puzzles to give you a sense of peace and self-realization. Solutions provided.

★ 3963102 THE NEW YORK TIMES LARGE PRINT CROSSWORDS, VOLUME 1. Ed. by Will Shortz. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Flex your mental muscles with The New York Times extra-large type puzzles with all levels of difficulty included. Solutions included. St. Martin's. 10x8¾. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

★ 3967067 THE NEW YORK TIMES MINI CROSSWORDS, VOLUME 3. By Joel Simon. Available for the first time, these huge popular pint sized crossword puzzles have the taken the puzzle world by storm. They are fun, portable, easy to solve—and impossible to resist! Solutions provided. 150 pages. St. Martin's. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

† 3791246 THE NEW YORK TIMES LARGE PRINT CROSSWORD PUZZLES, VOLUME 1. Ed. by Will Shortz. Do a little spring-cleaning of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Only a true puzzle-master will conquer these formidable grids. Solutions provided. 200 pages. St. Martin's. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


★ 4649476 THE NEW YORK TIMES SATURDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES, VOLUME 5. Ed. by Will Shortz. Saturdays sure are swell, especially if you love a crossword challenge. This collection includes 50 of the New York Times brand name puzzles—the toughest in the biz. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin's. 8x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★ 4649478 THE NEW YORK TIMES HELLO, MY NAME IS THURSDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. Thursdays are for thinkers. Well known as the trickiest, most pin-fueled crossword puzzle of the week, this collection will light up your brain and tickle your funny bone. Solutions provided. 60 pages. St. Martin's. 8x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95


★ 4649474 THE NEW YORK TIMES HELLO, MY NAME IS WEDNESDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. What's not to love about Wednesdays? This collection of 50 not too easy, not too hard Wednesday puzzles is the perfect antidote to those midweek blues. Solutions provided. 60 pages. St. Martin's. 8x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95


★ 3890082 THE NEW YORK TIMES SUNNY SUNDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. Every Sunday puzzle is a delightful challenge. This collection of 50 not too easy not too hard puzzles will get you through the mid-week slump like a champ. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin's. 9x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $11.99 $5.95

★ 395241X THE NEW YORK TIMES I LOVE WEDNESDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. Hate picking a side? Lucky you: this collection of Sunday crosswords offers hours of stimulation unique from beginning to end. Whether you're a crossword beginner or an expert, you're sure to find a puzzle to tickle your funny bone. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin's. 8x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $11.99 $5.95

★ 3975479 THE NEW YORK TIMES SUPER SUNDAY CROSSWORDS, VOLUME 7. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Sunday puzzles are the biggest, cleverest, greatest Times puzzles of the week. And to keep you from unwinding or get totally energized—with these 50 favorite puzzles, Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin's. 8x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $11.99 $5.95

★ 4649435 THE NEW YORK TIMES CLASSIC CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. Features 100 easy to hard puzzles in a sharp, striking design. Its sturdy journal-style binding with ribbon marker means you can solve in style wherever you go. Solutions provided. St. Martin's. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ 4649443 THE NEW YORK TIMES HELLO, MY NAME IS FRIDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. Fridays are fierce. This collection of 50 tough Friday puzzles of the week is the mental challenge you need to start your weekend off right! Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin's. 8x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★ 3952398 THE NEW YORK TIMES I LOVE THURSDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. Thursdays are for thinkers. Well known as the trickiest, most pin-fueled puzzle of the week, here are 50 to light up your brain. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin's. 9x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $11.99 $9.95

★ 3765377 THE NEW YORK TIMES HARDEST CROSSWORDS, VOLUME 5. Ed. by Will Shortz. The Friday and Saturday crosswords are the toughest of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Only a true puzzle-master can conquer these formidable grids. Solutions provided. 200 pages. St. Martin's. 8x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★ 3952363 THE NEW YORK TIMES I LOVE FRIDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. Never one to pass up a challenge? Then you'll love this perfect match for this collection of 50 tough Friday crossword puzzles. Start your weekend off right! Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin's. 9x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $11.99 $9.95

★ 3923363 THE NEW YORK TIMES KEEP MERRY AND CROSSWORD ON. Ed. by Will Shortz. Celebrate the season with croswords! Offers up 200 stocking-stuffer puzzles that range from easy to hard, all featuring the fresh, fun wordplay you’ve come to expect from The New York Times. Solutions provided. 200 pages. St. Martin's. 8x11/4. Paperback. spiralbound. 8x11. $12.95 $9.95

★ 3927390 THE NEW YORK TIMES WEDNESDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLE OMINBUS. Ed. by Will Shortz. Not too easy, not too hard—just right! Here are 200 Wednesday crossword puzzles that expand your vocabulary, edited by the crossword legend Will Shortz. Solutions included. 200 pages. St. Martin's. 8x11/4. Paperback. spiralbound. 8x11. $12.95 $9.95

★ 3980119 THE NEW YORK TIMES WEDNESDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES, VOLUME 1. Ed. by Will Shortz. Wednesday is never the best or worst day of the week, but it is if you’re a crossword lover. Solution solver, a Wednesday puzzle is always just right, and this volume collects the best of the best Wednesday puzzles. Solutions provided. 60 pages. St. Martin's. 8x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★ 4748992 THE NEW YORK TIMES WEEKEND WRANGLER CROSSWORD. Ed. by Will Shortz. Lasso up this new collection of 50 challenging, fun-filled daily puzzles and try and solve all the long Sunday crosswords. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin's. 8x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $11.99 $4.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 4748972 THE NEW YORK TIMES WEEKEND WRANGLER CROSSWORD. Ed. by Will Shortz. Lasso up this new collection of 50 challenging, fun-filled daily puzzles and try and solve all the long Sunday crosswords. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin's. 8x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $11.99 $4.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/849

Adult Humor

384945 WHAT DO WE NEED MEN FOR? A Modest Proposal. By E. Jean Carroll. 274 pages. St. Martin's. Priced at $27.99. $5.95

Humor

3746356 PEOPLE OF WALMART: Shop & Awe. By Adam Kipple et al. From the popular website PeopleofWalmart.com, this photo collection portraits of Americans in their natural shopping habitat (70 percent of which has never been online) presents people of all shapes and sizes wearing and doing everything imaginable in full view of the shopping public. 216 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Priced at $12.99. $4.95


3995846 YOU'RE MAKING ME HATE YOU. By Corey Taylor. Slipknot and Stone Sour frontman and heavy metal rock star book is a hilarious takedown of the new and the old. Takes a look at pop, punk, grunge, and Barbaret and gives more! Includes a specimen of real, genuine fake vomit. Cider Mill. Priced at $12.95. $4.95

3996371 HOW NOT TO BECOME A COTCHETLY OLD MAN. By Mary McHugh. He could be your father, your grandfather, your older brother, or your very own husband. This pocket sized edition is chock full of over 140 hilarious truths about cranky old folks we all want to have with us. Includes amusing anecdotes. Andrews McMeel. 3¼x3¾. Priced at $5.95. $4.95


3989474 WHY DON’T YOU WRITE MY EULOGY NOW SO I CAN CORRECT IT? By Patricia Marx, Illus. by H. Clast. Every mother knows best, but Marx’s mother knows better. She’s been able to shake her one-line witicism from her brain, so she’s collected them in this little, helpful volume. Fully illus., in color. 81 pages. Celadon. Priced at $16.95. $3.95

286777X DO ANTS HAVE ASSHOLES? And other questions about bad bodies. By Caitlin Doughty. Answers the most intriguing questions about where we go when we die. It’s hard being a person, especially in a family. If you’ve lost a family member, grew up in a family, or has a family, this hilarious look at the often inpermeable B.S. offered by politicians, pundits, talking heads, reporters, and analysts. Illus. 192 pages. Abrams. Priced at $18.95. $4.95

4708830 YOU ARE NOT SO SMART. By David McRaney. Every decision we make, every thought we contemplate, and every emotion we feel comes from our ways to explain them. Often these stories aren’t true. Bringing together popular science and psychology with humor and wit, this is a celebration of our irrational human behavior. 303 pages. Avery. Paperback. Priced at $17.00. $5.95

5926718 GUT BUSTERS AND BELLY LAUGHS: Jokes for Seniors, Boomers, and Anyone Else Who Thinks Their Sense of Humor is Just Kids. By Steven D. Price. Amusing stories that proves even that growing old is a zany laugh riot, humor certainly eases the path to and through one’s golden years. Here is a dose of jokes and anecdotes to brighten the day of anyone who’s reached that certain age. Includes one-liners, jokes on memory, sex and the senior, and more. 184 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Priced at $12.95. $4.95

683308X THE WORLD’S FUNNIEST LAUGHS: A Treasury of Jurological Jests. By Steven D. Price. Lawyers have been the butt of hundreds and hundreds of jokes over the centuries. This collection jokes fun (and malice) at the profession, and includes one-liners, historical and literary quotations, and the exponentiated experience stories. 228 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Priced at $12.95. $4.95

3791475 READER’S DIGEST DUMB DAD JOKES. Most dads get their best material from their families. And that’s what this book collects. Riddles, one-liners, hilarious anecdotes and pointed wit that see families for what they truly are–our chief source of amusement! Illus. in color. 216 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperback. Priced at $9.99. $3.95

3951960 A DRAGON WALKS INTO A BAR: An RPG Joke Book. By J. Alldricht & J. Taylor. This book is made to level up in restoration after all these distinguishing wisecracks, and you’ll be baking, and the game. And every dad’s got a lot of these really (and the low-road, law) Illus. 205 pages. Adams Media. Priced at $14.95. $5.95

3864324 YOUR DAD STOLE MY RAKE: And Other Family Dilemmas. By Tom Papa. It’s hard being a person, especially in a family. The joke is that these are not laughs, just the markers of you. Papa’s collection has deep insights into every branch of family life, and uncovers the most of family’s yet surprisingly meaningful aspects of our lives. This is the perfect title for anyone who has a family, grew up in a family, or has spent time with another human. Illus. 286 pages. St. Martin’s. Priced at $15.99. $4.95

4665430 LET THE PON SHINE. By Teo Zirinis. The joke is that these are not laughs, just the markers of you. Papa’s collection has deep insights into every branch of family life, and uncovers the most of family’s yet surprisingly meaningful aspects of our lives. This is the perfect title for anyone who has a family, grew up in a family, or has spent time with another human. Illus. 286 pages. St. Martin’s. Priced at $15.99. $4.95

4688597 WILL MY CAT EAT MY EYEBALLS? And Other Questions About Dead Bodies. By Caitlin Doughty. Answers the most intriguing questions about where we go when we die. It’s hard being a person, especially in a family. If you’ve lost a family member, grew up in a family, or has a family, this hilarious look at the often inpermeable B.S. offered by politicians, pundits, talking heads, reporters, and analysts. Illus. 192 pages. Abrams. Priced at $18.95. $4.95

3971886 THE MINI JOKEST JOKE BOOK. By Kathy Wagner. Cackle, gaggle, chortle, snort–whatever your method of mirth this collection has the release. With this pocket-sized resource, endless material is at your fingertips anywhere you go. 122 pages. Castle Point. Paperback. Priced at $9.95. $4.95


3791915 SANTA CLAUS CONFIDENTIAL. By Kevin Neary. The author describes his experiences with the department of Santa and the interactions with the clever children he encountered. These delightful, hilarious true stories from a professional Santa Claus are bound to get you feeling the holiday spirit. 115 pages. Santa Claus. Paperback. Priced at $14.99. $5.95

3936503 ARISTOTLE AND AN AARDVARK GO TO WASHINGTON. By J. Catcath & D. Klein. From the authors of First and is Quadrant, this book is a hilarious, true story of the interactions children he encountered. These delightful, hilarious true stories from a professional Santa Claus are bound to get you feeling the holiday spirit. 115 pages. Santa Claus. Paperback. Priced at $14.99. $5.95
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3898086 AN ALMOST PERFECT CHRISTMAS. By Nina Stibbe. Every family has its Christmas traditions and memories, and Nina Stibbe’s is no exception. Here she offers a hilarious ode to the joys and insanities of the most wonderful time of the year. 176 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $25.00 $4.95


3941188 WIT’S END: What Wit Is, How It Works, and Why We Need It. By James Geary. This work balances psychology, folklore, visual art, and literary history with lighthearted humor and acute insight drawing upon traditions of wit from around the world. Entertaining, illuminating, and entirely unique, this narrative demonstrates that wit and wisdom are really the same thing. 226 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

★ 3951610 ELECTED! PRESIDENT TRUMP PARODY. By T. Connor & J. Downey. Follow President Trump on his historic, world-altering journey from the cradle to the Donald to the Oval Office. In this inaugural and wholly fictitious issue of Portnoy’s, President Trump promises to re-make America in his own image. Full illus. In color. 64 pages. Grand Central. Bx 10%. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $3.95

★ 3763706 HOW TO FART AT WORK. By Mala & Matt. Everyone who has ever worked in an office has at one time or another been confronted with this gut-wrenching problem: how to fart at work. Never fear! This little volume has dozens of illustrations and expert opinions to help you smooth your way through any awkward situation. 144 pages. Pnion. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

3961718 EFFIN’ BIRDS: A Field Guide to Identification. By Aaron Reynolds. You can venture into nature with confidence with this farcical field guide that will help you identify more than 200 birds, but more important, it will also help you understand birds and their context—such as the hipster pelican, who thinks the world is a shitbag. Well illus. 165 pages. Ten Speed. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95


3850300 AUNTIE ACID BREAKS THE INTERNET. By G. Backlund & I. Duddon. The sassy senior, Aunty Acid, is back with her unique opinions about technology, social media, and everything having to do with the digital world. Full illus. in color. Gibbs Smith. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

381677X SOMEDAY A BIRD WILL POOP ON YOU. By Sue Salvi, illus. by M. Kellei. A modern parable about life hitting us with something unexpected—and the perfect gift for anyone leaving home with an umbrella. Full illus. in color. Himalayan Press. Pub. at $12.99 $3.95

★ 3974286 LIBRARIAN TALES: Funny, Strange, and Inspiring Dispatches from the Stacks. By William Otters. Here’s a good, the bad, and the ugly of librarian Otters’ experiences working in public and service desks and the stacks of public libraries. He uncovers the common pet peeves among his colleagues, addresses misguided assumptions and stereotypes, and shares several hilarious stories from your local community pillar, the library. 219 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95


9938505 RIGHT LIVING AND RIGHT DEAD (ALTHOUGH BEER IS MUCH FASTER): Life Lessons and Laughs from Dave Barry. During the course of living (mumble, mumble) years, Barry has learned much wisdom, and he is eager to pass it on to the next generation and the generation that. In this uprightness funny examination of what one generation can teach another, Dave passes on home truths to his grandsons and to his daughter. 225 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $26.95 $5.95


3975538 SOMETHING: Twenty-One Years of Humor from McSweeney’s Internet Tendency. Ed. by S. Riley & C. Monks. 680 pages. McSweeney’s. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

3894797 EXTREMELY MORONIC MAD. By the Usual Gang of Idiots. Pub. at $12.99 per cloth. Books. $9.95

★ 3852434 DAVE BARRY IS NOT MAKING THIS UP. Illus. 244 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $9.95


★ 3718441 50 REASONS TO HATE GOLF AND WHY YOU SHOULD NEVER STOP PLAYING! By Fred Frisenius. Illus. 198 pages. Dupress. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

3895932 THIS IS THE BOOK YOU GIVE YOUR DAD: Everything an Awesome Father Needs to Know. Text by M. Goulet, illus. by A. Janik. Full illus. in color. 127 pages. S&S. Pub. at $20.00 $12.95

3912515 SH T ROUGH DRAFTS. By Paul Lauder. 136 pages. Independent Publishing. Pub. at $11.00 PRICE CUT to $2.95


★ 3845567 LOOSE, BUT NO Cigar: Runner-Ups, Nerds, and Also-Rans. By Patience Williams. 300 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $22.95 $16.95


HUMOR

Gardening Fundamentals & Techniques

3814661 SAVING CONTAINER PLANTS. By Alice & Brian McGowan. Guide to successful gardening from the tender perennials you grow in containers using the over-wintering techniques offered in this compact volume and by plant guides provides easy reference to more than 100 popular container perennials. 124 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

★ 4757207 BUG-FREE ORGANIC GARDENING. By Anna Hess. With her expertise, you too can grow beautiful, healthy, organic vegetables for yourself and your family, put down those harmful sprays, and lead a healthier life. Learn about succession planting; choosing resistant plant varieties; shielding plants with row covers, thinning plantings to bypass bugs and much more. Full illus. in color. 138 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $8.95
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**3821595 THE NEW LOW-Maintenance GArden: HOW To HaVe A Nurturing AND 1MmOrAL GArden anD The TiME to Enjoy It. By Valene Easton.** Designs show how to cultivate low-maintenance gardens, enhance your garden's beauty, and gain time and energy efficiency. Includes the new trends in sustainable landscaping and plant care. Illus. in color. 208 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

---

**3820354 WEEDING WITHOUT CHEMICALS: Bob's Basics. By Bob Flowerdew.** Weeds must be removed, but many gardeners use chemicals in their battle to dominate the weeds. This guide offers practical and inspirational ways to keep out weeds, using natural methods to maintain a healthy garden. Illus. in color. 222 pages. Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

---

**3808289 ORGANIC BOOK OF Pesticide 2ND EDITION. By Pauline Pears.** Written in clear and simple terms, this book will help you to understand the reasons why you want to use or avoid pesticides, and how to use pesticides effectively. Illus. in color. 246 pages. Capstone. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

---

**3971228 GROW YOUR OWN TEA: The Complete Guide to Cultivating, Harvesting, and Preparing.** A comprehensive guide to growing and harvesting your own tea. The book will help you discover the joys and processes that each tea will bring to your life. Illus. in color. 208 pages. Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

---

**4653262 CHARLES DOWDING'S NO DIG GARDENING, COURSE 1: From Weeds to Vegetables Easily and Quickly.** The author demonstrates how to avoid digging on different soil types; recognize when weeds are ready to be removed; and how to plan for your garden. Illus. in color. 239 pages. No Dig Gardening. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

---


---


---


---


---

**3916317 GARDEN MADE. By Stephanie Rose.** A guide to growing your own food from seed to table. Illus. in color. 176 pages. Cool Springs Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

---

**3913493 GARDEN ANYWHERE. By Alyx Fowler.** A guide to growing your own food in any weather or climate. Illus. in color. 192 pages. Chronicle. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95
PLANT DIRECTORIES & GROWING GUIDES

398019X THE HIMALAYAN GARDEN: Growing Plants from the Roof of the World. By Jim Jermyn. Provided overview of the Himalaya to orient the reader, the author describes the plants from each ecological zone. Entusiasts of alpines and perennials will find much to like. Full of tips, tricks, and general know-how. An indispensable guide for every green-thumb and budding botanist. Fully illus. in color. 1020 pages. H. l. uniman. 9x12/12. Pub. at $39.95 $37.95

3992138 COASTAL GARDEN PLANTS: Florida to Virginia. By Roy Heizer. photos by N. Heizer. Learn the history, folklore, and ethnobotany of America’s coastal plants from Florida to Virginia. The plants’ botanical names are arranged alphabetically, with common names cross-referenced for easy use. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. Pap. at $24.99 $7.95

3702323 THE TIMBER PRESS GUIDE TO SUCCULENT PLANTS OF THE WORLD. Ed. by Todd R. Berger. This monumental guide is an essential reference for all plant lovers with an interest in the fascinating world of succulents. Highlights include: the natural history of succulents; expert information on growing succulents successfully; conservation and collection; unusual horticultural forms; and detailed descriptions of more than 2,000 plants. Fully illus. in color. 344 pages. Timber. Price cut to $29.95

3730476 GROWING HEIRLOOM FLOWERS: Bring the Vintage Beauty of Heritage Blooms to Your Modern Garden. By Chris McLaughlin. This volume is your resource book of heirloom flowers. In these pages you’ll find the most favored heirloom species, detailed advice on growing, propagating, and cutting, and helpful tips on how to use this unique heritage of blooms. For years to come, your garden will be a source of pride and joy. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Cool Springs Press. Pub. at $25.00

3864175 PLANTS THAT CAN KILL: 101 Toxic Species to Avoid. By Stewart Toon. 160 pages. Skyhorse. Pap. at $16.00 $12.95

3758419 DIY AUTOFLOWERING CANNABIS: An Easy Way to Grow Your Own. By Jeff Lowenstein. Written by a gardening authority, this full-color illustrated guide shows how the history and benefits of Autoflowering Cannabis; its origins, chemistry, and growing habits; step by step growing methods, including tips, tricks, and how to breed your new plants. 166 pages. New Society. Pap. at $29.95 $17.95

3860351 THE GARDENER’S BOTANICAL: An Encyclopedia of Latin Plant Names. By Reyna Boyd. Contains more than 5,000 botanical names listed in alphabetical order, each listed with a pronunciation guide, definition, example plant, and etymology. Also included are fact boxes, covering the history and importance of Latin names and beautiful color botanical illustrations. Over 2,000 popular plants are cross-referenced with their binomial. 352 pages. Princeton. 8x11/16. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

3834055 THE NATIVE PLANT PRIMER: 225 Plants for an Earth-Friendly Garden. By Alan Branhagen. A native plant expert makes adding native plants to your Midwestern garden easier than ever before with proven advice that every home gardener can follow. This incomparable resource includes 225 recommended native ferns, grasses, vines, shrubs, and wildflowers. The guide also is illustrated fully illus. in color. 253 pages. Timber. Pap. at $24.95 $18.95

5715288 BOTANICA: The Illustrated A-Z of over 10,000 Garden Plants and How to Cultivate Them. By Geoff Bunnie et al. A comprehensive guide lists plants in alphabetical order, relates all the information necessary for successful gardening, reveals useful background facts regarding the most important plant groups, and gives concise advice and general know-how. An indispensable guide for every green-thumb and budding botanist. Fully illus. in color. 1020 pages. H. l. uniman. 9x12/12. Pub. at $49.00 $37.95

5814146 COASTAL GARDEN PLANTS: Maine to Maryland. By Roy Heizer, photos by N. Heizer. Discover and enjoy the flowers, shrubs, and trees of America’s northern coastal region with this guide. Stroll through Portland, Boston, Providence, New York City, and beyond and delight in getting to know the historical, mythological, and original tales behind the plants of each region. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. Pap. at $24.99 $7.95

5814146 COASTAL GARDEN PLANTS: Florida to Virginia. By Roy Heizer, photos by N. Heizer. Discover and enjoy the flowers, shrubs, and trees of America’s northern coastal region with this guide. Stroll through Portland, Boston, Providence, New York City, and beyond and delight in getting to know the historical, mythological, and original tales behind the plants of each region. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. Pap. at $24.99 $7.95

5814146 COASTAL GARDEN PLANTS: Maine to Maryland. By Roy Heizer, photos by N. Heizer. Discover and enjoy the flowers, shrubs, and trees of America’s northern coastal region with this guide. Stroll through Portland, Boston, Providence, New York City, and beyond and delight in getting to know the historical, mythological, and original tales behind the plants of each region. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. Pap. at $24.99 $7.95

5814146 COASTAL GARDEN PLANTS: Florida to Virginia. By Roy Heizer, photos by N. Heizer. Discover and enjoy the flowers, shrubs, and trees of America’s northern coastal region with this guide. Stroll through Portland, Boston, Providence, New York City, and beyond and delight in getting to know the historical, mythological, and original tales behind the plants of each region. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. Pap. at $24.99 $7.95

5814146 COASTAL GARDEN PLANTS: Maine to Maryland. By Roy Heizer, photos by N. Heizer. Discover and enjoy the flowers, shrubs, and trees of America’s northern coastal region with this guide. Stroll through Portland, Boston, Providence, New York City, and beyond and delight in getting to know the historical, mythological, and original tales behind the plants of each region. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. Pap. at $24.99 $7.95


DVR 3943569 THE ART OF GARDENING: Homestead Blessings. Grow your green thumb as you learn valuable gardening tips in this practical, informative, and entertaining program. With years of experience on their Homestead Blessings farm, the West Ladies share invaluable knowledge on every facet of gardening: composting, pests, and Stoney-Wolf. 5.95

3784797 THE OLD FARMER’S ALMANAC VEGETABLE GARDENER’S HANDBOOK. By Brian Bell et al. Whether you’ve never touched a towel in your life or have been harvesting at home for decades, you’ll quickly benefit from the scores of time-saving tips and proven veggie growing techniques that pack this easy-to-use, fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Yankee. Pap. at $14.95 $11.95

3978583 GROW WHAT YOU LOVE: 12 Food Plant Families to Change Your Life. By Emily Murphy. An informative and useful guide for aspiring gardeners looking to take their first steps toward healthy, handmade living. Seasoned green thumbs looking to shake things up with new techniques and flavor combinations will also find much to love in this detailed volume. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. Firefly. 8x10/Paperback. Pap. at $24.95 $6.95

3699118 BEGINNING SEED SAVERS AND THE HOME GARDENER. By Jim Ulage. Explores how seed saving is both easier than we think and essential for vibrant, independent, and bountiful gardens. This is a comprehensive guide for those who want to reclaim common garden heritage, highlighting the importance of saving seeds for you, and most importantly, subsequent generations. Photos, some in color. 98 New Society. Pap. at $17.95 $12.95

3893937 DIY MUSHROOM CULTIVATION: Growing Mushrooms at Home for Food, Medicine, and Soil. By Willoughby Areyalvo. Presents proven, reliable low-cost techniques for home-scale cultivation that eliminates the need for a clean-air lab space to grow various mushrooms and their mycelium. Areyalvo includes step by step instructions, growing techniques, and mushroom biology and ecology to support a holistic understanding of the practice. Well illus. in color. 186 pages. New Society. Pap. at $29.99 $21.95

3689503 GROWING UNDER COVER: Seasoned Green thumbs looking to shake things up with new techniques and flavor combinations will also find much to love in this detailed volume. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. Firefly. 8x10/Paperback. Pap. at $24.95 $17.95
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★ 389501 INDOOR KITCHEN GARDENING HANDBOOK: Projects & Inspiration to Grow Food Year Round. By Elizabeth Millard. With help from this mini version of Indoor Kitchen Gardening you’ll be picking tomatoes, snipping microgreens, plucking homemade salad greens and enjoying a hearty harvest of fresh herbs and salad greens any time of the year in any size space. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Cool Springs Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99

★ 289887X THE ORGANIC NO-TOOL FARMING REVOLUTION: High-Production Methods for Small-Scale Farmers. By Andrew Jefford. If the ground could be prepared for planting without tillage, things could be rotated and organic matter added, carbon sequestered, and dependence on machinery reduced. This is the only manual of its kind, specifically written for small and natural scale farmers who wish to expand or explore chemical free regenerative farming methods. Well illus. 323 pages. New Society. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99


★ 389262X GROW FOOD FOR FREE. By Huw Richards. The author gives you the inspiration and practical advice you need to start, grow, and enjoy your own fruit and vegetables organically and at zero cost, even if you are new at gardening. Now you can make a big step toward self-sufficiency and sustainability. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99


Specialty Gardening

LIMITED QUANTITY 4737415 PLANTS YOU CAN’T KILL: 101 Easy-to-Grow Species for Beginners. By Stacy Tomio. It doesn’t matter how many plants you’ve killed in gardens past. It’s time to put those experiences behind you and try something new—something that’s easy and very forgiving. Well illus. in color. 173 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95


3916707 CLDEMATIC FOR SMALL SPACES. By Raymond J. Evison. This comprehensive reference contains easy to follow advice on caring for container grown plants, pruning the different types of clematis the simple way, avoiding root systems, combating disease and pests, and much more. Details 150 high performance plants for patios, decks, balconies and borders. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95


384868X STRAW BALES SOLUTIONS. By John Karsten. In this collection of fascinating illustrated stories of straw bale gardening you’ll meet dozens of gardeners who will inspire you to give it a try. In any climate and on any continent, you can grow healthy, nutritious vegetables, fruits, and flowers in their climate without needing more than 100 plant picks for every situation. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. Timber. Pub. at $34.95

4651188 THE MEDICINAL GARDENING HANDBOOK: A Complete Guide to Growing, Harvesting, and Using Healing Herbs. By D. Emily Hazen & A. Holmes. Offers a complete guide to growing, harvesting, and using plants with healing properties. Covers the basics of growing medicinal plants in garden, window box or porch, plus profiles of useful herbs that are easy to grow or found in the wild, inspiring stories, medicine-making instructions, and more. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

3976955 GROW YOUR OWN BOTANICALS. By Cinead McTernan. This inspirational collection of plants can be grown in any size garden, from a window sill to a windbreak. They range from essential herbs such as rosemary, lemon verbena and thyme to Chilian guava, marshmallow and licorice. Illus. in color. 206 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95


469547X POTTED: Make Your Own Stylish Garden Containers. By A.G. Guttery & M. Gray. Presents 23 container projects with new spins on old favorites and never before seen ideas. Includes easy to follow directions and inspiring along with the tools you’ll need to create an oasis of signature style garden containers. Fully illus. in color. 228 pages. Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


★ 3878100 MOSS BALL BONSAI: 100 Beautiful Kokedama That Are Fun to Create. By Satoshi Sunamori. Plant, soil mixture, moss, twine—this is all you need. But do it well, and a beautifully illustrated volume gives you all the basic information needed to create these lovely gardens using many different types of plants. Each moss ball is named, comes with care directions, and includes tips for framing your own mini-bonsai. Well illus. 397 pages. Hinkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

★ 373698X MOS: Forest from Garden—A Guide to the Hidden World of Moss. By Ulrica Nordstrom. A celebration of the quiet and unassuming beauty of moss. Here you’ll discover the key role moss plays in the world, through a tour of the roles which moss plants—many moss gardens from Japan and Portland, Oregon, and learn to cultivate and garden with moss, and plant moss landscapes in pots and terrariums. Well illus, in most in color. 185 pages. Cortneybank. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95
398701 THE NEW TERRARIUM: Creating Beautiful Displays for Plants and Nature. By John Martino. Introduces you to the whimsical yet practical world of gardens under glass: a no-fuss way to bring snippets of nature indoors. Discusses different venues for cultivating your terrarium, plants that flourish in these settings, ideas and designs for creating your first terrarium, and maintaining the environment you've created. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Clarkson Potter. Pub. at $29.95.

378004X POCKET GUIDE TO HOUSEPLANTS: Over 240 Easy-Care Favorites. By Jack Kramer. The only manual to house plants you'll ever need. You're shown everything you need to know to incorporate plants in your interior design. With plant descriptions and complete growing and care information for over 240 popular species you'll find the perfect plant for any home! Full color. 312 illus. in color. Everyman. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99.


3781760 GARDENING IN YOUR GREENHOUSE. By Mark Freeman. Offers practical information on everything you need to know to raise plants successfully in your home greenhouse including: selecting the right equipment, preparing the soil, watering, regulating heat and light, starting seeds, outsmarting pests, transplanting, and hardening off. Drawings. 200 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95.


4752778 PROJECT Succulent: Genius Ideas for Arranging Succulents, Cacti & Air Plants. By Baylor Chapman. In this step by step guide, Chapman shows us how to choose among these beauties to create arrangements that will thrive. Tiny turgid like a Desert View, which includes burro's tails, and zebra plants; or the Zen Garden with rabbit ear cacti, pincushion cacti, and a little Morgan's Beauty. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Artisan.


1DVD 3874824 CANNABIS EVOLUTION. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $11.95.

3761983 SUCCELENTS AT HOME: Choosing, Growing, and Decorating with the Easiest Houseplants Ever. By John Tullock. A gardening expert will teach you to make the most of your plants, from the how and why of soil and container choice to step by step instructions for potting and creating arrangements like terrariums and wreaths. You'll discover 75 succulents and cacti that you can grow at home, and everything you need to fill your house with happy, healthy plants. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Countryman. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95.

4565783 GARDEN RENOVATION: Transform Your Yard into the Garden of Your Dreams. By Bobbie Schwartz. Start your yard makeover here! A landscape designer and Decorator, Schwartz assesses the property and features you have, make the right changes for success, decide the best way to tackle your project, and boost your home’s curb appeal. Includes a gallery of gardens providing ideas and inspiration. Well illus. in color. 260 pages. Timber. 8½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95.

SOLD OUT

3821565X CACTUS & SUCCULENTS. By Bobbie Schwartz. Start your yard makeover here! A landscape designer and Decorator, Schwartz assesses the property and features you have, make the right changes for success, decide the best way to tackle your project, and boost your home’s curb appeal. Includes a gallery of gardens providing ideas and inspiration. Well illus. in color. 260 pages. Timber. 8½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95.

3985282 BOTANY FOR DESIGNERS: A Practical Guide for Landscape Architects and Other Professionals. By Guillaume Eyssartier. The author, a landscape architect and horticulturist, explains the essentials of planting design, exploring form and function and showing how to use plants to achieve specific design goals. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. HMH. Pub. at $20.00.

4721446 THE MONSTER IN THE GARDEN: The Grotesque and the Gigantic in Renaissance Design. By Luke Morgan. Argues that the monster is a key figure in Renaissance culture. They were ciphers for contemporary anxieties about normative social life and were a crucial component of medical, legal, and scientific texts, as well as recent scholarship on monstrosity, abnormality, and difference in early modern Europe. Morgan considers the garden within a broader framework of inquiry. Illus. 246 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. Pub. at $69.95.

3947348 MUSHROOMS WITHOUT FEAR: The Beginner’s Guide to Collecting Safe and Delicious Mushrooms Across America. By Bobbie Schwartz. The author, a landscape architect and horticulturist, explains the essentials of planting design, exploring form and function and showing how to use plants to achieve specific design goals. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. HMH. Pub. at $20.00.

3947386 THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO MUSHROOMS: How to Identify and Gather over 200 Species Throughout North America and Europe. By Guillaume Eyssartier. The author, a landscape architect and horticulturist, explains the essentials of planting design, exploring form and function and showing how to use plants to achieve specific design goals. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. HMH. Pub. at $20.00.

3947384 MUSHROOMS WITHOUT FEAR: The Beginner’s Guide to Collecting Safe and Delicious Mushrooms Across America. By Bobbie Schwartz. The author, a landscape architect and horticulturist, explains the essentials of planting design, exploring form and function and showing how to use plants to achieve specific design goals. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. HMH. Pub. at $20.00.

4707169 STRIPPIN’ TIME: Project of the Month #4. By Jo Lark. Chock-full of great projects along with instructions: place mats, aprons, table runners, wall hangings and carry-alls, even a colorful covered notebook. The basic concept: "How to use your sewing machine and enjoy the energy that flows from these fabulous designs. Color photos. 28 pages. Design Originals. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95


4714815 SWEET TWEETS: Simple Stitches, Whimsical Birds. By Erin Cox. Fall in love with cheery little birds that add the perfect touch of whimsy to many of these simple, practical designs. The magic happens with a unique style of raw edge applique that’s similar to free motion quilting, as if you were sketching with thread. Let your creativity soar with 11 quick projects. Well illus. Color. 80 pages. That Patchwork Place. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

4701343 QUILTS WITH UNIQUE BORDERS: Extraordinary Border Finishes. Ed. by Carolyn S. Vagts. Sometimes all a simple quilt needs is a creative border to make it special. Nine quilted projects will show you a few ways to accomplish a stunning finish and give you ideas you can incorporate into your other projects. You are only limited as your imagination! Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Annie’s. 8½x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

471466X SEW SWEET BABY QUILTS. By Kristin Roylance. Discover the joys of creating a wonderfully textured baby quilt that’s easy to stitch and quick to finish. Choose from seven attention-grabbing quilts in three categories—modern, fusible-grid designs, each with detailed instructions. Includes time-saving tips. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Martingale. 8½x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $5.95

470675X TAUPE INSPIRATIONS: Modern Quilts Inspired by Japanese Taupes. By Kylie Irvine. Be inspired by the soft gentle colors of Japanese Taupes and Irvine’s charming designs. The colors give a soothing comfort to these modern quilt designs and offer a fresh new take on the sense of whimsy. Make quilts, cushion covers, sewing case bags, and more. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Kansas City Star. 8½x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

4768235 STRAIGHT-LINE QUILTING DESIGNS. By Charlotte Warr Anderson et al. Provides endless inspiration for machine quilting, both domestic and longarm. Each example is a full-page spread with easy to follow straight-lines for 75 designs. 160 pages. C&T. Spiralbound. Pub. at $11.95 $8.95

4739736 QUILTS OF CUMBERLAND COUNTY, 1700s to 1970s. LeFot Quilters Documentation Project. By Mary M. Hogan. Documented by members of the LeFot Quilters, 170 quilts from the 1700s through 1970 are showcased in beautiful detail in this attractive volume. Includes information about each quilt and provides an overview of quilting over the past several hundred years. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99 $14.95

4739744 RECYCLED HEXIE QUILTS: Using Vintage Hexagons in Today’s Quilts. By Mary Kerr. More than 140 color photographs, with both traditional and contemporary designs, show how vintage hexagon textile fragments can be re-purposed and fashioned into new, beautiful quilts. Packed with ideas and tips, plus 52 new quilts inspired by these hexies. Includes 112 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

4739698 A QUILT BLOCK CHALLENGE: Vintage Revisited. By Mary Kerr. What if you had sets if vintage quilt blocks were divided among a group of artists, and each was to create a new quilt from them in her own style? In answer to this, this volume presents 117 made from six sets of vintage blocks by nineteen talented quilters. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95


393935X IN THE STUDIO WITH JUDY MURRAY: 12 Playful Quilt Projects. By Judy Murray. Give a soothing comfort to these modern quilts with another quilting technique. You’ll learn the simple Fast-Fold Hexies method; get guidance on movement and bril liance to quilts with applique, beaded quilting, photo transfer, and rubber stamping. And take a tour Judy’s state-of-the-art studio where inspiration gets the creativity flowing. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Martingale. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $3.95

3939393 PARSON GRAY TRADE QUILTS: A Collection of Projects By David Butler. With graphically striking designs, clear step by step instructions, and dozens of diagrams and full-size removable templates, this collection is full of ideas to help you develop your skills. Includes how-to for making blankets and quilts that will become modern heirlooms. 166 pages. Chronicle. 8½x10. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

4675983 FAST-FOLD HEXIE QUILTS. By Mary M. Hogan. Create an array of hexagons in less time using this easy and versatile quilt as you go technique. You’ll learn the simple Fast-Fold Hexies method; get guidance on movement and brilliance to quilts with applique, beaded quilting, photo transfer, and rubber stamping. And take a tour Judy’s state-of-the-art studio where inspiration gets the creativity flowing. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Martingale. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95


4738442 CIVIL WAR QUILTS, 2ND EDITION. By F.W. Weeks & D. Beld. With 179 color photographs and engaging text, this updated and expanded edition of the stories of extraordinary Civil War quilts and the women who made them. A must-have for all serious quilters, historians, and Civil War buffs. Includes 45 block patterns and full-size templates for making your reproduction Civil War era quilt. 192 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95 $33.95

3958668 KAFFE FASSETT’S QUILTS IN BURANO. This collection of 19 quilts features designs from the Kaffe Collective and some of his Classics. In this 22nd installment of Fassett’s series of patchwork and quilting editions, the quilts have been handmade in Burano, a tiny island in Italy’s Venetian archipelago, famous for its lace making and brilliantly colored paper houses. 144 pages. Taunton. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95
Quilting

4721918 FROM ENSIGN’S BARS TO COLONELS STARS: Making Quilts to Honor Those Who Served. By Conda Pedursan-Harter. Patriotism and quilting come together as six quilts honor the officer ranks between 2nd Lieutenant/Ensign through Colonel/Captain. Having served and retired in the military, the author shares her experiences as she progressed through the ranks in both text and quilts. Original designs included. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. $39.95

**3965717 KNIT-A-BEAR: 15 Huggable Friends to Make and Dress for Every Occasion. By Val Pierce. Go on, knit a bear for someone you love! These bears—complete with outfits, toys, and accessories—will melt your heart. From a cuddly to a spunky super hero, to a precious mama bear and her cub, there is sure to be a bear for everyone. With easy to follow knitting patterns. Well illus. in color. 159 pages. Taunton. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $49.95

3985733 ONE + ONE SCARVES, SHAWLS & SHRUGS: 25+ Projects from Just Two Skeins. By Iris Schreier. Discover how to artfully combine skeins to create neck-wear with stunning patterns, textures, and tones. Mix yarn weights like Lisa Hoffman did in her Flower Ruffle Keyhole Scarf, integrate two different colors of a single yarn, or knit in the round. Fully illus. in color. 132 pages. Lark. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. $24.95

3996671 COZY KNITS: 50 Fast & Easy Projects from Top Designers. By Tanis Gray. A fabulous collection of 50 all new patterns for knitters of all skill levels. This collection offers projects every member of the family will love, including: simple beanies, slippers, hats, cowls, and many others. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $29.99. $49.95

4756673 GRADUATION KNITS, By Tanis Gray. Pure skills in the test with these ten beginner and advanced lessons and projects that include step by step instructions. Graduates add a whole new dimension to your knitting. From bright to dark, use two-color contrast, or work with multiple colorways. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Barron’s. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99. $29.95

**3814692 KNITTING RUGS: 26 Quick Projects for Crafters of Every Level. By Karen Tiede. Colorful strips of recycled fabric are given new life in 26 fabulous accent rugs that you can make yourself. Includes 80 knitting needles and Tiede’s step by step instructions. Inspired by classic design motifs, these designs are bursting with color and style. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Stoney. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $29.95

**3991211 201 KNITTING MOTIFS, BLOCKS, PROJECTS, AND IDEAS. By Nicki Trench. Contains 150 stunning knitted blocks, ranging from the simplest of basic squares to intricate advanced blocks, along with fifty-one specially designed projects showing how to use the blocks. Includes hints, tips and basic technique. Color illus. 176 pages. CICO Books. 8⅞x11¾. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $29.95

Applique


3941809 SIMPLE APPLIQUE: Approachable Techniques, Easy Methods, Beautiful Results! By Kim Diehl. With this comprehensive how to guide, the author shares the secrets of her invisible machine applique and wool applique techniques, plus needle turn and fusible techniques. With more than 85 step by step photos, Diehl’s clearly demonstrated 64 pages. That Patchwork Place. 8⅞x11¾. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99. $29.95

Knitting


3941811 BATH KNITS: 30 Projects Made to Measure. By Mary Beth Temple. This collection of projects features washcloths and mitts, a robe, slippers, pedicure socks and much more. Most patterns are for Knit One/Purl One, but the instructions are clear and quick knits that also make great housewarming or hostess gifts. Well illus. in color. 70 pages. Stackpole. 8½x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $29.95

3941774 IRIS SCHREIER’S REVERSIBLE KNITS. Classic style with a modern look: reversible knitting lets you create beautiful doubled pieces that are reversible on both sides. Some work up into different patterns on the front and back, while others simply produce the same pattern on both sides. Includes complete instructions along with some basic knitting techniques. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Lark. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $24.95

3941728 PICK YOUR STITCH, BUILD A BLANKET. 80 Knit Stitches, Endless Combinations. By Eileen Horan. Features a library of 80 stitches, plus eleven appealing projects for blankets that include samplers as well as repeat-block and strips. Get the hang of gauge, stitch counts, and repeats, and work confidently with any stitch from any source. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Martingale. 8⅞x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. $39.95
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4674812 WABI-SABI SEWING: 20 Simple Sewing Patterns for Perfectly Imperfect Projects. By Karen Lewis. Turn scraps of mismatched fabrics into beautiful quilts; extend the life of your favorite jeans with visible mending; embellish a linen pillow cover with洒纸-style stitching and enjoy the slow art of English paper piecing with this compilation of beautiful projects to treasure forever. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. SewandSo. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

3827550 SKIRT-A-DAY SEWING. By Nora Swanson. See a skirt a day; select a variety of skirts using four classic styles—wrap, straight, flared, and high-wasted—as your starting point. Then draft cutting patterns for your styles and play with seven variations for each skirt silhouette. Before you know it, you’ll have 28 unique skirts for every occasion! Illus. in color. 240 pages. Storey. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95


4755979 SEW A MODERN HALLOWEEN: Make 15 Spooky Projects by Karen Mashburn. indulge your improvisational side—mix and match five fun blocks and 15 projects for endless possibilities. Follow simple instructions to create everything from gift bags and coasters to curtain panels and quilts. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. C&T. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95


3981290 EASY MASKS TO SEW: Sizes and Styles to Make for Kids and Adults. By Boutique-Sha. Learn how to make a fabric face mask with this collection of simple designs that are easy to sew. Includes templates for three basic styles in various sizes, for young kids to adults, along with step by step instructions. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Zakka Workshop. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

3986324 THE ULTIMATE THREAD GUIDE. By Becky Goldsmith. Learn everything you ever wanted to know about thread types, weights, and thicknesses and why they matter; learn to select the correct thread for every project; and review a comprehensive thread manufacturer’s guide. Illus. in color. 64 pages. C&T. Spiralbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

4693315 BEAUTIFUL SEWING: Made Stylish Handmade Clothing with Simple Stitch-and-Wear Patterns. By Kennis Wong. Stitch your way to a stylish new you with a collection of beautiful, modern patterns and step by step instructions. Features eight different patterns in sizes 0–22, including all the patterns and materials needed to create a complete wardrobe. That will equip you with the knowledge you need to create your own clothes from scratch. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Search. 38026X. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

47292DX TAILORING A JACKET. By Gill McDougall. Whether you are a novice or a professional, this jacket that can be worn with confidence, flourish, and pride. With advice on pattern matching, instructions on well and patch pockets, shoulder pads and darts, you’ll be sewing all the pieces, pinning in black and white, to mix and match them to add personal touches to your own projects. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Lark. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95


4673964 MENDING MATTERS: Stitch, Patch, and Repair Your Favorite Denim & More. By Karina Podabauskas. Join the slow fashion movement and make mending your jeans and other garments an artful, joyful, and empowering act with help from this guide that includes tips and techniques for mending jeans. Fully illus. in color. 244 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

4691016 SEWING FOR THE ABSOLUTE BEGINNER. By Caroline Smith. With clear advice, instructions, equipment and terminology, this guide also contains 25 exciting projects including an apron, curtains, pillows and more. Taking you from the basic stitches right through to more complex techniques. This guide is ideal for beginners. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Search. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

3970418 MENDING AND ALTERNATE MENDING IDEAS: A Complete Guide to Clothes Repair. By Tina O’Rourke. Learn how to make Daisy Dog, her best friends Rosie Rabbit, the twins Betty and Ben Bear and many more. From happy Mimi, along with their own complete wardrobe. Includes easy to follow step by step instructions with full-size sewing patterns for all the dolls, clothes, and accessories. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. White Owl. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

3963342 SEWING ANIMAL DOLLS. By Tina O’Rourke. Learn how to make Daisy Dog, her best friends Rosie Rabbit, the twins Betty and Ben Bear and many more. From happy Mimi, along with their own complete wardrobe. Includes easy to follow step by step instructions with full-size sewing patterns for all the dolls, clothes, and accessories. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. White Owl. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

3841804 SEWING BASICS FOR EVERYBODY: 20 Step-by-Step Essential Pieces for Modern Living. By Wendy Ward. Follow the author’s tutorials to make 20 beautiful garments that are suitable for any body regardless of gender, age or body shape. Patterns for five basic garments and all the variations to make 20 different designs are included. Includes full pattern charts that cover ten sizes. Fully illus., many in color. 159 pages. CICO Books. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95


4770881 DEBBIE SHORE’S SEWING ROOM SECRETS: Essential Skills for Dressmakers. Discover how to follow essential techniques for dressmakers in this guide packed with key skills and friendly know-how—ideal for anyone taking their first steps into dressmaking. There are ten inventive projects, including five level choices that will equip you with the knowledge you need to make your own clothes from scratch. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Search. 38026X. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95


3912612 SUBLIME STITCHING: Hundreds of Hip Embroidery Patterns and Projects. By Jenny Hart. No matter your level of stitching experience, this volume puts at your fingertips everything you need to know and includes: simple instructions, inspiring project ideas, and hundreds of original iron-on patterns, from cheeky margaritas to classic teapots and cupcakes. Illus. in color. Chronicle. Spiralbound. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

38026X THE SEWING BOOK. By Alison Smith. Fully illus. in color. 400 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $40.00

Embroidery & Needlepoint


Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
Embrodery & Needlepoint

4673875 I LOVE MY DOG EMBROIDERY. By Mako & Art et al. A collection of over 380 stitch motifs that celebrate our canine, including: a variety of beloved dogs, breeds doing what they do best, pups disguised as people, and mutts in an astonishing array of sizes and shapes. Includes new, plus essential stitching tutorials. Fully illus., most in color. 120 pages. Quarry. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95


4391758 DODGE STITCHING EMBROIDERY ART. By Armine Ray. Express your individuality with 20 original embroidery designs for beginners and skilled stitchers alike, and learn to personalize your projects with fun embroidery motifs, words, and dates. Includes techniques and stitch guide. Fully illus. 128 pages. C&T. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

4399216 DODGE STITCHING THE HOLIDAY MOTIF COLLECTION. By Armine Ray. In this Doodling Stitching collection, Ray presents 300 of her free-form embroidery motifs that she designed especially for holidays and seasons throughout the year. All of the motifs are presented in color on the pages and in inspirational projects, and digitally on the enclosed CD in simple black lines. 132 pages. Lark. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

4673751 DODGE STITCHING: Embroidery & Beyond. By Armine Ray. Use the embroidery skills as a starting point. Ray pairs several fun techniques with her fresh, irresistible aesthetic. In each chapter, you’ll find an introductory guide to different embroidery techniques, and instructions for making a total of 22 beautiful projects. Fully illus. in color. 120 pages. Lark. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

4388422 BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO STUMPWORK. By Kay Donna. Get a hands-on look at 100 stumpwork motifs to show how to create flowers, fruit, trees, insects and more to produce beautiful raised samplers and pictures. 80 pages. Search. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

4752635 PULLED THREAD EMBROIDERY: Techniques & over 140 Exquisite Desings. By Marie-Helene Jeanneau. Also known as counted thread openwork, or drawn fabric embroidery, this beautiful whitework technique is achieved by transferring the threads of the fabric without cutting or drawing them. It is worked on loosely woven fabrics using a fine tapestry needle, and involves accurately counting the threads for transfer. Includes 100 step-by-step photographs for over 140 stunning designs. 144 pages. Search. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

4662824 EVERYDAY EMBROIDERY FOR BEGINNERS. By Megan Eckman. A full range of embroidery with these fun 15 projects that are approachable, practical, and awesome! Go retro, mystical, or botanical with 50 themed embroidery ideas to iron on (sheets included) and embroider. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. C&T. 8x10. PRICE CUT TO $13.95


3896155 FREESTYLE EMBROIDERY ON WOOL. By Karin Derlann. Fully illus. in color. 142 pages. Piempernel. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

3921659 CIRCUS EMBROIDERY. By Susie John. Fully illus., most in color. 144 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95


Cross Stitch


3972959 CROSS STITCH CHRISTMAS. By Helene Le Berre. Each design in this book is accompanied by a full-page chart and thread key, and instructions are provided for creating cutout pockets, a photo album cover, gift tags, and other projects. Includes a cross-stitch overview. Search. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

3979192 WILDFLOWERS AND GRASSES. By Hisako Nishius. Try this new collection of elegant cross stitch designs, inspired by the beauty and simplicity of wildflowers and grasses. Then choose sunflower motifs to choose from, so whether you admire the lily of the valley or the violet, there is sure to be a project that will catch your eye. Includes a full cross stitch guide. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Search. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

Needlework Projects & Reference

3788768 50 SUNFLOWERS TO KNIT, CROCHET & FELT. By Kristin Nicholas. Create your very own garden with these original sunflower designs, from simple blooms and buds to leaves, stems, and even little sunflower loving critters. With instructions and useful information on knitting, crochet, and felting techniques, as well as cross stitch instructions, full-color photos, and inspirational advice on how to work with color. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $3.95

468446X PUNCH NEEDLE EMBROIDERY FOR BEGINNERS. By Lucy Davidson. The twelve projects incorporate a variety of stitches and textures, and range from fun and snuggly pillows to stylish bags, wall art, and even a cute and lovable toy. Each project includes charts, photographs, and step-by-step instructions. Includes a full-sized removable template. 80 pages. Search. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

4685393 PUNCH NEEDLE RUG HOOKING: Your Complete Resource to Learn & Love the Craft. By Amy Oxford. The guide you need to keep at your fingertips while you learn, and throughout your punch needle adventures for years to come. Along with how-tos, you’ll find in-depth info about every aspect of enjoying, succeeding with, and understanding punch needle rug hooking. Well illus. in color. 210 pages. Schiffer. 8x10. PRICE CUT TO $23.95

3959961 VIBRANT PUNCH NEEDLE DECOR. Adorn Your Home with Colorful Flowers & Geometric Patterns. By Melissa Lowry. In this all-inclusive beginner’s guide, you’ll learn how quick and easy it is to dive into punch needle and create one of a kind fiber art decorations for your whole home. Features full-size removable templates, step by step instructions and tips and techniques. Well illus. in color. 141 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95


3925307 TECHNO COZIES. By Sue Culligan. Fully illus. in color. 156 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 PRICE CUT TO $11.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/849
Activities for Kids

396671 THE JOKEST JOKING TRIVIA BOOK EVEN WRITTEN...NO JOKE. By Brian Boone. Illus. by A. C. Brack. This book can be hilarious, when the facts are as zany as the trivia in this volume! Amaze your friends and family and enjoy some serious ‘wow’ moments as you feed your brain with knowledge and most obscure information on Earth. Ages 10 & up. Illus. 259 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

4722701 LEARN TO WRITE: My First Home Learning Text. By Lauren Crisp. A fun and motivational workbook designed to build confidence and ability in writing skills from a young age. It includes the perfect foundation for a lifetime of writing. Ages 3 & up. Fully illus. in color. 54 pages. Highlights for providing the perfect foundation for a lifetime of writing. Ages 3 & up. Fully illus. in color. 54 pages. Highlights for

3983351 ULTIMATE EYE TWISTERS. By Gianni A. Sarcone. Contains a collection of challenging and mesmerizing puzzles: colorful, curious, and crazy, you’ll see things you never thought possible. You’ll be amazed by these hand-made illusions! Solutions included. Ages 8 & up. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. $9.95

4745402 BUILD YOUR OWN THEME PARK. By Liz Lunney. Just like the fun you would have going with this paper cut-out theme park! Ages 8-12. Fully illus. in color. Andrews McMeel. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $5.95

4707915 THE GROWN-UP’S GUIDE TO MAKING ART WITH KIDS. By Lee Foster-Wilton. You and your kids will love learning to draw together using these easy-to-follow prompts and guided practice pages that encourage side by side drawing and joint activity. Ages 8 & up. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Walter Foster. $19.99 Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

3970426 MY FIRST ALPHABET DOT-TO-DOT. By Elizabeth Goldberg, illus. by J. McDonald. Using the letters of the alphabet instead of numbered dots, this activity book helps young readers to practice pen control, hand-eye co-ordination and alphabet sequencing by joining the dots to complete colorful pictures. Ages 5-8. Fully illus. in color. B.E.S. 8¼x11. Paperback. $0.95

3969371 LEARN TO READ ACTIVITY BOOK: 101 Fun Lessons to Teach Your Child to Read. By Hannah Brown. Packed with cumulative lessons consisting of coloring, tracing, mazes, puzzles, word searches, and other activities that make learning fun and keep your child engaged in the process. Promote early literacy with your young child by teach your child to recognize letters, sound them out, and put together in complete words and sentences. Ages 5-7. Fully illus. in color. 206 pages. Zephyros. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95


4896069 MY FIRST GRADE MATH WORKBOOK: Make Learning Fun! By Lena Attree. From counting challenges to fill in the blanks to color by numbers, the activities are designed to help kids learn arithmetic, comparison, measurement, patterns, time, and more while they learn. Ages 6-10. Fully illus. in color. Rockridge. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.99

3981096 UNCLE JOHN’S DO-IT-YOURSELF JOURNAL FOR INFOMANIACS ONLY! By Bathroom Readers’ Institute. The amazing interactive journal is for curious kids who read and think, kids who imagine and invent, who doodle and draw. And it’s stuffed with mind-blowing information and goofy questions designed to entertain and build your brain. Ages 8 & up. Illus. 176 pages. Portable Press. Pub. at $13.95 $4.95

4655887 CROSSWORD PUZZLES FOR KIDS. By Paolo Pasco. Ready for a new challenge? This crosswords-instantly-in-three-steps is a sight for any fun and loads of perplexing puzzles that are the perfect screen-free activity for family trips, rainy days, and after-school downtime. Solutions provided. 22 pages. Portable Press. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

396938X PHONICS STORYBOOK: Learn to Read. By Lauren Brainard. Phonics is a technique that relates specific sounds with letters, or group of letters in the alphabet. It’s an important step in helping your child learn to read. This workbook is filled with delightful stories and fun activities that feature the common phonetic patterns your child will need to know to become a confident reader. Ages 5-7. Fully illus. in color. 154 pages. Rockridge. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

4752740 BUG HUNT: BackPack Explorer. Text by Kathleen Yale. Peek inside a flower, look under a log, and discover the fascinating bugs that live all around you with this activity-packed field guide. Ages 6-10. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Storey. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

4698013 HOW TO DRAW: Easy Techniques and Step-by-Step Directions. By Mike Forget. With just scissors, glue, and a lot of imagination! Includes everything you need to how to shade, use perspective, create 3D shapes effects, and more with this easy to follow step by step guide. This manual will provide kids with the guidance to create their own masterpieces. It’s easier than you think! Ages 9-12. Fully illus. 160 pages. Andrews McMeel. 8¼x11. Paperback. $12.99 $9.95

3967867 UNPLUGGED PLAY-GRAGE: 50 Games for Ages 6-10. By Bobbi Conner. From Fortune-Teller to Draw Me a Story, Spillin’ the Beans to Monkeyshines, these 50 more than 200 screen-free activities are a surefire hit. Your kids will enjoy the wholesome, old-fashioned experience of playing creatively and freely—without technology! Ages 6-10. Color illus. 266 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

4653823 DINOSAURS: Fingerprint Fun. By Kate Daubney. Use your imagination to create some amazing dinosaur art using just your fingers! Featuring simple step by step instructions, fun scenarios, and loads of information for fingerprinting, this is the perfect activity for imaginative children. Ages 4 & up. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. M & I Media. $14.95 $9.95

4651337 AND FARM ANIMALS: Fingerprint Fun. By Kate Daubney. Create amazing animal art using just your fingers! Featuring simple step by step instructions, fun scenarios, and loads of information for fingerprinting, this is the perfect activity for imaginative children. Ages 4 & up. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. M & I Media. $14.95 $9.95

3940721 THE ARTFUL PARENT: Simple Ways to Fill Your Family’s Life with Art and Creativity. By Joan Van1t Hul. From setting up a studio space in your home to finding the best art materials for children, this guide gives you all the information you need to get started. The more than sixty engaging arts and crafts projects included here are accessible and developmentally appropriate for one to eight year-olds. Illus, in color. 320 pages. Roost. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $14.95

3978332 BELLY LAUGH TOTALLY TERRIFIC TONGUE TWISTERS FOR KIDS. Full of hilarious tongue twisting fun, from snappy one liners to funny stories and jokes. This collection is complemented by side splitting line drawings and an unmissable two button, extra feisty sound button, all guaranteed to bring silly laughter and comical wordplay fun onto your home. Ages 5 & up. 117 pages. Sky Pony. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95


3962520 MY FIRST GRADE WORKBOOK: Make Learning Fun! By Brittany Lynch, illus. by R. Boyer. From word searches and crosswords to color by sum and secret messages, this workbook is filled with loads of enjoyable games and activities that help kids learn as they play, Grade 1. Fully illus. in color. 122 pages. Rockridge. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

---
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Children's Titles

**392782** BRAIN BOOSTERS MATH PUZZLES. By Lisa Regan. Packed with tons of terrific brainteasers, this activity book is guaranteed fun for kids, and supports classroom learning. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Arcturus. 9x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $3.95

**391253** ADDING AND SUBTRACTING: Skills for Starting School. By Caryn Jenner. Learn to add and subtract with Big, Bop, and Boot! These friendly characters use colorful, familiar situations to help children understand the basic concepts of adding and subtracting up to 10. Ages 5-7. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95. $3.95

**390256** EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO ACE COMPUTER SCIENCE AND CODING. By THE NINE BI LLO. THE ROSEBUD. THE COMPLETE MIDDLE SCHOOL Study Guide. By Grant Smith. This volume will help all the stuff you learn in school sink in with key concepts, mnemonic devices, definitions, diagrams, and colorful doodles to help you understand computer science. Ages 11-16. 566 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

**395666** ENCYCLOPEDIA OF KNOWLEDGE: Explore a Wealth of Information. By Simon Adams et al. Packed with fantastic facts, illustrations, world records and detailed captions, this amazingly huge collection of information crosses a wide range of subjects. Find out how stars are formed, why the Roman Empire fell, what causes deadly tsunamis, for Elm o! He’s off to school, and he ready to be a hero by learning about engineering, art and math. These projects will spark your children’s curiosity with these fun projects that use common household items and require little adult supervision. Ages 8 & up. 192 pages. Rockridge. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95. $4.95

**475104** FIRST CHILDREN'S DICTIONARY. Ed. by Rebecca Warren. Discover more than 4,000 words and definitions to build vocabulary and spelling skills. This glossary filled with easy-to-navigate dictionary entries includes everything you need to know to program a future in this state of the art industry. Ages 10 & up. illus. 248 pages. Aladdin. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99. $3.95

**389650** SO, YOU WANT TO BE A CODER? By Jane Bedell. Filled with fun activities, tips and advice, and interviews from both professionals and young people working in the field, this book compiles everything you need to know to program a future in this state of the art industry. Ages 10 & up. illus. 248 pages. Aladdin. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99. $3.95

**472051** GRADE K JUNGLA LANGUAGE ARTS SUCCESS WORKBOOK: 3 Books in 1! By Sylvan Learning. This jumbo workbook helps your kindergartner prepare to build essential reading, writing, and language skills. Includes a strong foundation of language arts skills. Ages 4-5. illus. in color. 310 pages. Sylvan Learning. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99. $6.95


**499586** COMPLETE MULTIPLICATION WORKBOOK, GRADE 4: Understand Key Concepts with Clear Examples and Practice. By Tara Trudo. This workbook explains important concepts and then gives you solving problems on every page. After practicing single-digit multiplication, you’ll have a great foundation for coping with more complex problems. Includes 100 questions and fun activities that are sure to make learning a snap! Grade 4.Fully illus. in color. 76 pages. Rockridge. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95

**397760** LITTLE LEARNING WRITE AND WIPE NUMBERS. The colorfully illustrated, wipe-clean board pages, and included erasable marker, will help children practice their writing skills and learn the numbers one to twenty. Ages 3-5. WARNING! CHOKING HAZARD NOT SUITABLE FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3. Page Publications. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. $6.95

**469688** TEACH READING WITH ORTON-GILLINGHAM. By Susan Purcell. Check your spelling with this fun and interactive program that is bold and has a definition and example sentence. Throughout there are illustrations plus activities to do in the puzzle time panels. Cartoons at the start of each letter are fun for helping you know fun with words. Ages 5-7. SHOPWORN. Miles Kelly. 9x12¼. Pub. at $12.99. $5.95

**391719** MERRIAM-WEBSTER CHILDREN'S DICTIONARY, REVISED. Ed. by Monica Byles. Features more than 35,000 entries, including one hundred and ten new words and more than 3,000 full-color illustrations specially created for this volume. Ages 10 & up. 960 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. $9.95

**396450** GRAMMAR & PUNCTUATION GRDE 4: Skill Sharpeners. By Bryan Langdo. Provides teacher-developed activities that help children practice and learn skills in key subject areas. Perfect for review and enrichment and helps with motivation. Grade 4. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Evan-Moor. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. $4.95

**396461** GRAMMAR & PUNCTUATION Grade 6: Skill Sharpeners. By Bryan Langdo. Provides teacher-developed activities that help children practice and learn skills in key subject areas. Perfect for review and enrichment and helps with motivation. Grade 6. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Evan-Moor. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. $4.95

**373327** 100 EASY STEAM ACTIVITIES: Awesome Hands-On Projects for Aspiring Artists and Engineers. By Andrea Scalzo Yi. Spark your children’s curiosity with these fun projects that use common household items and require little adult supervision. Ages 4 & up. 192 pages. Rockridge. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. $5.95
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Fashion & Costume

3876071 STUART STYLE: Monarch, Dress and the Scottish Male Elite. By Maria Hayward. 386 pages. Yale. Pub. at $50.00. PRICE CUT to $41.95

309195009 VOGUE ESSENTIALS: Lingerie. By Anja Czyer. Fully illus., many in color. Conran Octopus. Pub. at $20.00. $6.95


3870817 VOGUE ON HUBERT DE GIVENCHY. By DrusillaButts. Well illus., many in color. 160 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $9.95. $5.95

3578272 HITCHCOCK'S HEROINES, By Caroline Young. 192 pages. Insight Editions. 9¾x11¼. Pub. at $29.95. $9.95

5728373 HOW TO TELL A WOMAN BY HER HANDBAG. By Kathryn Ernst. Illus. in color. 79 pages. Andrews McMeel. Pub. at $11.99. $4.45


2985241 DIANIELSARWAROFSK World of Beauty. Text by Vivienne Becker. Fully illus., in color. 143 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $17.95

3740412 GRACE of MONACO: Princess in Dior. By Florence Muller. Fully illus., many in color. 151 pages. Rizzoli. 8⅛x10¼. Pub. at $45.00. $29.95


Glass Arts

3810798 GLASS CASTING. By Amy Whittingham. Explains the glass casting process, from the initial search for inspiration through to simple and then more complex casting projects. With step-by-step instructions and supporting photographs, this guide is an accessible account of this challenging and beautiful process. 128 pages. Crowood, Paperbound.

Mosaics

4739418 FUSED GLASS MOSAICS: Master Class Techniques with Martin Cheek. Growing out of a seven-day master class, this book begins by exploring creative influences and the development of a design and continues through to the execution, with an in-depth exploration of the uses of color and texture in glass mosaic art. Illustrated with more than 300 color photographs and driven by an engaging text, each chapter offers techniques and examples. 176 pages. Schiffer. 8⅛x11¼. Pub. at $34.99. $19.95

3860501 A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO MOSAICS: Four Decorative Projects. By Alexandre Carrel. Fully illus. Make mosaic materials to the most sophisticated techniques, step by step you will produce four original and elegant objects. With a simple step by step instructions, this guide will show you just how to create unique and beautiful glass mosaics. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8⅛x11¼. Pub. at $19.99. $9.95

Ceramics & Pottery

3806266 CRAFTING WITH CLAY POTS. By Peg Couch. Transform ordinary garden pots into stylish works of art with this easy-to-use guide. From cascading flower urns and beautiful home accents to artisan-quality vases and gifts. Stone presents a simple step by step techniques for shaping and decorating clay with just a few household tools. Fully illus. in color. 175 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99. $16.95

Polymer Clay

4705394 POLYMER CLAY JEWELRY: 22 Bracelets, Pendants, Necklaces, Earrings, Pins, and Buttons. By Sophie Ariza. Each of the stunning jewelry projects includes step by step instructions with color photos so you can make each item with ease--your imagination being the only limit! 64 pages. Stackpole. 8½x11. Pub. at $15.99. $9.95


2846180 AIR-DRY CLAY: 20 Creative Projects for Modeling, Sculpting & Crafting. By Fay De Winter. Delve into the world of air-dry clay crafting with an assortment of beautiful, easy to make projects that are easy to find skills. From miniature mirror to a chic marble bead bracelet, each project comes with helpful step by step photos and detailed, easy to follow instructions. 112 pages. Lark. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

Decorative Painting

3789179 HOW TO DRAW SHARPIE ART. By Jessica Mazurkiewicz. With tutorials on all the tips and simple things that you can use to create your own Sharpie Marker on and easy to follow instructions, this guide will show you how to make up some out of assorted items DIY style, with very little cost and simple to use. Style up napkins, flowerpots, lamp shades, glassware, Christmas ornaments, and more! Fully illus. in color. 161 pages. Racehorse. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $9.95
DECORATIVE PAINTING

4721010 DECORATING CHAIRS: 7 Painting Projects. By Sammie Crawford. Turn your old chairs into works of art. Each chapter discusses the steps taken in the garage or basement into a work of decorative art with this guide. Crawford includes step by step instructions for seven chair-painting projects, including the Rose, Sunflower, Tiger Lily, Frog, and Santa Chair. Well illus. in color. 48 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95

4739655 AUTHENTIC ANTIQUE STENCILING. By Gen Ventonite. Step by step instructions demonstrate authentic techniques for recreating traditional designs, which work on all surfaces from tin and glass to furniture and walls, and show how to recreate original designs taken from old stencils as well as how to create your own original designs. Fully illus., most in color. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

4736959 APPLIES TO APPLIES: Basic Techniques for Decorating Gourds. By C. Angela McCall. The round gourd and sloping sides of an Apple Gourd make it the perfect gourd to decorate for beginning artists. Make a Be My Valentine gourd, fish- and monogrammed gourds, gourd grizzled with gift wrapper, and a Thinking of You gourd with well-wishes written on it. Step by step instructions ensure great results. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

★4669789 MARBLING: Practical Modern Techniques. By Freyja Scott. The essential contemporary guide for the artisan wanting to mine the deep creative seam of marbling. By Freyja Scott. The essential contemporary guide for the artisan wanting to mine the deep creative seam of marbling. By Freyja Scott. The essential contemporary guide for the artisan wanting to mine the deep creative seam of marbling.

★4731301 THE ART OF PAINT MARBLING. By Rene Eisenbar. Using step by step projects and approachable instructions accompanied by beautiful photographs, learn to use acrylic paints to create marbled artwork on a variety of surfaces. 28 pages. Well illus. in color. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95

★473131X BLOCK PRINT FOR BEGINNERS: Learn to Make Line Blocks and Create Unique Relief Prints. By Elise Young. Learn to create creative and unique works of art with traditional carving tools and step by step printmaking techniques. From basic block prints to more advanced techniques, such as printing in repeated shapes, spouting stationary, wrapping paper, wallpaper and more, this guide provides a fresh approach to learning this art form. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Walter Foster. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $16.95

★3965955X ENAMELING. By Connie Wagner. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95


Puppets, Dolls & Dollhouses


4740008 WHIMSICAL ELEGANCE: The Costumed Cat Dolls of Helen Cohen. The star of this stunning showcase of Helen Cohen’s whimsical abilities, 31 CAT faces grace the pages, with a primary emphasis on historical fashion, representative of the 1500s through the 1950s. Each figure and costume is beautifully photographed and unique. This exciting collection offers inspiration for anyone who enjoys costuming for dolls—or people. 128 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

Metal Crafts

395577X SMITHING WITH THE HANDHELD PNEUMATIC HAMMER. By E.A. Radman. Smithing with the handheld pneumatic hammers on “hot iron” days for cold center punching and line tracing for layout, hot carving and incising, the hammer and riveting. On “cold working” days these pneumatic hammers are used for forming everything from delicate florals to large-scale objects in non-ferrous sheet metals. Fully illus., most in color. 147 pages. SkipJack. 8½x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95 $11.95


★3689719 THE BOOK OF FORGING: Basic Techniques & Examples. By Karl Gissing. A quick-reference overview that describes the basics of all aspects of blacksmithing, and offers a summary of the tools of forging, their uses, and the essential equipment in the work space, the forger’s techniques, how to set up, the blacksmithing, and the chemistry of iron and steel. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. $16.95

3963010 THE TINSMITH’S TINWORK AND PATTERN BOOK, SIXTH EDITION. By H.K. Vosburgh. A reprint of the 1910 revised edition of the classic handbook first published in 1879. It contains 53 diagrams and patterns covering a wide variety of products and layouts, each fully explained, and also includes an extensive appendix with tables, rules, and practical recipes. 120 pages. Amsung. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95 $7.95

2817365hausen: CRAFTS: More Than 30 Easy Projects to Weld at Home. By Barbie TheWelder. Whether you’re a beginning welder or a more experienced crafter, this inspiring guide shows you how to use a make of those old horseshoes in a fun and creative way. Inside you’ll find step by step instructions for fantastic projects like a wine rack, a fruit bowl, and much more. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Skyhorse. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95


★3822680 HYDRAULIC FORGING PRESS FOR THE BLACKSMITH. By Randy McDaniel. Covers the history, the how to, and especially the versatility of the hydraulic forging press for the blacksmith and the knife maker. Includes illustrations. 192 pages. Includes photographs of presses, items made on the press, and the tooling used, along with a gallery of finished pieces. 192 pages. SkipJack. 8¾x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $45.00 $32.95

Metal Crafts

3939340 THE EXQUISITE BOOK OF PAPER FLOWER TIE-DYED INSTRUCTIONS. By Livia Cotelli. Learn how to create 25 vibrant flower stems in a variety of natural shapes—globes, spikes, bells, saucers, rectangles, cones and cones—including hi. 31 projects which include letters, ornaments and wall art. each with step by step instructions. Fully illus. in color. 173 pages. Abrams. 8¾x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

3938808 NEW ENGLAND: Make It by Hand Papercrafts. With Lee Bruce. Create your own charming and authentic new england on the historical and architectural surfaces. New england Color in 20 projects, press out the pieces, fold according to the included instructions, and arrange to your heart’s desire. No scissors, glue or tape necessary - just a touch of creativity. 64 pages. Atlas. 9x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95


382747X CREATE-YOUR-OWN HANDMADE CHRISTMAS CARDS. Thirty ready to color cards with envelopes feature cozy winter scenes and cheery seasonal sayings. Five include a punch-out ornament. Make every card a handmade holiday gift. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95
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Papercrafts


* 397264X DAY OF THE DEAD ORIGAMI. By M. Gardiner & S. Carman. Shining the beauty, color, and vibrancy of the Day of the Dead festival to life with this collection of origami projects. Includes step by step instructions, 70 festive sheets of origami paper to fold, and twenty sheets for you to color in. Tuttle. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95


* 397138X SNOWFLAKES FROM VIKINGS TO VIKINGS: 30 ORIGAMI SNOWFLAKES. By Karen Ham. Bring the magic of paper folding to life with this collection of snowflakes. Includes 29 projects, each showing the historical background of the design. Fully Illus. in color. Dover. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

* 475581X FAITH JOURNALLING: HANDMADE PAPER CRAFTS. By Lisa Brader. Journalling is a necessity and an art form that brings you comfort and allows you to express yourself. This book will show you how to use paper to create beautiful, handmade crafts that will bring joy to your life. Includes 40 projects, each showing the historical background of the design. Fully Illus. in color. 128 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95


* 397258X BEAUTIFUL ORIGAMI PAPER WREATHS: Handmade Japanese Decorations for Every Occasion. By Noriko Nagata. Create low-cost decorations for weddings, anniversaries, holidays and other special occasions. Each month of the year is represented and you can endlessly vary the colors and materials. The 33 versatile wreaths are represented and you can endlessly vary the colors and materials. The 33 versatile wreaths are represented and you can endlessly vary the colors and materials. Fully Illus. in color. 112 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

* 472918X THE ULTIMATE ORIGAMI BOOK: 20 Projects and 184 Pages of Super Cool Craft Paper. Have hours of fun as you discover the amazing world of Japanese paper folding. This guide features 20 step by step projects that range in skill level, each design with easy to follow instructions and color suggestions. Includes 188 pages of removable origami paper. 72 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

* 376148X PAINTING WITH PAPER: Paper on the Edge. By Yula Ben-David. Unleash your creativity with simple materials—paper and glue—learn the basic technique and see how it gives new impact to lettering, nature themes, portraits, larger pieces, and experiments. Explores your skills by this vibrant three-dimensional paper art. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Schiffer. 9½x12½. $23.95

* 394720X QUILLING: 20 Beautiful Designs. By Sena Rina. From food to flowers to festive designs, there’s a project to appeal to the beginner and more challenging ones if you want to build on your skills. Includes all the information you need to start working with strips of paper, includes 20 tools and techniques with clear step by step instructions and templates. Fully Illus. in color, 152 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

Calligraphy

* 398700X HANDBOOK OF HAND LETTERING. By Martin Newsom. A comprehensive guide to hand lettering that includes easy to follow instructions and clear illustrations. Includes 100 projects, each showing the historical background of the design. Fully Illus. in color. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $19.95

* 398717X HANDBOOK OF HAND LETTERING ART PACK: A Guide to Modern Lettering, Calligraphy, and Technical Writing. By Lisa Engelbrecht. All in one place and includes an instruction guide and a companion sketch pad with sample alphabets to start developing skills. Diagrams will guide you to traditional lettering styles, fun, modern and artistic techniques along with inspirational ideas that incorporate creative lettering. Fully Illus. 80 pages. Quarry. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $14.95

* 398754X HAND LETTERING MADE SIMPLE. By Christy Elizabeth. Reveals Elizabeth’s secrets to mastering a vast array of hand lettering techniques, including different fonts, styles, flourishes, effects and mediums. Fully Illus. in color. 192 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $18.95

* 398900X POCKET GUIDE TO CALIGRAPHY. By J. Daniels & N. Dunn. Pick up your pen and start creating beautiful hand lettering in this easy to follow guide. Learn the basics of handwriting and create beautiful works of art. Includes 100 projects, each showing the historical background of the design. Includes 100 projects, each showing the historical background of the design. Fully Illus. in color. 64 pages. Search. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $8.95

* 398755X VINTAGE HAND LETTERING: Create Beautiful Fonts with Old Time Flourish. By Lisa Quine. Reaches you how to develop your own artistic style, like evocative Victorian, chic art deco, and flowery art nouveau, with a focus on step by step instructions and detailed illustrated. Includes 100 projects, each showing the historical background of the design. Includes 100 projects, each showing the historical background of the design. Fully Illus. in color. 256 pages. B.E.S. Spiralbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

* 398759X BIBLE OF CALLIGRAPHY. By David M. Mitchell. Offers lettering enthusiasts at all levels of experience a step by step course that shows how to develop and adapt traditional lettering skills and techniques to a range of modern contexts, including over 300 illustrations. Includes 100 projects, each showing the historical background of the design. Includes 100 projects, each showing the historical background of the design. Fully Illus. in color. 159 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

* 398760X THE CALLIGRAPHER’S BIBLE: 100 Complete Alphabets. How to Draw Them. By David Harris. This comprehensive guide to the art of fine penmanship is the ultimate easy to use reference for anyone interested in creating elegant letter-forms. An extensive preparatory section details tools, materials, and basic techniques. Includes 100 projects, each showing the historical background of the design. Fully Illus. in color. 256 pages. B.E.S. Spiralbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

* 469099X POCKET GUIDE TO CALLIGRAPHY. By J. Daniels & N. Dunn. Pick up your pen and start creating beautiful hand lettering in this easy to follow guide. Learn the basics of handwriting and create beautiful works of art. Includes 100 projects, each showing the historical background of the design. Fully Illus. in color. 64 pages. Search. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $8.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/849
Calligraphy

4739558  AN INTRODUCTION TO CALLIGRAPHY. By Veronica Sabato 80 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95


4739507 BASKETS AND BASKET MAKERS IN SOUTHERN APPALACHIA. By James K. Dill. Hardcover. Fully illustrated baskets pictured here are shown in their natural mountain setting and often with the person who made them or with the people who used them for half a century or more. There are biographical sketches of several old-time basket-makers with numerous photos detailing every step in the process. 192 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95


Flowercrafts


4755863 THE FLOWER FIX: Modern Arrangements for a Daily Dose of Nature. By Anna Potter. With easy to find seasonal blooms, found items such as twigs and dried fruit, and any assortment of containers, you’ll discover how simple it is to bring a little bit of nature’s mystery into the everyday with this guide. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. While Lion. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

3908879 FATHI S CELEBRATE: with a Glorious Array of Flowers. By Laura Iarocci. Starting with the fundamentals of flower arranging, this guide works up to showcasing how to create many different arrangements, along with stunning examples for inspiration. 144 pages. Kunstbook. 8¼x10½. Pub. at $45.00 $14.95

Other Arts & Crafts

3867489 CREATING CANDLES. By Luisa Satchi. This must-have guide for candle makers includes concise step by step instructions on how to create an almost endless variety of candles. Features how to combine wax types and oils with other fun and color photography. From designing a candle for a special occasion to simply adding a decorative touch to any table, this resource offers ideas using a wide variety of containers, scents, waxes, molds, and other materials. 224 pages. Stackpole. Pub. at $26.95 $3.95

3908753 BRICKS & TRICKS: The New Big Unofficial LEGO Builders Handbook. By J. Kläng & U. Kurth. The colorful interlocking bricks offer an almost never ending multitude of possibilities for the creation of new models, scenes and worlds. From using older LEGO bricks and new pieces, the authors introduce you to the art of ‘re-purposing’ the most varied assortment of bricks, tiles, and plates. Fully illus., in color. 208 pages. HEEL. 8½x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $22.50 $6.95

4679946 HOMEMADE BATH BOMBS & MORE. By Heidi Kundin. Discover more than 75 easy recipes with step by step instructions for delightful bath bombs and other luxurious bath products such as sugar scrubs, body butter, and bath jelly. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Castle Point. Pub. at $21.99 $5.95

3986268 PACKAGING YOUR CRAFTS: Creative ideas for Crafters, Artists, Bakers & More. By Alice Finch. Add detail to your original creations with this comprehensive collection of ideas! Use architectural elements like limber framing, arches, pediments, and cornices to give your packaging an added dimension. Projects include step by step building instructions; detailed parts lists; tips on where to find bricks; and diffusion tools for each build. Illus. in color. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $6.95

4739019 BASKETRY: Basic Techniques Explained Step by Step. By C. Hernandez & E. Pascoal. Clear, easy to follow text provides a description of each material and tips for preparing the wood, stitching the coil, weaving the rim and handles, and making different-shaped bases for the basket. Includes 10 techniques for basket-making. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $59.95 $16.95

3961204 POPULAR ARTS OF MEXICO, 1900-1950: Popular Art and Modernity. One hundred years of Mexican popular art from 1850-1950, have been captured here with over 370 vivid color photographs illustrating over 675 objects. The demand for Mexican popular arts increases steadily as growing numbers of people discover their exceptional beauty and qualities. 384 pages. Lyons. Hardcover. Pub. at $59.95 $19.99

4739063 BASKETRY INSPIRATION: For Makers & Collectors. By Billie Ruth Sudduth. For the beginner or experienced basket weaver, easy to follow techniques and step by step instructions inspire those wanting to master the art of hand-woven baskets. Basic information, such as tools and materials, various techniques of basketry, dyers and dyeing, and embellishments are fully discussed. Fully illus. in color. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

4739006 TRADITIONAL SKILLS OF THE NATIVE AMERICANS. By David Montgomery. Gives step by step instructions for scores of crafts and outdoor skills cultivated by various Native American peoples over the centuries. Includes more than 250 illustrations by the author. 215 pages. Lyons. Hardcover. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

3961314 BRICK ANIMALS: 40 Clever and Creative Ideas to Make from Classic LEGO. By Warren Elsmore. Anyone with a drawer full of LEGO bricks will be able to build and customize any LEGO animal models. With clear, step by step instructions you’ll be able to create a wide variety of fun, furry, scaly and feathered creatures, from squirrel and penguin to piranha and more. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Barron’s. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

3961310 BRICK CARS AND TRUCKS: 40 Clever and Creative Ideas to Make from Classic LEGO. By Warren Elsmore. You’ll be taken to new, creative heights with these 40 buildable projects. With clear, step by step instructions, you’ll be able to build a wide variety of models including a sports car, monster truck, fire engine, vintage car, and more. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Barron’s. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

4742250 BRICK CITY: Global Icons Made from LEGO. By Warren Elsmore. From Sydney’s Harbor Bridge to San Francisco’s Transamerica Pyramid, from London’s St. Pancras Station to Barcelona’s Sagrada Familia, each of these fascinating models are made entirely from LEGO bricks. 110 pages. Thunder Bay. 8½x12½. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

4747120 BRICK MINIATURE MILITARY FIGURES WITH KIM JONES. Takes the reader step by step through the process of sculpting an American carnавalman in the heat of battle. Sculpted from LEGO bricks, the artist and author’s detailed instruction will help you bring an incredible accuracy and realism to the figure. Fully illus., many in color. 96 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $6.95
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course, useful websites and more—everything you need to get started. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 110 pages.

Other Arts & Crafts

★ 4742427 ALL-NATURAL PERFUME MAKING: Fragrances to Lift Your Mind, Body, and Spirit, By Kristin Schullman. Perfect for the beginner who wants to create his own signature perfumes without the use of harsh chemicals, this guide provides the philosophy, methods and formulas for crafting all-natural fragrances that not only smell fantastic but can add to your well-being. Well illust. in color. 126 pages. Becker & Mayer. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ 4738590 ANTLER ART FOR BASKETS ANYWHERE, By Beths-Treas. Enhance your gourd or basket with a pair of antlers. With instruction, you’ll discover how to drill, frame, and attach antlers to the traditional weave basket, gourd bowl, floor vases, and even make bowls for both the beginner and advanced crafter, are included here, as well as an inspirational gallery. Fully illust. in color. 297 pages. Barron’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


★ 390956X TIPS, TRICKS AND BUILDING TECHNIQUES FOR LEGO BRICKS, By Joachim Klung et al. Fully illust. in color. 416 pages. HEEL. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

★ 2973877 NEW YORK CITY BRICK BY BRICK: The Art of LEGO Construction, By Jonathan Lopes. 192 pages. Abrams. 8x10½. Pub. at $24.95 $12.95

★ 2827425 NAVY BOARD SHIP MODELS, By N. Ball & S. Stephens. Fully illust. in color. 248 pages. Naval Institute. 9x10½. Pub. at $64.95 PRICE CUT to $27.95

Holiday & Gift Crafting

★ 3969662 A COWBOY CHRISTMAS: Western Celebrations, Recipes, and Streamlines, By Shannon Hatfield. Create your own memorable western-style Christmas with this holiday collection of decorations to craft, traditions, delicious recipes, and, of course, an array of cowboys. Infused with the stories of real-life ranch families and rodeo cowboys, this resource highlights their favorite Christmas traditions and includes lots of tips and ideas. Well illust. in color. 192 pages. Skyhorse. 8½x11. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

★ 3972865 LEGO TRAIN PROJECTS, By Charles Pritchett. Shows you how to build seven detailed train models to get your brick citizens riding the rails in style. Featuring clear, full-color step-by-step instructions, this guide makes it easy to build fun, realistic models that will delight train lovers of all ages. 199 pages. No Star Ch. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.99

★ 3968919 BRICK & BLOCKS: 40 Clever and Creative Ideas to Make from Classic LEGO, By Kevin Hall. Hitting the bricks has never been so much fun! Each project is a great way to test out unusual building techniques. With step by step instructions, you’ll be able to create a variety of incredible and inspiring designs, including a windmill, treehouse, dragon’s lair, igloo, and more. Fully illust. in color. 297 pages. Barron’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

★ 4756541 BRICK PETS: 30 Builds, By Kevin Hall. Features 30 original, ingenious, and unique buildable pet projects with clear, step by step illustrated instructions for each project. 96 pages. Barron’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

★ 3969919 BRICK & BLOCKS: Ideas & Projects from MAYFLOWER, By A.G. Smith. Now you can commemorate the 400th anniversary of the Pilgrims’ historic voyage by creating your own authentic full-color model of the reconstructed ship that is visited by thousands each year in Plymouth, Massachusetts. Includes step by step instructions, easy to follow diagrams, and paper components for making a 17-inch model. Fully illust. in color. 152 pages. Dover. 9½x12. Pub. at $7.95 $4.95

★ 4739804 MAKING GOURD ORNAMENTS, By Angela Mohr. Details the steps needed to make surprisingly simple—and more challenging—ornaments for the festive season with readily available tools and supplies already in your home or garage. Fully illust. in color. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Pub. at $5.95 $4.95

★ 3969226 MAKING MORE GOURD ORNAMENTS, By C. Angela Mohr. Making ornaments from the fruits of your labors in the garden adds to the excitement and joy of the Christmas season. Make a Santa head from a banana gourd, a snow couple from mini-bottle gourds, and shiny ornaments from egg gourds—eight projects in all—in color. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.99

★ 3874184 THE LEGO CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS BOOK, Volume 2, By Chris McVeigh. Fe La La La LEGO! Build lasting memories with this all-new collection of LEGO® designs. Gather around the tree, grab that box of LEGO, and start making your next family keepsake. Step by step instructions, two builds: Elf Santa; Reindeer, Mr. Snow, Gingerbread House and more. Fully illust. in color. 210 pages. No Star Ch. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95


COOKING TECHNIQUES & GUIDES

★ 4758004 THE BEST OF THE BEST RICE COOKER COOKBOOK, By Beth Hensperger. Learn how to make perfect every time rice of any kind, from white to brown to black, from jasmine to basmati to Arborio. In total, they include almost 80 rice dishes to showcase: Thai Curried Rice Pilaf, Steamed Chicken Breasts on White Rice, and Steamed Ginger Salmon and Asparagus. Color photos. 176 pages. Harvard Common. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

★ 3805733 THE HOME BUTCHER, By Brad Miller. Fully illust. with plenty of step by step butchery instructions, as well as techniques, tips, and tricks—along with 75 home-style recipes with easy to find ingredients. Examples of these delicious dishes include: Perfect Roast Turkey, Red Wine-Soaked Roast Veal, Marinated Chicken Thighs, and more. Color photos. 246 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $21.99 $12.95

★ 3969707 HOW TO COOK WITHOUT A BOOK: Recipes and Techniques Every Cook Should Know by Heart, By Pam Anderson. Outlines simple cooking techniques so that after you have learned them, you won’t have to open your cookbook again. Includes tossed salads, soups, omelets, frittatas, pasta, ravioli and lasagna, stir-fries, steamed veggies, side dishes, appetizers, and desserts. 290 pages. Broadway. Pub. at $22.95 $16.95

★ 3952134 THE “I LOVE MY AIR FRYER” LOW-CARB RECIPE BOOK, By Michelle Fagone. A must have for air fryer owners who adhere to a low-carb diet and want fast, healthy, and delicious meals their whole family will enjoy! You’ll find 175 recipes that include Mediterranean Jalapeno Poppers, Peach Barbecue Pork Chops, and Nutty Chocolate Cheesecake. Color photos. 222 pages. Adams Media. 8½x11. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

★ 3917320 300 BEST BLENDER RECIPES USING YOUR VITAMIX, By Robin Asbell. A collection of tantalizing and innovative recipes that will help you get the most out of your Nutribullet including everything from nutritious breakfasts and sumptuous soups to desserts that will have you reaching for seconds. Try Chicken Liver Mousse, African Peanut Soup, Mango Coconut Energy Balls, and Tempah Walnut Burgers. 320 pages. Robert Rose. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

★ 3909062 PATISSIERIE: French Pastry Master Class, By Philippe Uraca with C. Couiller. Discover the secrets of French pastries with world-famous pastry chef Philippe Uraca—president of the MOF Pastry Chefs since 2003, and 20 recipes by MOF pastry chefs compiled and published for the first time. This comprehensive work presents all of the pastries with extremely detailed accuracy and with detailed step by step photographic instructions. 504 pages. Hachette. 9½x11. Pub. at $45.00 $9.95

★ 3865999 SKILLET & SHEET PAN SUPPERS: Foolproof Meals, Cooked and Served in One Pan, By Monica Sweeney. With roasting dinner in the oven or sauteing it on the stovetop, you’ll bring out the flavors of your food. Cook full meals in one pan—baking sheet or skillet—with less prep time, and get dinner on the table faster with quicker cook times. Try Baked Caesar Salmon; Pancetta-Mushroom Risotto; or Sriracha Crabcakes. Well illust. in color. 127 pages. Countryman. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 3921275 THIS IS MY BEST SUPERFOOD BLENDER RECIPES: Using Your NutriBullet, By M. Haugen & D. Cook. Explains everything you need to know about healthy eating, nutrition and superfoods and then provides over 75 delicious and easy to prepare recipes for smoothies, dips, dressings, soups, sauces, and desserts. With these recipes and a NutriBullet, you’ll be well on your way to better health. Color photos. 224 pages. Robert Rose. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

★ 3920941 THE PERFECT SAUSAGE: Making and Preparing Homemade Sausage, By Karsten “Ted” Aschenbrandt. From raw ingredients to secret tips for better flavor, this guide covers everything you need to know. Includes nearly 30 sausage recipes from around the world, six tips for buying and storing your sausage, plus grilling techniques from a BBQ master. Color photos. 120 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 4650751 WHAT CAN I COOK IN MY...? Instant Pot, Air Fryer, Waffle Iron & More, Ed. by Christine Rukavena. Whether you’re a fan of mini-lunches to feed the family or pressure cooked meals that hit the dinner table fast, you’ll find them in this exciting collection of more than 150 delicious recipes. When you only make the most of your kitchen tools, the ideal dinners, snacks, sides, desserts and treats are always at your fingertips. Well illust. in color. 320 pages. Taste of Home. Spiralbound. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95
Cooking Techniques & Guides

**39064X** KOJI ALCHEMY: Rediscovering the Magic of Mold-Based Fermentation. By Chih J. Umbersky. Delivers a comprehensive look at modern koji use around the world as it inspires the next wave of fermentation enthusiasts. Includes an in-depth look at koji character, cheese, and other ferments, the magic of koji is taken to unexpected places, revolutionizing the creation of fermented foods and flavor profiles for both professional and home cooks. Color photos. Chelsea Green. Pub. at $34.95. **$27.95**

**397472** ESSENTIAL TOOLS, TIPS & TECHNIQUES FOR THE HOME COOK. By Michelle Doll. Shines new light on familiar tools such as rolling pins, sheet pans, spatulas, Dutch ovens, pressure cookers, and more in this comprehensive readable and entertaining guide. Doll’s essential instructions will help you decide what your kitchen really needs and how to use it. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**375190** THE LITTLE HOUSE COOKBOOK, REVISED: Frontier Foods from Laura Ingalls Wilder’s Classic Stories. By Barbara M. Walker. Celebrates the life of a pioneer family working, cooking, and eating together. More than 100 unique recipes are included, all of which are fully tested and includes full nutrition information. Takes you back to a time you never knew. 160 pages. Color photos. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**395097** BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS 1393 THE PAN THAT CAN. Ed. by Jan Miller. Features 150 delicious new recipes for appetizers, breakfasts, one-pan dinners, roasted vegetables, hot sandwiches, desserts and more. Each recipe has been tested and includes full nutrition information. Try Tacos in Pasta Shells; Baked Cajun Seafood and Rice; or Candy-Crunch Peanut Butter Bars. Fully illus. in color. 304 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**

**394037** 150 BRAVE WAFER MAKER RECIPES: From Sweet to Savory. By M. Haugen & J. MacKenzie. This wide ranging recipe collection offers ingenious tips and techniques that will soon have you making waffles like a pro. You’ll soon be waffling away, enjoying, including vegetarian, vegan and gluten free options. Take advantage of your waffle maker in ways you never imagined. 160 pages of color photos. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**397729** THE MONSTER’S COOKBOOK: Every Recipe for the Living, Dead, and Undead. By Hoxton Street Monster Supplies. For hundreds of years the Hoxton Street Monster Supplies shop has provided high-quality goods for the monster community, and now for the first time, their classic cookbook has been adapted for use by humans. This includes recipes including Dill’s Eating Offal Biscuits and Olde-Fashioned Brain Jam. Illus. 160 pages. Mitchell Beazley. Pub. at $14.99. **$4.95**

Recipe Collections

**397715** NOT YOUR MOTHER’S CAST IRON SKILLET RECIPES. By Lucy Vaserfirfer. Featuring information on how to choose, season, cook, and clean your skillet, along with more than 150 recipes, this is the definitive companion for those who enjoy cooking with the techniques of home cooks. Delicious dishes include Constant Flip-Method Steaks with Grilled Onion Shallots, Vegetarian Fajitas, and more. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. **$19.95**

**375221** PILLSBURY BAKING HACKS: Fun and Inventive Recipes with Refrigerated Dough. Ed. by Deb Brody. It’s a super-simpler with refrigerated dough, and end with a great meal or treat. From German Chocolate-Coconut Baked Doughnuts to Barbecue Beef Rolls, these recipes deliver great taste in almost no time. Includes more than 125 inventive recipes for appetizers, sweet breads, savory breads, main dishes and desserts. Illus. in color. 270 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. **$19.95**

**371268** 101 THINGS TO DO WITH CANNED BISCUITS. By Tony Piatelli. Presents a collection of recipes to make common biscuits into delicious treats, such as Cinnamon Rolls, Jalapeño Puffs, and more. Includes Biscuit Stuffing, Tex-Mex Sandwiches, Jalapeno Puffers, Blueberry Monkey Bread, and more. 128 pages. Gibbs Smith. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.99. **$4.95**

**395974** BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS 1393 TOMATO PAN. Ed. by Jan Miller. There is nothing better or more delicious than fresh tomatoes. Introducing 150 recipes to include any of your garden bounty. Color photos. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**


**396471** MAD HUNGRY–SUNDAY SUPER S for a Special Weekend Meal. By Carla Snyder & Linda Stout. From Lasagna to Vinegar Glossed Chicken, Pork Chops with Apples and Onions to Shepherd’s Pie, and the meat of all treats, Sleeping Bag Cake, this is a perfectly curated collection of dishes including sides and desserts, designed to feed hungry families, because there’s nothing like Sunday Suppers! Well illus. in color. 112 pages. Artisan. Pub. at $19.95. **$4.95**

See more titles at erhbc.com/849
Recipe Collections

**3820432 THE CAST-IRON BAKING BOOK.** By Dominique DeVito. A mouthwatering collection of over 175 treats, perfect for cast iron skillets and Dutch ovens of every size. A wide range of baking recipes cover breakfast pastries, decadent desserts, savory breads and more. Dill Scones, Spinach and Ricotta Calzones, Smoke Salmon Frittata, Gluten Free Pear just to name a few. Well illus. in color. 140 pages. Paperbound. $19.99

**3940699 SOLO: A Modern Cookbook for a Party of One.** By Anita Lo. The ultimate guide to self-love through the best meals you can prepare for yourself. Modern, approachable, and deeply flavorful dishes that include a one of big and bold flavors, with surprising twists along the way. Recipes include Sea Bream with Mango and Papaya Salad, Lamb Meatballs with Warm Yogurt and Sweet Chard, and Persimmon Ice Cream with Buttermilk Ice. Color photos. 336 pages. Ten Press. $39.95

**3889326 BACON: 45+ Mouthwatering Recipes for Appetizers, Main Dishes, and Desserts.** Ed. by Amy K. Hooper. Revels in the unlimited ways this salty, smoky food can improve breakfast, lunch, dinner, and snacks. From Bacon-wrapped Turkey Roast to Bacon Blondies, these sensational recipes will change the homemaker's outlook on daily meals, entertaining, and the occasional midnight morsel. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. I-5 Press. 8x10½. Paperbound. $19.95

**3952121 COOKING WITH CHILE PEPPERS: Nifty Gritty.** By Colleen & Bob Simmons. End the confusion about fresh and dried chilies, and learn how to use them in more than 100 delicious recipes, including Szechuan Pepper Stir-Fry, and Chinese Green Bean and Mushroom Stir-Fry. 172 pages. Taylor. Paperbound. $8.95

**3952142 THE “I LOVE MY INSTANT POT” REPRODUCIBLE MEALS RECIPE BOOK.** By Allison J. You must-have for instant Pot lovers who are looking to cut costs and want fast, fresh, and delicious meals the whole family can enjoy. You’ll find 175 recipes in this one-pan Slow Cooker, and Egg Breakfast Burritos; Cajun Chicken Pasta; and Double Chocolate Zucchini Bread. Color photos. 240 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. $16.99

**3981835 GOOSEBERRY PATCH SECRETS FROM GRANDMAS KITCHEN.** Filled with more than 200 well-loved, handed-down recipes shared by cooks across the country like: Braised Swine Steak; Grandma Ella’s Chicken & Dumplings; and Nanny’s Chocolate Cupcakes. 16 pages of color photos. 220 pages. Gooseberry Patch. Paperbound. $12.95


**3852216 THE LITTLE BURGER BIBLE: Nitty Gritty.** By Colleen & Chris Zinman. Initially published as a guide to making your city’s tastiest, most resilient pieces of kitchen equipment, along with dozens of one-pan recipes and helpful cooking tips. Recipes include BBQ Burgers; and Vegetable, Tofu and Fish Burgers. 124 pages. Bristol Publishing. Paperbound. $8.95

**3841472 ONE POT RECIPES: Meals for Your Slow Cooker, Pressure Cooker, Dutch Oven, Sheet Pan, Skillet, and More.** Ed. by Sue Sumeraj. This collection of tempting recipes evokes all the cozy comforts of home. Easy dependable, and reassuringly familiar these delicious dishes include: Spaghetti and Meatballs; Italian Sausage with Pasta; Chicken Parmesan; and more. Numerous color photos. 384 pages. Nourish. Paperbound. $19.95

**3899447 BURGERS & GRILLING FOR EVERY COOK AND EVERY FAMILY.** By Ellen Brown. With over 150 burgers, grilled chicken, and more, this little volume is filled with limitless combinations of possibilities. 182 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

**3942170 THE GREATEST SKILLET OF ALL.** By Casas presents 80 of her easiest and most resilient pieces of kitchen equipment, along with dozens of one-pan recipes and helpful cooking tips. Recipes include BBQ Burgers; and Vegetable, Tofu and Fish Burgers. 124 pages. Bristol Publishing. Paperbound. $8.95

**3985003 THE LITTLE BURGER BIBLE: Nitty Gritty.** By Colleen & Chris Zinman. Initially published as a guide to making your city’s tastiest, most resilient pieces of kitchen equipment, along with dozens of one-pan recipes and helpful cooking tips. Recipes include BBQ Burgers; and Vegetable, Tofu and Fish Burgers. 124 pages. Bristol Publishing. Paperbound. $8.95

**3930368 BACON: 45+ Mouthwatering Recipes for Appetizers, Main Dishes, and Desserts.** Ed. by Amy K. Hooper. Revels in the unlimited ways this salty, smoky food can improve breakfast, lunch, dinner, and snacks. From Bacon-wrapped Turkey Roast to Bacon Blondies, these sensational recipes will change the homemaker’s outlook on daily meals, entertaining, and the occasional midnight morsel. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. I-5 Press. 8x10½. Paperbound. $19.95

**3953211 COOKING WITH CHILE PEPPERS: Nifty Gritty.** By Colleen & Bob Simmons. End the confusion about fresh and dried chilies, and learn how to use them in more than 100 delicious recipes, including Szechuan Pepper Stir-Fry, and Chinese Green Bean and Mushroom Stir-Fry. 172 pages. Taylor. Paperbound. $8.95

**3952142 THE “I LOVE MY INSTANT POT” REPRODUCIBLE MEALS RECIPE BOOK.** By Allison J. You must-have for instant Pot lovers who are looking to cut costs and want fast, fresh, and delicious meals the whole family can enjoy. You’ll find 175 recipes in this one-pan Slow Cooker, and Egg Breakfast Burritos; Cajun Chicken Pasta; and Double Chocolate Zucchini Bread. Color photos. 240 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. $16.99

**3981835 GOOSEBERRY PATCH SECRETS FROM GRANDMAS KITCHEN.** Filled with more than 200 well-loved, handed-down recipes shared by cooks across the country like: Braised Swine Steak; Grandma Ella’s Chicken & Dumplings; and Nanny’s Chocolate Cupcakes. 16 pages of color photos. 220 pages. Gooseberry Patch. Paperbound. $12.95


**3852216 THE LITTLE BURGER BIBLE: Nitty Gritty.** By Colleen & Chris Zinman. Initially published as a guide to making your city’s tastiest, most resilient pieces of kitchen equipment, along with dozens of one-pan recipes and helpful cooking tips. Recipes include BBQ Burgers; and Vegetable, Tofu and Fish Burgers. 124 pages. Bristol Publishing. Paperbound. $8.95

**3942170 THE GREATEST SKILLET OF ALL.** By Casas presents 80 of her easiest and most resilient pieces of kitchen equipment, along with dozens of one-pan recipes and helpful cooking tips. Recipes include BBQ Burgers; and Vegetable, Tofu and Fish Burgers. 124 pages. Bristol Publishing. Paperbound. $8.95

**3953211 COOKING WITH CHILE PEPPERS: Nifty Gritty.** By Colleen & Bob Simmons. End the confusion about fresh and dried chilies, and learn how to use them in more than 100 delicious recipes, including Szechuan Pepper Stir-Fry, and Chinese Green Bean and Mushroom Stir-Fry. 172 pages. Taylor. Paperbound. $8.95

**3952142 THE “I LOVE MY INSTANT POT” REPRODUCIBLE MEALS RECIPE BOOK.** By Allison J. You must-have for instant Pot lovers who are looking to cut costs and want fast, fresh, and delicious meals the whole family can enjoy. You’ll find 175 recipes in this one-pan Slow Cooker, and Egg Breakfast Burritos; Cajun Chicken Pasta; and Double Chocolate Zucchini Bread. Color photos. 240 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. $16.99

**3981835 GOOSEBERRY PATCH SECRETS FROM GRANDMAS KITCHEN.** Filled with more than 200 well-loved, handed-down recipes shared by cooks across the country like: Braised Swine Steak; Grandma Ella’s Chicken & Dumplings; and Nanny’s Chocolate Cupcakes. 16 pages of color photos. 220 pages. Gooseberry Patch. Paperbound. $12.95

Recipe Collections

**396384 GOOSEBERRY PATCH ALL-TIME-FAVORITE RECIPES FROM OHIO COOKS.** Collects Tried and True Recipes for every meal of the day, plus yummy party treats and delicious desserts including Hearty Meatball Stew; Farmstyle Ham & Gray; Greek Beef and Potato Salad; Mom’s Tasty Kielbasa with Chocolate-Zucchini Cupcakes; and more. Color photos. 151 pages. Gooseberry Patch. Spiralbound. Pub. at $13.95. 9.95.

**3791689 HOW TO COOK ANYTHING IN YOUR DUTCH OVEN.** By H. Southworth & G. Moza. A Dutch oven may well be the perfect cooking vessel that makes it ideal for everything from braising and stewing to simmering and casseroles. The authors will show you how to cook recipes like: Vampiro Proof Meatball, Islander Sweet and Sour Beef Ribs, Cioppino Noir, Gristled Drumsticks, and Slow Cooker Sandwiches. Color photos. 142 pages. Rockridge. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99. 9.95.

**3955745 THE SIMPLE SUBSTITUTIONS COOKBOOK: Adapting Recipes to Your Taste.** By Sandra Ruttan. Collects more than 100 delicious appetizers, side dishes, salads, main dishes, desserts and more that is simple and simple. Use these versatile substitutions to customize your cooking. 156 pages. Bristol Publishing Enter. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95. 4.95.

**6734219 HOW TO INSTANT POT: Mastering All the Functions of the One Pot That Will Change the Way You Cook.** By Daniel Shumski. Discover the wonders of the Instant Pot with this demystifying cookbook. Shumski not only teaches you how to master each of this revolutionary appliance’s key functions, he also offers more than 100 irresistible recipes that have been specially crafted to take advantage of the pot’s many virtues. 279 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. **12.95.**

**4695917 EASY DUTCH OVEN COOKING: Classic & Contemporary Recipes in 5 Steps or Less.** By Sara Furtic. From poaching eggs and baking casseroles to sautéing veggies, this Dutch oven collection offers tasty dishes that don’t require lots of prep and cleanup time. With 100 classic and contemporary recipes like Pork Green Candy. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00. **14.95.**

**3969010 RECIPES FROM THE FARMHOUSE.** You’ll find a delicious harvest of easy-to-prepare recipes to make the most of in-season ingredients, from fresh produce from the Farmer’s Market with this collection that includes: Country Ham and Dressing; Butternut Squash Soup; Baked Stuffed Eggplant; and Barbecued Meatball. 220 pages. Gooseberry Patch. Spiralbound. Pub. at $17.95. **9.95.**

**389293 THE GOODNESS OF COCONUT: 40 Irresistible Energy-Packed Recipes.** By Emily Jonzen. Packing a nutritional punch and coming in at under 300 calories, this collection of 225 family-friendly recipes for every occasion from home cooks just like you. Delicious meals include Coconut Mac & Cheese; Brownie Stuffed Chicken; and Coconut Sausage Chili. 220 pages. Gooseberry Patch. Spiralbound. Pub. at $17.95. **12.95.**

**3968928 MOM’S GO-TO RECIPES.** For busy moms who love home-cooked meals for their families and want to feel good about the food choices they make. This collection contains 250 family-friendly recipes for every occasion from home cooks just like you. Delicious meals include: Chicken Alfredo; Quinoa Fried Rice; and Spicy Chicken & Sausage Chili. 220 pages. Gooseberry Patch. Spiralbound. Pub. at $17.95. **12.95.**


**4685466 101 LASAGNAS & OTHER LAYERED CASEROLEs.** By Julia Rutland. Features numerous creative takes on the traditional Lasagna, including Spicy Chicken and Sausage Lasagna; Asian Short Ribs with Wonton Noodles; and Green Chile Chicken with Tortilla Noodles. If it has layers, it’s considered lasagna—so pull out your casserole dishes and get ready to dine all these extra hot. Color photos. 192 pages. Tiller. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. **14.95.**

**6717753 THE OLD FARMHOUSE KITCHEN: Recipes and Old-Timee Nostalgia.** By Frances A. Gillette. Told and true comfort food recipes from farm kitchens are a perfect choice when you need to prepare irresistible creations. Features over a hundred easy to follow recipes include Chicken and Dumplings; Swedish Panckies; Creamy Potato Soup; and Blueberry Pie. Filled with pastas, macs, casseroles, pies, tarts, breads, and more. Color photos. 198 pages. Frances A. Gillette. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. **14.95.**

**3929206 THE VIRGINIA HOUSEWIFE OR, METHODOICAL COOK.** By Mary Randolph. An unabridged republication of the original 1824 title. This is a first modernized edition, 5th printing. Methodical Cook originally published in 1824. This influential, classic guide by a noted Virginia hostess is widely regarded as the first truly Southern cookbook. The book contains a treasury of cooking instructions for everything from hearty soups to exotic cordials, and a glimpse of a bygone era.

**689490X GOOSEBERRY PATCH FAMILY RECIPES FOR THE KITCHEN.** With swapping recipe cards with family and friends, you’ll find this collection chock-full of old fashioned favorites you’ll want to pass along. High-country favorites include Shortcake Biscuits and Eggs, Chicken Noodle Soup; Country Fried Steak; Golden Macaroni and Cheese; Lemon Meringue Pie and Iced Shortbread Cookies. 16 pages of color photos. 222 pages. Gooseberry Patch. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95.

**3974545 THE COMFORT FOOD MASH-UP COOKBOOK: 80 Delicious Recipes for Reimagining Your Favorite Dishes.** By Dan Whalen. Features exciting recipes that merge two comfort food classics into one unique, mouthwatering dish. Kick off your day with Cranberry-Crispy Rice and Black Bean and Cheese Green Peas, and finish your evening with a Black Bean and Wilted Greens with Shrimp and Winter Squash. Well illus. in color. 194 pages. Sterling. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. **5.95.**

**3961737 YOUR ASTROLOGICAL COOKBOOK: The Perfect Recipe for Every Sign.** From you’re cooking for yourself, a party, or a close friend, Urban will help you find the perfect recipe for every occasion, guided by the energies and traits of the zodiac and your horizons and discover exciting and delicious ways to celebrating astrology. Color photos. 286 pages. Adams Media. Pub. at $18.99. **5.95.**

**3728833 RICE: A Savor the South CoOKBOOK.** By Catherine Urban. Whether you’re looking to make a quick and easy meal or you’re looking to make a meal that requires a little more time and effort, this collection contains 100 delicious and exciting recipes deliciously demonstrate how rice stars in Creole, Acadian, soul food, Low Country, and Gulf Coast kitchens, as well as in the kitchens of cooks from around the world who are now at home in the South. Includes: Sweet Potato Leaf Stew, Omo Tuo (Rice Balls); and Curried Rice. Sale. 108 pages. UNC Press. Pub. at $20.00. **15.95.**

**3936899 THE SHORT STACK COOKBOOK: Ingredients That Speak Volumes.** By N. Fausch & K. Golein. This collection showcases 18 essential ingredients, each of which provides a new perspective in the kitchen and reflects how we cook such as Bacon Biscuits, Sopes, bacon, brussels sprouts, butter, cheddar, chicken, chili peppers, eggs, Greek yogurt, honey, kale, lemons, mayonnaise, rice, souchong bread, tomatoes, shrimp and winter squash. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Abrams cook. **9.95.**

**397569X THE PSYLOCYBIN CHEF COOKBOOK.** By V. Haze & K. Mandralke. With over 50 recipes and eight extraction methods, covering everything from cocktails and drinks to desserts and suspender-style gummies, and a whole chapter on the science and magic of microdosing, this guide teaches you how to be the psychedelic creme de la creme and how to always be the color. 162 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. **14.95.**


**3939061 THE HOT BROWN: Louisville’s Legendary Open-Faced Sandwich.** By Albert W.A. Schmid. Originally created at its namesake the Brown Hotel in Louisville, Kentucky, the Hot Brown began as turkey on bread, covered with a mixture of cheese, tomatoes and turkey on bread, covered with a mixture of cheese, tomatoes and two slices of bacon. Chef Schmid shares an exceptional collection of current recipes for the legendary sandwich including the Cool Brown and Chicken Chow Mein the Brown Hotel way. 92 pages. Red Lighting. Pub. at $15.00. **11.95.**

**3970124 ALL-IN-ONE DUTCH OVEN COOKBOOK FOR TWO: One-Pot Meals You’ll Both Love.** By Janet A. Zimmerman. The Dutch oven is just as good at cooking for two as it is with the whole family. This collection offers more than 90 recipes that don’t require you to spend a fortune on ingredients, and won’t generate leftovers that’ll end up getting thrown away. Color photos. 124 pages. Gooseberry Patch. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.95. **9.95.**

**4695896 DUTCH OVEN DINNERS: A Cookbook for Flavorful Meals Made in One Pot.** By Sarah A. Zimmerman. Make life easier with convenient 30-minute or one-pot meals, along with recipes that need just eight ingredients. Get nostalgic with this collection of Dutch oven favorites, and expand your horizons with decadent comfort foods. An assortment of 75 recipes includes gluten-free, nut-free, vegetarian, and dairy-free choices. Color photos. 124 pages. Rockridge. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95. **8.95.**
Recipe Collections


4673422 The American Heart Association Cookbook, 8th Edition. Whether you’re trying to make the most of your calories, watch your cholesterol, limit saturated fat, reduce sodium, or simply aiming to eat healthier overall, this comprehensive guide to a heart-healthy life has more than 300 delicious recipes that make incorporating whole grains, vegetables, and fruits into your diet easy and delicious. 698 pages. Clarkson Potter. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $9.95

3849256 500 KETOGENIC RECIPES. By Sam Dillard. Have you tried the ketogenic lifestyle? It’s an easy-to-prepare diet that doesn’t restrict calories, saturated fat, or sodium but requires you to consume more fat and protein than carbohydrates. Meal plans, recipes, and a complete meal prep guide will help you get started. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99. [SOLD OUT]

3979397 The Beginner’s Keto Diet. By Maria Sajeevan. This keto diet has become the go-to healthy diet for losing weight, managing diabetes, and possibly preventing and managing conditions such as heart disease, depression, and certain illnesses and cancer. This resource will guide you through the challenging first few weeks with over 100 recipes designed to meet the special nutrient requirements for ketosis. Color photos. 208 pages. Fair Winds Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99. $4.95

4673422 The New American Heart Association Cookbook, 8th Edition. Whether you’re trying to make the most of your calories, watch your cholesterol, limit saturated fat, reduce sodium, or simply aiming to eat healthier overall, this comprehensive guide to a heart-healthy life has more than 300 delicious recipes that make incorporating whole grains, vegetables, and fruits into your diet easy and delicious. 698 pages. Clarkson Potter. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $9.95

3975884 The Beginner’s Ketodiet. By Maria Sajeevan. This keto diet has become the go-to healthy diet for losing weight, managing diabetes, and possibly preventing and managing conditions such as heart disease, depression, and certain illnesses and cancer. This resource will guide you through the challenging first few weeks with over 100 recipes designed to meet the special nutrient requirements for ketosis. Color photos. 208 pages. Fair Winds Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99. $4.95

3751864 The “I Love My Air Fryer” Keto Diet Recipe Book. By Sam Dillard. A must have for air fryer owners who follow the ketogenic diet and want fast, fresh, and delicious meals their whole family can enjoy. You’ll find 175 fat burning recipes, including: Air Fryer Stuffed Mushroom Caps; Greek Chicken Stir Fry; Raspberry Danish Bites; and even more! Full color. in color. 223 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $9.95

3952223 Keto Comfort Foods: 107 Tasty-Tender-Fast Comfort-Food Favorites. By Sam Dillard. You’ll find over 100 low-carb, high-flavor recipes to satisfy your cravings and make you feel good. You can still have your favorite foods, but benefit from a mean, fat-burning machine with foods like Bacon Cheeseburger Pizza; Crispy Avocado Fry Nachos; Triple-Layer Chocolate Cake; Chicken Fried Rice; and more. Color photos. 173 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $9.95

4679954 The “I Love My Air Fryer” Keto Diet 5-Ingredient Recipe Book. By Sam Dillard. The ketogenic diet is an effective way to lose weight and improve health. And with an air fryer, it’s easier than ever to create delicious, satisfying, and nutritious dishes in record time—using just five ingredients! Recipes include: Smoked Turkey Wings; Parmesan-Crusted Pork Chops; and Cheesy Baked Asparagus. Color photos. 224 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $9.95

3970647 The Dirty, Lazy, Keto Cookbook: Bend the Rules to Lose the Weight! By Stephanie & William Laska. Shows you how to eat your favorite foods while on the ketogenic diet. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99. $9.95


3961105 The Winter Table: Fireside Feasts for Family and Friends. By Lisa Lemke. Color photos. 212 pages. Sterling. 8 x 10 x 1/4” thick. Pub. at $24.95. [PRICE CUT to 4.95]


Low Fat & Healthy Cooking

3952125 KETO BREAD: From Bagels and Buns to Crusts and Muffins, 100 Delicious Recipes for Every Meal. By F. Gorksy & L. Cleveninger. By following the easy recipes and simple baking tips inside this helpful guide, you can enjoy all of your favorite foods in a low-carb, keto-friendly way. This will become a better, healthier you. Try these delicious foods: Fresh Bagel, Oven-Fried Chicken and Waffles; Pepperoni and Cheese Calzones; and more! Color photos. 176 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $9.50

4723422 The New American Heart Association Cookbook, 8th Edition. Whether you’re trying to make the most of your calories, watch your cholesterol, limit saturated fat, reduce sodium, or simply aiming to eat healthier overall, this comprehensive guide to a heart-healthy life has more than 300 delicious recipes that make incorporating whole grains, vegetables, and fruits into your diet easy and delicious. 698 pages. Clarkson Potter. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $9.95

3849256 500 KETOGENIC RECIPES. By Sam Dillard. Have you tried the ketogenic lifestyle? It’s an easy-to-prepare diet that doesn’t restrict calories, saturated fat, or sodium but requires you to consume more fat and protein than carbohydrates. Meal plans, recipes, and a complete meal prep guide will help you get started. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99. [SOLD OUT]

3890740 The Everything Low-Carb Meal Prep Cookbook. By Lindsay Boyers. Grab some containers; Schwartz your作息 schedule; and choose a week’s worth of recipes and you can once again enjoy your favorite foods and all the health benefits they bring. This collection is filled with delicious and healthy ideas such as Warm Chicken and Pink Grapefruit Salad, Hearty Fish Pie, and Roasted Butternut Squash with Truffle, Sherry, and Parmesan. Color photos. 176 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99. $9.95

4673913 The Keto for Two Cookbook. By Lindsay Boyers. With recipes for every meal (including dessert), this collection is full of fantastic and flavorful low-carb recipes great for watching your portions and losing weight. It’s the delicious way to keep your keto goals on track. By Frv Shrimp Scampi or Meyer Lemon Panna Cotta for starters. Color photos. 176 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $9.50

4556288 Healthy Eating to Recorded Music of Yesteryear. By Margaret Rayman et al. Gives clear and effective guidelines on how to adapt your diet and lifestyle to help protect you against dementia. Includes 500 low-carb, high-fat recipes, each of which are based on two years of careful research, such as Warm Chicken and Pink Grapefruit Salad, Hearty Fish Pie, and Roasted Butternut Squash with Truffle, Sherry, and Parmesan. Color photos. 176 pages. Kyrie Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $9.50


2966216 The Ultimate Avocado Cookbook. By Colette Rush. Author makes the most original and beautifully designed dishes with everyone’s favorite superfood and offers more than fifty recipes for everything from avocado smoothies and avocado ice cream to avocado salsa. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $9.50

3974868 The Autoimmune Protocol Made Simple Cookbook. By Sophie Van Liggelen. The Autoimmune Protocol (AP) diet is gaining attention as the top diet for the 50 million people suffering from autoimmune conditions, and this guide distills the complicated science and diet into easy-to-prepare recipes that include: Avocado and Coconut Yogurt, Avocado Bun with Beet Burger, Avocado Chocolate Cake, and more. Well illus. in color. 82 pages. Hydra House. Pub. at $16.99. $9.50


See more titles at erhb.com/849
Low Fat & Healthy Cooking

397621 A NEW WAY TO FOOD, By Maggie Battista. Well illus. in color. 296 pages. Roost. 8/110%. Pub. at $26.95. \( \text{PRICE CUT TO } \$9.95 \)


Slow Cookers & Crockpots

3990842 TASTE OF HOME SLOW COOKER THROUGHOUT THE YEAR. Ed. by Michelle Rozumalski. Shared by more than four “in one” season cookbook to simmering success! Includes 495 recipes like Slow Cooked Caribbean Pot Roast in the Spring; Enchilada Pie in the Summer; Turkey with Cranberry Sauce in the Autumn; and Pear Pudding in the Winter. Fully illus. in color. 320 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. \$9.95

3979172 ART OF THE SLOW COOKER. By Andrew Schloss. Stew a little by stewing. Cooks gently in a fragrant broth while you run errands, finish up work, or just have fun. And the best part is that when you get home after a long day, the kitchen is filled with the aroma of delicious, perfectly cooked food. The ingredients are being transformed into delicious meals. Includes cooking charts to help with timing, and plenty of recipes and tips on tools and testing. 268 pages. Chronicle. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. \$9.95

382094 TASTE OF HOME SLOW COOKER: 278 All-New Family Faves. Ed. by Hazel Wheaton. Come home to a delectable slow-simmered meal with these kitchen-tested treasures. From roasts, stews, and pasta to side dishes and desserts, Mealtays in Honey Buffalo Sauce and Cuban Pulled Pork Sandwiches to Butternut-Pecan Pecan Biscuits, put your slow cooker to work. Well illus. in color. 256 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. \$4.95

3994511 BEST OF BRIDGE THE FAMILY SLOW COOKER: 225 All-New Recipes. Ed. by Suzy Spencer. Under the pressure of a busy life, there’s nothing quite as satisfying as gathering a few ingredients early in the day, turning the slow cooker on and not worrying about what to eat until dinnertime comes around. Recipes include Southwesten Taco Soup; Chickpea Masala Sandwiches; and Broccoli and Cauliflower Au Gratin. Color photos. 342 pages. Robert Rose. 8x10. Spiralbound. Pub. at $29.95. \$6.95

3754487 TASTE OF HOME SIMPLE, EASY, FAST SLOW COOKER. By Catherine Cassidy. Simmer up 360 slow cooker greats! These slow cooked stews, soups, sandwiches and desserts come together quickly and cook up extra fast, so you can dig in to a comforting flavor any night of the week. You’ll even find quick snacks as well as speedy sides and salads, making it a snap to round out your main course. Well illus. in color. 250 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. \$9.95


6946232 BEEF: Slow Cooker Favorites. Features more than 150 slow cooker recipes for beef braises, stews, and other comforting dishes to exotic international one pot meals. Enjoy dishes like Beef Vegetable Soup; Salisbury Steak Casserole; Retro Meatballs; Apricot Glazed Beef and Ginger Curry, 175 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. \$4.59

3755495 TASTE OF HOME SLOW COOKER. Ed. by H. Wheaton & C. Kuhnowa. Offers over 100 recipes perfect for the lonely slow cooker owner. Featuring mouth-watering, healthy, and super easy recipes. This collection of recipes, and you can have Bacon Cheddar Dip, Hearty Lentil and Sausage Soup, Slow Cooker Pork Rib Sandwich; Lamb Ragu with Ricotta & Mint, and Black Bean Soup and Chipotle Cream. Color photos. 202 pages. Storey Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. \$9.95

3861708 THE 150 BEST SLOW COOKER RECIPES, SECOND EDITION. By Judith Finlayson. Revised and expanded for today’s kitchen, with more fish, seafood, vegan recipes and whole grain options. From great family food to more sophisticated recipes for entertaining, not to mention luscious desserts, it’s all here in this collection. Color photos. 288 pages. Chronicle. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. \$9.99

3955761 SLOW COOKING, REVISED EDITION: Nitty Gritty. By Joanna White. Want a hot meal waiting when you get home after a long day? Then this slow cooker collection is just for you. Includes recipes such as Chicken Green Chile; Simple Tomato Sauce; and Beer Stew. Color photos. 96 pages. Taylor Trade. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. \$3.95


3860045 FIX-IT AND FORGET-IT SLOW COOKER CHAMPION RECIPES: 450 of Our Very Best Recipes. By Phyllis Good. Presents 550 magic recipes for slow cookers from finger-lickin’-good pizzas and burritos to bar cookies and vegetable medleys to chocolate desserts and snacks to dozens of other surprising treats. Recipes are crowdsourced and tested by ingredients most people already have in their homes and use in their cupboards. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. \$10.99

379101 YEAR-ROUND SLOW COOKER: 150 HEALTHY AND NUTRITIOUS RECIPES. By Hope Comerford. Whether you’re making savory snacks, a family dinner, or a few readily available ingredients, your slow cooker and this collection of recipes, and you can have Bacon Cheddar Dip, Hearty Lentil and Sausage Soup, Slow Cooker Pork Rib Sandwich; Lamb Ragu with Ricotta & Mint, and Black Bean Soup and Chipotle Cream. Color photos. 202 pages. Storey Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. \$9.95

3855839 FIX-IT AND FORGET-IT SLOW COOKER COMFORT FOODS: 150 Healthy and Nutritious Recipes. By Hope Comerford. These easy, tasty, and healthy slow cooker recipes has something for everyone. Nutrition info included with every recipe, makes sure what you’re cooking fits your family’s needs. Find recipes such as Chicken Tortilla Soup, Chili Chicken Stew with Rice, Easyziest Ever BBQ Chicken Ribs, Swedish Cabbage Rolls, Strawberry Rhubarb Crisp, and more. Well illus. in color. 340 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. \$19.99

3953661 FIX-IT AND FORGET-IT SWEET & SAVORY SLOW COOKER RECIPES. By Hope Comerford. Whether you’re making savory snacks, a family dinner, or a few readily available ingredients, your slow cooker and this collection of recipes, and you can have Bacon Cheddar Dip, Hearty Lentil and Sausage Soup, Slow Cooker Pork Rib Sandwich; Lamb Ragu with Ricotta & Mint, and Black Bean Soup and Chipotle Cream. Color photos. 202 pages. Storey Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. \$9.95

3854159 FIX-IT AND FORGET-IT SLOW COOKER DUMPER RECIPES AND IDEAS. By Hope Comerford. Step 1: Take the ingredients out of your slow cooker into a crock. Step 2: Press the “on” button. It’s that easy! Included are over 150 recipes for slow cookers that use canned soups, beans, stock andaruous ingredients, and range from savory poultry dishes to warming soups and stews to comforting dishes to exotic international one pot meals. Enjoy dishes like Beef Vegetable Soup; Salisbury Steak Casserole; Retro Meatballs; Apricot Glazed Beef and Ginger Curry. 256 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. \$4.59

3870536 TEXAS SLOW COOKER: 125 Recipes for the Lone Star State’s Very Best Slow Cookers. By Cheryl Allyn Jamsims. The foods that Texas loves cook up best when they cook slow. In this groundbreaking recipe collection, a bona fide barbecue expert shares her fuss-free methods for re-creating the treasures of the Lone Star from Chicken Enchilada Chili and Texas Pecan Pork Rib—using only your slow-cooker. 207 pages. Harvard Common. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99. \$6.95

4765797 RUSTIC FARMHOUSE SLOW COOKER: 75 Hands-Off Recipes for Hearty, Homestyle Meals. By Allie Kelly. These family-friendly dishes are easy to prepare in the slow-cooker, and recipes include dishes like Franks Pot Roast; Beef with Broccoli; Sweet Barbecued Chicken; Sweet Potato Lentil Soup; Fudge Swirl Dump Cake; and so much more. Fully illus. in color. 330 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. \$13.99

6580807 FIX-IT AND FORGET-IT SLOW COOKER MAGIC: 550 Amazing Everyday Recipes. By Phyllis Good. Presents 550 magic recipes for slow cookers from finger-lickin’-good pizzas and burritos to bar cookies and vegetable medleys to chocolate desserts and snacks to dozens of other surprising treats. Recipes are crowdsourced and tested by ingredients most people already have in their homes and use in their cupboards. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. \$10.99

See more titles at erhbc.com/849
Quick & Easy Cooking


3863662 GOOD HOUSEKEEPING BURGERS. Ed. by Jane Francisco. For juicy, mouthwatering burgers, here are 125 sizzling recipes you’ll flip for. Jerk burgers, bison burgers, bacon-wrapped, or even a venison burger! Color photos. 176 pages. Alpha. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $2.95

3913570 HEALTHY ELECTRIC SMOKER COOKBOOK: 100 Great Recipes with All-Natural Ingredients and Fewer Carbz! By Rholynda Linards. Electric smokers offer authentic smoked flavor with push-button simplicity and control you can’t get with traditional pit smokers. This guide offers 100 great recipes from cocktails, to entrees, to desserts, including Chipotle Smoked Wings, Coconut Shrimp, and Smoked Shrimp & Grits. Color photos. 176 pages. Alpha. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $2.95

3934748 SMOKING FOOD: The Ultimate Beginner’s Guide. By C. Lance D. Heberle. Explains how to choose the best fuels—you can even use corncocks—to build smokers from old refrigerators and cardboard boxes, and of course: how to smoke everything from turkeys to turtles. With more than 100 recipes and tips for making brines, marinates, cheeses, appetizers, soups, and main dishes this is an invaluable resource for the home smoker. Illus. in color. 185 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

3893243 COWBOY BARBECUE: Fire & Smoke from the Original Texas Vaqueros. By Adravina with A. Volkman. Offers techniques for smoking, cooking on the embers, underground, on a spit, and more. Try Mesquite Brisket; South Texas Peanut Butter Mole; Grilled Barbecued Salmon; Grandma’s Papas; Flour Tortillas and much more. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Countryman. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

3952255 THE SECRETS TO GREAT CHARCOAL GRILLING ON THE WEBER. By B. E. Weis. This comprehensive guide opens up a world of barbecue possibilities with more than 60 recipes that include The Perfect Burger Every Time; Steak Skirt; Cooked Directly on Hot Coals; and the ubiquitous Beer Can Chicken, Color photos. 192 pages. Page Street. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $9.95

3948021 SECRET INGREDIENT SMOKING AND GRILLING. By Gary J. Jones. Celebrates the world of southern flavors with smoking secrets from American Grill champion Staci Jeff! With her mouth-watering recipes you’ll be barbecuing, smoking and grilling recipes from your smoker and grill like Kentucky Beer-Brased Beef Short Ribs or Sweet Chili Smoked Wings. Color photos. 160 pages. Page Street. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

3721950 GREAT GRILLING: HOT SUMMER RECIPES. By Ralf Nowak. Whether you’re a newcomer or an expert chef, this collection will kick up your grill skills by adding homemade sauces to your repertoire. Along with the recipes, there are grilling tips and chili-wrangling info, you’ll find recipes for salsas, jams, steak sauce, Texas & Louisiana style sauces, and more. Illus. in color. 200 pages. Page Street. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95


3724933 THANK YOU FOR SMOKING: Fun and Fearless Recipes Cooked with a Whiff of Wood Fire on Your Grill or Smoker. By Paula Drieste. In this collection of one hundred recipes for smoking meats, fish, poultry, vegetables, and more, the author shows you how to make delicious dishes with all-natural ingredients. Color photos. 112 pages. Artisan. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

3890260 GRILLING WITH FOIL PACKETS. By Cyndi Allison. With expert photos, step by step instructions and expert tips, this volume provides everything you need to know to grill, marinate, season, and cook foods that are sure to impress. Try Chicken and Summer Vegetables; Buffalo Cauliflower Bites, or Banana Boats, 124 pages. Ulysses. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

4695801 CAST IRON-CAMPING COOKBOOK. By Pauline Reynolds-Nuttall. The 75 fast and easy recipes collected here will make your camp kitchen the place to be. With one-skillet meals designed for fast prep, simple cooking, and quick cleanup, you’ll always have something delicious for everyone like Chicken Fajitas, Beef Fajitas, or Grilled Corn with Creamy Kim Chee Spread. Color photos. 138 pages. Ten Speed. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $17.95


4731204 GRILLING AND CAMPFIRE COOKING: Over 250 Flavorful Fired-Up Recipes for Mains, Sides, Desserts and S’more! Gather plenty of easy recipes to enjoy year ‘round that your family will love like Tangy Peach-Grilled Chicken, BBQ Bacon Cheeseburgers; Fire-Broiled Peaches, and Tomato & Sweet Corn Salad. 160 pages of color photos. 220 pages. Gooseberry Patch. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

3722800 THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO GRILLING. By Mark Sinness. Expert Sinness reveals in these pages the sure fire techniques and smoke infused expert tips, this volume provides everything you need to know to grill, marinate, season, and cook foods that are sure to impress. Try Chicken and Summer Vegetables; Buffalo Cauliflower Bites, or Banana Boats, 124 pages. Ulysses. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

3724099 FEAST BY FIRELIGHT. By Emma Fisch. A fresh and effortless approach to cooking outdoor feasts with family and friends. Recipes include Trimmied French Toast with Strawberries; Guacamole in its Shell, and Burnt Broccoli Mac N’ Cheese. Color photos. 202 pages. Ten Speed. Pub. at $22.00 $7.95


*393404X BOURBON, RIBS, AND BURGERS: The Magic of Cooking Low and Slow. Well illus. in color. 304 pages. Cider Mill. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

PASTAS

3944204 LASAGNA: A Baked Pasta Cookbook. By Anna Hezel et al. Why lasagnas are the saucy, cheesy common ground between Italian grandmas and Michelin starred chefs. These fifty recipes for lasagna classics, will feed your crisper corner cravings: from classic Bolognese to a skillet baked spaghetti–even dessert! Color photos. 143 pages. Clarkson Potter. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95

4655261 PASTA REINVENTED. By Caroline Bretherton. Try more than 80 Italian-inspired dishes made with store-bought or homemade alternative pasta. From Sweet Potato Gnocchi & Hazelnut Gremolata; to Beet Tagliatelle with Goat Cheese & Fried Sage–get inspired and stay healthy with these tasty recipes! Color photos. 192 pages. Darling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

VEGETARIAN COOKING

3940411 350 BEST VEGAN RECIPES. By Cherie Spriggs. Delicious and healthy food that everyone can enjoy, from simple everyday meals to hearty fare. These recipes are versatile and varied, from artisan breads to fresh vegetable salads. There’s even a ‘Vegan from Scratch’ illustration designed by eliminate many hard to find and expensive vegan ingredients. 24 pages of color photos.


UNLEASH THE BEST VEGGIE BURGERS ON THE PLANET. REVISED. By Joni Marie Newman. Here are more than 100 delicious, internationally inspired recipes for veggie burgers that will take your veggie burguer to the next level of flavor and fun. Dishes include Denver Omelet Breakfast Burger; Inside-Out Sushi Burger; and Mac and Cheese Burger. Color photos. 240 pages. Fair Winds. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $4.95
Asian & Eastern Cuisines

**LIMITED QUANTITY** 473355 THE ASIAN SLOW COOKER. By Kelly Kwok. A collection of simple and delicious recipes that will have your favorite Asian dishes waiting for you right when you get home. With the press of a button, you can make authentic dishes that are healthier and tastier than those from your favorite restaurants.


**471258** THE KOREAN TABLE. By T. Chung & D. Samuels. Color photos. 160 pages. Tuttle. 9½x11". Pub. at $19.95

**391249** QUICK & EASY THAI: 70 Everyday Recipes. By Nancie McDermott. Color photos. 186 pages. Chronicle. $18.95


**476473** JUDY JOO’S KOREAN SOUL FOOD. By Kyung Jeong. Color photos. 224 pages. White Lion. Pub. at $30.00

European Cuisines

**2914573** HUNGARIAN COOKBOOK: Old World Recipes for New World Cooks. By Yolanda Nagy Fintor. These 140 enticing Old World Hungarian recipes were brought to America by the author's grandparents, and upholds the ingredients that make Hungarian cuisine unique. Color photos. 368 pages. Countryman. Pub. at $21.95

**2956548** QUICK AND EASY ITALIAN COOKING: Nitty Gritty. By C. Pulido & J. Fulbio-Porta. Simple recipes that are full of flavor and are easy to make. Color photos. 150 pages. Power. Pub. at $14.95

**2914360** ART OF LITHUANIAN COOKING. By Maria Gieseit. Features 150 authentic Lithuanian recipes such as Fresh Cucumber Soup; Lithuania’s Meat Pies; and much more. 230 pages. Hippocrene. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95

**6469265** OSTERIA: Slow Food Editeuro. Ed. by Christopher Steighner. Among the 1,000 authentic recipes collected in this book, many simple dishes that “off the beaten track” restaurants serve to their customers every day, as well as little-known recipes that were once forged by Italy’s Food. Color photos. 452 pages. Out of Print. Enter. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95

**2828235** GERMAN MEALS AT OMA’S. By Gerhild Fulson. Recipes like Sauerkraut and Sausages; Beef and Onions; Schnitzel with Mushroom Sauce; and Lamb Chops make this slow cooker cookbook perfect to suit your family. Color photos. 120 pages. Countryman. Pub. at $16.95

**3139481** THE FRENCH COUNTRY KITCHEN. By Pamela Sheldon Johns. A collection of recipes that will excite anyone looking for new and delicious ways of preparing food. Includes a full range of traditional sides, salads, soups, sauces, pickled vegetables and hot and cold drinks. Color photos. 118 pages. The Experiment. Pub. at $18.95

**396270** THE EASY FRENCH KITCHEN: 100 Classics Made Simple. By Romain Casper. This guide helps any home cook and so delicious you’ll feel proud to share. Color photos. 160 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $16.95


**3059955** THE FRENCH KITCHEN. In this one-of-a-kind beautifully illustrated resource, the kitchen. Color photos. 452 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $24.95

**3950273** THIS IS THE SUNDAY DINNER: 52 Seasonal Italian Menus. By Lisa Corrado. A complete five-course Sunday dinner menus, grouped by the regions of Italy that best represent the four seasons, whether it’s Spring in Campania, or Winter in Puglia. Brimming with the author’s memories of Italy and anecdotes about her family, this collection of recipes include Artichoke and Tanglefoot Frittata; Green Pea Soup with Walnuts and Almond Log. Well illus. in color. 326 pages. Sterling Epicure. Pub. at $29.95

**3951025** HOW TO COOK THE VIETNAMESE WAY WITH Mrs. C. With a new and charismatic generation of chefs, the classics like Pasta alla Cabonara, as well as local dishes like Sagabatake. This amazing selection of all-veg re-creations of classic sushi rolls and bites includes clear, step by step instructions that will show you how to make five different styles of sushi with all-natural, whole ingredients—and assemble elegant plates bursting with color and crunch. Includes a full range of traditional sides, salads, soups, sauces, pickled vegetables and hot and cold drinks. Color photos. 118 pages. The Experiment. Pub. at $18.95

**391269** TAI: To Eat—Recipes and Stories from a Vietnamese Family Kitchen. By Helene & Jacqueline An. In this fascinating peek at a lost world, and the evolution of an extraordinary cuisine, 100 recipes are featured that reinvent Vietnamese cuisine for the modern table. Color photos. 160 pages. Countryman. Pub. at $14.95

**4667387** JAPANESE COOKING WITH MANGA: Easy Recipes Your Friends Will Love! By Alexis Alger. Packed with personal anecdotes and information on Japanese culture, this text is adapted to suit your family. Color photos. 160 pages. Countryman. Pub. at $16.95

**3975651** INSTANT POT ASIAN PRESSURE COOKER MEALS. By Patricia Sandlund. A collection of simple and delicious recipes that will fulfill your Asian food cravings in no time using everyday ingredients and the Instant Pot—which will transform your fresh ingredients into a feast! Recipes range from Classic Chinese Adobo; Pad Thai; Homemade Wonton Soup; and Beef and Broccoli. Color photos. 128 pages. Tuttle Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

**397426X** COOK ANIME: Eat Like Your Favorite Character from Bento to Nigiri. By Lisa Corrado. Through anime food and find out what your favorite characters are starving and sharing, then learn to make it at home! Along with each recipe, you’ll discover how to make the animation and the food, such as history, culture, cooking tips, and more. Perfect for foodies and anime lovers alike. Well illus. in color. 159 pages. Tiller. Pub. at $19.99

**4740742** TOKYO NEW WAVE. By Andrea Fazzari. A new and charismatic generation of chefs and artists are reviving and rediscovering the celebrated food city of Tokyo. While still remaining distinctly Japanese, these chefs combine the old and the new in this unique and inspiring cookbook. Color photos. 296 pages. Ten Speed. 8½x11". Pub. at $40.00


**471258** THE KOREAN TABLE. By T. Chung & D. Samuels. Color photos. 160 pages. Tuttle. 9½x11". Pub. at $19.95

**396274** EUROPEAN CUISINE: 90 RECIPES FOR THE ULTIMATE COMFORT FOOD. By A. Gray & A. Hann. Learn to cook the European way with Mrs. C. With a new and charismatic generation of chefs, the classics like Pasta alla Cabonara, as well as local dishes like Sagabatake. This amazing selection of all-veg re-creations of classic sushi rolls and bites includes clear, step by step instructions that will show you how to make five different styles of sushi with all-natural, whole ingredients—and assemble elegant plates bursting with color and crunch. Includes a full range of traditional sides, salads, soups, sauces, pickled vegetables and hot and cold drinks. Color photos. 118 pages. The Experiment. Pub. at $18.95

**3950273** THIS IS THE SUNDAY DINNER: 52 Seasonal Italian Menus. By Lisa Corrado. A complete five-course Sunday dinner menus, grouped by the regions of Italy that best represent the four seasons, whether it’s Spring in Campania, or Winter in Puglia. Brimming with the author’s memories of Italy and anecdotes about her family, this collection of recipes include Artichoke and Tanglefoot Frittata; Green Pea Soup with Walnuts and Almond Log. Well illus. in color. 326 pages. Sterling Epicure. Pub. at $29.95

**3951025** HOW TO COOK THE VIETNAMESE WAY WITH Mrs. C. With a new and charismatic generation of chefs, the classics like Pasta alla Cabonara, as well as local dishes like Sagabatake. This amazing selection of all-veg re-creations of classic sushi rolls and bites includes clear, step by step instructions that will show you how to make five different styles of sushi with all-natural, whole ingredients—and assemble elegant plates bursting with color and crunch. Includes a full range of traditional sides, salads, soups, sauces, pickled vegetables and hot and cold drinks. Color photos. 118 pages. The Experiment. Pub. at $18.95


**471258** THE KOREAN TABLE. By T. Chung & D. Samuels. Color photos. 160 pages. Tuttle. 9½x11". Pub. at $19.95

**396274** EUROPEAN CUISINE: 90 RECIPES FOR THE ULTIMATE COMFORT FOOD. By A. Gray & A. Hann. Learn to cook the European way with Mrs. C. With a new and charismatic generation of chefs, the classics like Pasta alla Cabonara, as well as local dishes like Sagabatake. This amazing selection of all-veg re-creations of classic sushi rolls and bites includes clear, step by step instructions that will show you how to make five different styles of sushi with all-natural, whole ingredients—and assemble elegant plates bursting with color and crunch. Includes a full range of traditional sides, salads, soups, sauces, pickled vegetables and hot and cold drinks. Color photos. 118 pages. The Experiment. Pub. at $18.95

**Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller – 75 –**
Jewish Cuisine


3971996 MY MODERN CARIBBEAN KITCHEN. By Julius Jackson. This book features 100 recipes that capture the essence of the Caribbean, with a focus on Haitian cuisine. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $12.95

Regional & Exotic Cuisines


4705637 THE WESTERN WRITERS OF AMERICA COOKBOOK. Ed. by S. Monahan & N. Plain. This cookbook features recipes from the wild west. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95


3738083 GEORGIA CHURCH SUPPERS. This cookbook features recipes from Georgia's church suppers. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95


Notable Chefs & Celebrities


3754301 THE LITTLE LOCAL TEXAS COOKBOOK. By Hilaire Potter. This book features recipes from Texas' local farmers and purveyors. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95


For more titles at erhbc.com/849
**Cookies, Breads & Baking**

- **9986277** Ultimate Pound Cakes: Classic Recipe Collection. By Phyllis Hoffman DeFlorio. Getting to know the recipe’s ingredients: a pound of flour, butter, sugar, and eggs, there are over 100 recipes included in this collection with variations. Color photos. 179 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95
- **3907123** Biscuits: Sweet and Savory Southern Recipes for the All-American Kitchen. By Bayou Biscuits. Fully illus. in color. 300 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. in **SOLD OUT**
- **3994801** Love Pies and Tarts. By Nancy Kershner. 120 pages. Taylor. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $4.95
- **2872633** The New Bundt Pan Cookbook: Over 100 Classic Recipes for the World’s Most Iconic Baking Pan. By the eds. of Tide & Town. SHOPWORN. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Cider Mill. 8¼x10¼. Pub. in **SOLD OUT**

**Desserts**

- **9986499** Betty Crocker Sheet Cake Cookbook. By Cathy Swanson. Meet the new kitchen star! The homey sheet pan, a versatile tool that delivers a range of delicious big-batch desserts, from slab pies to sheet cakes, frozen treats to candy, and more. Try Crunchy Cinnamon-Toffee Candy, Crispy Oatmeal Cookie Bar, Almond Macaroon Brownies, and Eggnog Cheesecake Bars and other great options. Well illus. in color. 286 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $15.95
- **3863794** Nostalgic Delights: Classic Confections & Timeless Treats. By William Curley. A modern collection of confections, bakes, desserts and handcrafts to satisfy your tastebuds. Classic favorites ranging from Cider Toffee, Curly Wurlies, Pecan and Banana Cake, through to the classics such as Charlotte Russe, 100-one Night Bang Kong (peanut ice cream, caramel sauce, Spanish peanuts, a ripe banana, fresh whipped cream) and more. Color photos. 224 pages. Chronicle. Pub. at $24.95. $14.95
- **3932079** Our Favorite Cake Mix Recipes. You’ll love this collection of recipes that start with a mix! Try Hootenanny Cake; Coconut Freezer Cake; Chocolate Whoopie Pies; Oatmeal-Raspberry Bars; or Graham-Struesel Coffee Cake. 128 pages. Gooseberry Patch. Spiralbound. Pub. at $8.95.
- **391299X** All Cakes Considered. By Melissa Gray. NPR’s cake lady, gray brings a cake to the office for her colleagues at NPR to enjoy every Monday. Every week a cake—one mixed or baked with a mix, no canned frosting—all made from scratch. Here she shares tips and tricks along with fifty delicious recipes inspired by the cakes she made at work. Color photos. 192 pages. Rodale. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $16.95. $13.95
- **3869398** Cinnamon is Magic: Real Ingredients, Modern Recipes. By Jamil Curt. Packed with nearly 200 recipes and careful step by step instruction; tips for guaranteed success; and flavor guides, Curt gives you the foundations of the cake and the building blocks for treats such as Coffee Lollipops, Honey & Hazelnut Caramel, and Turtle Caramels. Well illus. in color. 304 pages. Ten Speed. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $35.95. $27.95
- **4719040** Procrastibaking: 100 Delicious Last-Minute Recipes Done in the Most Delicious Way Possible. By Erin Gardner. Provides the ultimate guide to procrastibaking—procrastinating by baking. With over 100 recipes from easy one-hour projects to weekend affairs including Oatmeal Buckeyes; Double-Chocolate Mint Cookies; and Pretzel Mini Tarts. C’mon, it’s time to procrastibake! 16 pages of color photos. 15 pages. Atria. Pub. at $24.99. $6.95
- **4955955** Erin Bakes Cake. By Erin Gardner. Learn how to bake easy but elaborately decorated cakes–no fondant needed with Gardner’s recipes, instructions, and color photographs as inspiration. Her cakeequations teach you how to combine her buttercream, cake, and cookie recipes in easy ways. 240 pages. Rodale. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $27.95. $19.95
- **3853639** Have Your Cake and Eat It: Nutritious, Delicious Recipes for Healthier Everyday Baking. By Mich Turner. Bakes her approach to baking into a cake expert, Turner’s inspirational recipes will give you a reason to bake for family and friends and to celebrate. Each recipe is filled with tips and how-to, drawn from her incredible baking expertise. indulge in Peach Melba Muffins; Pumpkin and Poppie Seed Loaf; or All-Natural Red Velvet Cake. Color photos. 224 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $24.95. $6.95
- **4755847** Everyday Bakes to Shoes. By Mitch Turner. Brings together a collection of 80 recipes to elevate your desserts from simple to showstopper. Starting with truffles, biscuits and cupcakes, you’ll master the basics to make them into lavish multi-tier layer cakes that will wow your friends and family. Color photos. 224 pages. Frances Lincoln. Pub. at $26.00. $7.95
- **9986344** Simply Sweet. 75 Desserts and Sweet Treats from Your Instant Pot or Other Electric Pressure Cooker. By B. Schieving & M. Butts. Electric pressure cooker fans have discovered that their favorite appliance works miracles not just for dinner but also for dessert! From quick breads and crisps to custards and puddings, lava cakes and more—these desserts are done in a flash. Color photos. 160 pages. Harvard Common. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $16.95
- **4867188** That’s Completely Camera-Ready. By Jeni Britton Bauer. A food photographer’s guide to making deliciously smooth and creamy homemade ice creams. Bauer offers dozens of recipes for interesting combinations like Farmstead Cheese & Glazes Jam; Wild Berry Lavendar; and 100 One Night Bangkok (peanut ice cream, caramel sauce, Spanish peanuts, a ripe banana, fresh whipped cream). Color photos. 112 pages. Artisan. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95
- **4948107** The Complete Cake Mix Recipes. From creamy cupcakes to moist loaves, you can make anything with灾 cake mixes. With tips and know-how, drawn from her incredible baking expertise. indulge in Lime Cheesecake; Caramel Apple Pie, and Overnight Cinnamon-Pecan Monkey Bread. Color photos. 160 pages. Harvard Common. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $16.95
- **3948099** The Taartwerk Pies Cookbook: Grandmother’s Recipe, Granddaughter’s Remix. By Jo Wijnhoven & Karin McGuire. These pie recipes, each going beyond pumpkin pie, fork-tender pots of Bakewell Tart;ile cupcakes you will ever bake. Filling every cupcake is the best way to take your cupcake confections—all in four easy steps! 232 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95. $14.95
- **3931145** Complete Cake Mix Magic: 300 Easy Desserts Good as Homemade. By Jill Snider. Discover how to transform a basic cake mix into a mouthwatering dessert simply by adding three creative ingredients. The more than 300 recipes here offer results that taste homemade in less than half the time. Some tasty treats include Toffee Milkshakes; Cinnamon Caramel Fudgy Pumpkins with Fudgy Ganache; Cake-style Baked Pumpkin-Spice Mini Donuts; or Cheesey Baked Pumpkin Mac’n Cheese. Color photos. 140 pages. Countryman. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $9.95
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